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Abstract

In digital video compression, apart from storage, successful transmission of the compressed video

data over the bandwidth limited erroneous channels is another important issue. To enable a video

codec for broadcasting application, it is required to implement the corresponding coding tools (e.g.

error-resilient coding, rate control etc.). They are normally non-normative parts of a video codec and

hence their specifications are not defined in the standard. In Dirac as well, the original codec is

optimized for storage purpose only and so, several non-normative part of the encoding tools are still

required in order to be able to use in other types of application.

Being the "Research and Developments of the Dirac Video Codec" as the research title, phase I of

the project is mainly focused on the error-resilient transmission over a noisy channel. The error-

resilient coding method used here is a simple and low complex coding scheme which provides the

error-resilient transmission of the compressed video bitstream of Dirac video encoder over the packet

erasure wired network. The scheme combines source and channel coding approach where error-

resilient source coding is achieved by data partitioning in the wavelet transformed domain and

channel coding is achieved through the application of either Rate-Compatible Punctured

Convolutional (RCPC) Code or Turbo Code (TC) using un-equal error protection between header plus

MV and data. The scheme is designed mainly for the packet-erasure channel, i.e. targeted for the

Internet broadcasting application.

But, for a bandwidth limited channel, it is still required to limit the amount of bits generated from

the encoder depending on the available bandwidth in addition to the error-resilient coding. So, in the

2ndphase of the project, a rate control algorithm is presented. The algorithm is based upon the Quality

Factor (QF) optimization method where QF of the encoded video is adaptively changing in order to

achieve average bitrate which is constant over each Group of Picture (GOP). A relation between the

bitrate, R and the QF, which is called Rate-QF (R-QF) model is derived in order to estimate the

optimum QF of the current encoding frame for a given target bitrate, R.

In some applications like video conferencing, real-time encoding and decoding with minimum

delay is crucial, but, the ability to do real-time encoding/decoding is largely determined by the

complexity of the encoder/decoder. As we all know that motion estimation process inside the encoder

is the most time consuming stage. So, reducing the complexity of the motion estimation stage will

certainly give one step closer to the real-time application. So, as a partial contribution toward real-

time application, in the final phase of the research, a fast Motion Estimation (ME) strategy is designed

and implemented. It is the combination of modified adaptive search plus semi-hierarchical way of

motion estimation. The same strategy was implemented in both Dirac and H.264 in order to

investigate its performance on different codecs. Together with this fast ME strategy, a method which

is called partial cost function calculation in order to further reduce down the computational load of the

cost function calculation was presented. The calculation is based upon the pre-defined set of patterns



which were chosen in such a way that they have as much maximum coverage as possible over the

whole block.

In summary, this research work has contributed to the error-resilient transmission of compressed

bitstreams of Driac video encoder over a bandwidth limited error prone channel. In addition to this,

the final phase of the research has partially contributed toward the real-time application of the Dirac

video codec by implementing a fast motion estimation strategy together with partial cost function

calculation idea.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction
Nowaday, analogue video recording is a mature technology and has almost reached its limits.

Investments in enhancing the technology provide increasingly small returns. On the other hand, digital

video technology has the potential to achieve much higher levels of quality and the technology is

being improved at an increasing rate. It has a number of unique properties that make possible

applications that could not be realised using analogue video. Firstly, digital video can be manipulated

more easily than analogue video. In addition to this, digital video can be stored on random access

media, whereas analogue video is generally stored sequentially on magnetic tape. This random access

allows for interactivity, since individual video frames are addressable and can be accessed quickly.

Digital video can be duplicated without loss of quality which is important for editing applications.

The ability to easily store and transmit is by far its most important property. Video in digital form

can be transmitted across channels where transmission of analogue video was almost impossible.

Because compressed digital video can be transmitted using less bandwidth than analogue television, it

is possible to provide many channels where before there were only a few or none. By exploiting the

digital technology, cable TV systems can have enough capacity to provide hundreds of channels of

digital video. Video-on-demand is currently available on trial basis. The video was delivered to the

consumers homes via their copper telephone wire and normal telephone service was not disrupted. In

future, video-on-demand services might eventually replace the trip to the video store.

In addition to the applications mentioned above, modem digital video applications also include

storage on different media such as Video-CD, DVD, Blu-Ray Disc, broadcasting over wireless mobile

channel, streaming over the internet, satellite and terrestrial digital TV, video-conferencing and video-

telephony and many more. Widely development of the digital video applications has led the

generation of the international standards for different types of applications under the auspices of the

International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU- T) and the

International Organization for Standardization / International Electrotechnical Commission

(ISOIIEC). The ITU-T's H.261 video coding standard is originally designed for transmission over

ISDN lines on which data rates are multiples of 64 Kbitls and H.263 is designed as a low-bitrate

compressed format for video conferencing. On the other hand, the Moving Pictures Expert Group

(MPEG), established under the ISOIIEC, standardized MPEG-I to compress Video Home System

(VHS) quality raw digital video. Under the same group, another standard called MPEG-2 is widely

used as the format of digital television signals that are broadcast by terrestrial (over-the-air), cable,

and direct broadcast satellite TV systems. It also specifies the format of movies and other programs

that are distributed on DVD. MPEG-4 is for compression of Audio Video data for web (streaming

media) and CD distribution, voice (telephone, videophone) and broadcast television applications. It
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provides improved coding efficiency, ability to encode mixed media data (video, audio, data) and

error-resilience to enable robust transmission.

The latest standard, H.264 which is also called MPEG4 Part 10 was developed by the ITU-T

Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) together with the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group

(MPEG) as the product of a partnership effort known as the Joint Video Team (JVT). It is aimed to

elaborate an open standard that is not application-specific and that perform significantly better than

the existing standards in terms of compression, network adaptation and error robustness.

1.1 Background and Motivation
In the near future, H.264 will gain wide acceptance on many applications especially on Internet

broadcasting. However, the usage of H.264 incurs royalty fees which may not be cost effective for

non-profit and public content owners such as public service broadcasters, archive institutes, etc., for

deployment of Internet-based services. Whilst these costs are manageable initially, these could

become prohibitive if the services scaling up to millions of users, or if new services are deployed

which were not envisaged in the original license agreements.

As an alternative, a royalty-free general-purpose video codec called Dirac [1] is designed, which is

aimed at a wide range of applications from storage of video content to streaming video in view to

address the above demands. Being "open technology", Dirac is an attractive option as it allows

content owners to distribute contents without royalty-fees in anyway. However, the Dirac's current

release is still in alpha development stage and has been optimized for storage purposes only.

Currently, there is no error-resilient encoding mechanism and rate control facility, which are the

essential tools for broadcasting over the bandwidth limited error prone channels. Being able to

perform real-time encoding/decoding is another important feature for a video codec in order to be able

to use in video conferencing application where encoding/decoding the live data in real-time with

minimum delay is required. So, it is required to develop the several features mentioned above so that

the codec can be used in real-time broadcasting where faster encoding solution, error-resiliency and

controlled output bitrate are normally required.

1.2 Research Challenges
Although many of the concepts are similar to existing standardized video compression systems, Dirac

works differently in that it uses wavelet instead of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), which is

capable of offering coding at resolutions scalable from QCIF to HO if properly exploited. Even

though naturally scalable characteristic of the wavelet transform is good for scalability coding, this

feature is not helpful for other type of mechanisms especially in error-resilient coding. Unlike block

based transform in DCT approach, wavelet transform is applied on the whole frame basis resulting

series of subbands. The visual quality of impairments that Dirac will experience will be very different

from those experienced by block based codecs since the whole wavelet subband may be received in
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error, so artefacts may not be localized. This will seriously affect the error concealment capability

since the localized error is normally desirable in most of the error concealment coding.

Another factor is that Dirac's intention is to stay free of any patented algorithm, thus remaining a

royalty free codec. So, in designing the required functional module, it is really important to avoid any

patented algorithms. Moreover, the philosophy behind the Dirac codec is 'keep it simple' even though

the codec is to be competitive with the other state-of-the-art standard video codecs. Sophisticated

algorithms and complex mathematical calculation are to be avoided. The main concept is to design

simple, efficient and patent free algorithm which can be applied on a wavelet based hybrid video

encoder and hence it is going to be a great challenge for a researcher to design an algorithm which

fulfils all these requirements.

1.3 Aim and Objectives
The main goal of this research is to develop the Dirac video encoder which is currently optimized for

storage purpose only, in order to be able to use in real-time broadcasting over bandwidth limited

erroneous channels. A series of projects had been conducted to achieve this aim. To enable the

encoder to be used in broadcasting, error-resilient coding scheme and rate control algorithm have been

developed. These are the essential tools for the robust transmission of the sensitive compressed video

data over the error prone channel and controlling of generated output bitrate over the bandwidth

limited channel. The latter is especially useful in mobile wireless channel where radio frequency

spectrum is normally scarce resources.

The real-time transmission is another issue, where both encoder and decoder have to be

synchronized in order to be able to perform in real-time encoding and decoding without having any

noticeable delay. One of the intentions of Dirac is to achieve real time decoding at standard definition

(e.g. 720 x576 pixels at 25 frames/s). At present, decoder approaches real time for CIF pictures (352

x 288) at 12 frames/so The development team is still working hard in order to achieve their goal of

real-time decoding. But, there is still a big issue as far as the encoding side is concerned. Application

of multi level fully hierarchical motion estimation at the encoder together with 61 points diamond and

9 points square search patterns makes the encoder hard to use in real-time application. It was found

that up to 80% of the total encoding time is spent in motion estimation stage only. So, another

objective of this research is to implement fast and accurate motion estimation strategy which can

really reduce down the number of search in the pixel accuracy stage of the motion estimation in Dirac.

But, there are still a number of algorithms to be optimized in order to achieve real-time encoding

including Rate-Distortion Optimization (ROO) mode decision and quantizer selection for each

subbands. Unfortunately, these issues cannot be addressed in this research because of the limited time

frame which is only three years for all of these projects. But, the implementation of the fast motion

estimation strategy can help the encoder one way or another to be able to use in real-time application

in the future optimized version of Dirac.
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1.4 Main Contributions
In the beginning phase of the research, a simple and low complexity error-resilient coding scheme

which provides the error-resilient transmission of the compressed video bitstream of Dirac video

encoder over the packet erasure wired network, was presented. The scheme is based on the

combinations of source and channel coding approach and designed mainly for the packet-erasure

channel, i.e. targeted for the Internet broadcasting application. But it is also possible to extend the

scheme in order to suit in other type of channels (e.g. wireless mobile channels).

In the middle phase of the research, the rate control algorithm which is efficient, simple and easy

to integrate to the Dirac encoder was presented. The algorithm is based upon the QF optimization

method where QF of the encoded video is adaptively changing in order to achieve average bitrate

which is constant over each GOP. A relation between the bitrate, R and the QF, which is called R-QF

model is derived in order to estimate the optimum QF of the current encoding frame for a given target

bitrate, R.
In the final phase of the research, a fast ME strategy which is a combination of modified adaptive

search plus semi-hierarchical way of motion estimation was presented. It was implemented in both

Dirac and H.264 in order to investigate its performance on both codecs. Together with this fast ME

strategy, a method which is called partial cost function calculation in order to reduce down the

computational load of the cost function calculation was proposed. The calculation is based upon the

pre-defined set of patterns which were chosen in such a way that they have as much maximum

coverage as possible over the whole block.

1.5 Organization of Thesis
The thesis is composed of six chapters where the first chapter is introduction followed by the detail

description of Dirac video encoder's architecture in chapter 2. The main contributions of the research

which are error-resilient coding scheme, rate control algorithm and fast motion estimation strategy are

in chapter 3, 4 and 5, respectively followed by conclusion and future recommendation in chapter 6.

Reference list is presented in the last part of the thesis.

Chapter 1: Highlights some important applications of the digital video and the role of the

compression techniques together with the development of the international standards for different type

of applications. In addition to this, background and motivation, research challenges, aims and

objectives, main contribution of the research were clearly presented. Finally, the organization of the

thesis is stated where the overall description of each chapter was included.

Chapter 2: Details the architecture of the Dirac encoder starting from development timeline. After

that, over all encoding structure is discussed followed by the detail description of motion estimation,

Overlapped Block-based Motion Compensation (OBMC), Discrete Wavelet Transform (OWT), ROO

quantization and entropy coding. Finally, block diagram of Dirac's bitstream syntax is presented in

appendixA.
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Chapter 3: Presents the error-resilient encoding scheme where the chapter begins with the

introduction followed by related works and objective of the research. After that the presented scheme

is discussed in details followed by result and discussion and chapter summary. In the last part of the

chapter, the block diagram of the modified bitstream syntax of the Dirac with error-resilient coding

and different spatial partitioning formats are presented in appendix C and D, respectively.

Chapter 4: Presents the rate control algorithm where, as in chapter 3, the chapter begins with the

introduction followed by related works and objective of the research. After that the current rate

control algorithm of H.264 is presented. And then, the rate control algorithm for Dirac is discussed in

detail followed by result and discussion and chapter summary.

Chapter 5: Presents a fast motion estimation strategy where like before, the chapter begins with

the introduction followed by related works and objective of the research. Some of the most famous

fast Block Matching Algorithms (BMAs) are presented followed by the detail discussion of proposed

fast motion estimation strategy. And then, existing motion estimation strategies of H.264 are

presented. In addition to the motion estimation strategy, partial cost function calculation is also

discussed in detail followed by result and discussion and chapter summary.

Chapter 6: is the conclusion of the thesis where overall achievements of the research and further

recommendations of each phase of the research are presented.
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Chapter 2

2 Dirac Video Codec
2.1 Dirac Development Timeline
Over the past few years, BBC has developed an advanced video compression system, called "Dirac",

[1] which is comparable with the latest standards, H.264IMPEG-4 AVC and VC-I. Potential uses of

this codec (coder/decoder) include Internet distribution such as web clips, video on demand and

IPTV. With industry plans for "On Demand" TV and streaming over the Internet, open platforms

technologies like Dirac have become more significant. The way Dirac has been developed allows it to

be used on any platform and without the payment of royalties.

Dirac has continued to mature with improved performance both in terms of compression and

implementation. One of the intentions is to achieve real time decoding at standard defmition (e.g. 720

x576 pixels at 25 frames/s). At present, decoder approaches real time for CIF pictures (352 x 288) at

12 frames/so Table 2-1 shows the development timeline of Dirac for some significant modification.

Date Development

II March 2004 Initial Release of Dirac (Dirac 0.1.0)

10 May 2004 Release of Dirac 0.2.0

12 May 2004 Added support for frame padding so that arbitrary block sizes and frame dimensions can be supported.

18 May 2004 Added support for l-frame only coding by setting num_Ll equal 0; num_Ll negative gives a single initial
I-frame ('infinitely' many L, frames)

19 May 2004 Replaced zero-padding with edge-padding to eliminate colour fringing at low bitrates.

Release of Dirac 0.3.027 May 2004

Release of Dirac 0.3.108 June 2004

06July 2004 Added QualityMonitor class to do constant-quality encoding. Class looks at difference between locally
decoded and original frames, and adjusts Lagrangian parameters or.t appropriately.

II Aug.2004 Added support for cut-detection and intra frame insertion.

18 Aug. 2004 Release of Dirac 0.4.0

25 Aug. 2004 Release of Dirac 0.4.1

Release of Dirac 0.4.209 Sept. 2004

17 Sept. 2004 Changed quality metric from PSNR to one based on 4thpowers of errors, to give bigger weighting to large
errors.

17 Sept. 2004 Changed structure to use a map for the different .t called 1 map, which is encapsulated in the MEData
structure. Limited size ofMV costs to allow encoder to cope with motion transitions better.

20 Sept. 2004 Release of Dirac 0.4.3
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04 Nov. 2005 Including arrays to hold global motion data in MvData and MEData.

01 Dec.2004 Release of Dirac 0.5.0

02 Feb. 2005 Modified wavelet coefficient coding to code blocks of coefficients with skip flags if all coefficients are
zero.

02 Feb. 2005 The arithmetic coding and decoding engines have been modified to improve speed and code organization.

02 Feb. 2005 Added classes to handle selecting of quantizers. These allow a single quantizer per subband to be chosen,
or alternatively one for each code block.

17 Feb. 2005 Release of Dirac 0.5.1

17March 2005 Initial implementation of Global Motion. Allows for Global Motion Only switch for each frame. If this is
set, only the Global Motion Parameters are coded - i.e. no block MYs are coded.

06 April 2005 Speed-up to arithmetic coding and decoding, using probability range re-normalization to avoid
unnecessary divides.

04 May 2005 Added three new filter types with lifting implementations, all much faster than Daubechies (9,7).

19May 2005
Added support for multiple levels of MY precision - pixel, half pixel (1/2 pixel), quarter pixel (1/4 pixel)
and eighth pixel (1/8 pixel).

25 May 2005 Release of Dirac 0.5.2

10 June 2005

Changed default block height and width for motion compensation to 24 by 24 pixels from 20 by 20.
Separation remains 16 by 16. The result is reduced blockiness in areas of poor motion prediction.
Downside is slower encoder, but the block parameters are merely scaled-up versions of the SD
parameters.

26 July 2005 Reduced chroma weighting factors in order to increase chroma fidelity - chroma bit rates should increase
from about 5% of total for 420 chroma format to 7.5% of total.

10 Aug. 2005 Changed default wavelet filters to fast filters, APPROX97 and FIVETHREE.

IOAug.2005
Removed constant quality encoding control mechanism, because it worked too poorly for varied
sequences. Instead, QualityMonitor just monitors quality and encoder control reverts to constant
Lagrangian parameters, 1.

IOAug.2005
Optimized 5_3 wavelet synthesis function, using MMX instructions resulting in 6 percent speed
improvement in decoding SD.

23 Aug. 2005 Release of Dirac 0.5.3

31 Aug. 2005 Added support for lossless I-frame and long-GOP coding.

27 Sept. 2005
Inverse wavelet transform is now done for L2 frames only iflocal decoding is required. This is because ~
frames are (by definition) not used for reference and can be left in a partially reconstructed state if local
decoding is not required.

27 Sept. 2005

Re-organized classes for doing SAD calculations at pixel and sub-pixel accuracy. These are present also
in 'bailout' form so that the algorithm can leave the calculation as soon as it knows that the current SAD is
not going to beat the best match so far. These modifications support speeding up motion estimation, and
hence the encoder generally.

27 Sept. 2005 Search ranges restricted to improve motion estimation speed.

08Nov.2005
Modified motion compensation so that it takes MB splitting mode into consideration when compensating
a row of blocks. Depending on the MB split mode, I, 2 or 4 blocks of reference data are used to calculate
the motion compensated data. This speed up the default quarter pixel block motion compensation routine
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by an average of20-23% for a 2Mbps Dirac bitstream.

08 Nov. 2005 Optimized WaveletTransform::VHFilter5_3::Split using MMX instructions. Minor modification to
WaveletTransform::VHFilter5_3::Synth function improve speed slightly.

05 Dec. 2005 Release of Dirac 0.5.4

10 Feb. 2006 Modified calculation of quantization, inverse quantization and offset values so as to conform to
specification. (This modifies the bitstream.)

15 Feb. 2006

Currently a frame is padded so that it has an integer number of whole MBs and is also a multiple of
2{wavelettransfonn depth). This has changed in the Dirac specification where a frame is padded so that its
dimensions are a multiple of 2{wavelethansfonn depth) only. Also the luma and the chroma components can be
padded differently. e.g. the luma dimensions may be a perfect multiple of 2(wavelethansfonn dePth) so the luma
component is not padded but the chroma component may need to be padded depending on the chroma
format of the input. To take care of this, FrameParams class has been modified to accept both padded
chroma and padded luma dimensions. (This modifies the bitstream.)

15 Feb. 2006
A linear function is used to calculate the OBMC weights instead of a raised cosine function to make it
compliant with spec. Also motion compensation is performed only on true picture dimensions and not
padded picture dimensions. (This modifies the bitstream.)

21 Feb 2006

Modified arithmetic coding engine for speed and spec conformance.

1. Changed context statistics so that maximum weight is 256

2. Changed look-up table so that inverse of weight is calculated to 16 instead of 31 bits.

3. Changed scaled count of zero m_probO so that it's 16 bits instead of 10

18 April 2006

Changing binarisation for arithmetic coding, and associated contexts.

Binarisation for the magnitude values of wavelet coefficients, MV prediction residues and DC values has
been changed from unary to interleaved exp-Golomb so that the number of symbols to be decoded in
order to reconstruct a coefficient is reduced. Exp-Golomb binarisation takes a number H2O and codes it
via the binary representation of N+l, Ibbbbbb. If there are K bits following the leading 1, the
representation is K zeroes followed by the binary representation:

00 ...0 Ibbbbb Interleaved exp-Golomb is the same, except that the K bits are interleaved with the zeroes:
ObOb ObI so that a single decoding loop can be used. The zeroes here act as "follow bits" indicating that
another bit is to be sent, with 1 as the terminator.

15 May 2006 Changed quantization to give 2 bits of accuracy to quantization factors. This improves performance in
high-quality applications, and reduces large steps in quality.

16 May 2006 Max number of quantizers increased to 97 (0 ..96).

16 May 2006 Computes PSNR instead of weighted 4th power metric; chroma PSNRs are also computed

05 June2006 Add support for Digital Cinema video formats.

13 June 2006 Release of Dirac 0.6.0

29June 2006 Defined new Wavelet Filter class VHFi!terHoarto include HAAR filter support in Dirac.

29 Sept. 2006 Non-overlapped blocks are now allowed and supported. The raised cosine macro bas now been removed
and only linear weights are supported.

09Nov.2006

- Changed Layer 1 frames with P frames and Layer 2 with B frames, rather than with Inter Ref and Inter
Non-refrespectively. This is more efficient with the new GOP structure

- Modified ROO framework to provide correction where there bas been ME failure, i.e. lots of Intra
blocks

- Slightly increased ME search areas
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- Corrected the frame type parameter for the tinal B frame in a sequence

13 Nov. 2006
Changed quantizer otTsets to be ditTerent for Intra and Inter frames, as per the latest draft of the spec.
Having an off set ofO.5xquantizer for intra frames improves performance at high rate, especially iterated
coding with Dirac Pro application.

22 Nov. 2006
Inserted intra frames are now given lower quality than other intra frames so as to match P and B frames
more closely.

11 Jan. 2007 Changed spec. so that the size of the reference picture butTer is determined from the level and profile
information rather than tixed as 5 pictures.

Added support for Constant Bitrate (CBR) encoding. This equalises bitrate over a GOP (I frame to I
frame). It does not enforce bit rate, nor does it operate according to a butTer model.

To apply CBR coding, add -targetrate N, where N is the target bit rate in Kb/s.

21 March 2007 Precedence:

I) if a QF is also set with -qf Q, then the value of Q is used as the initial value for the system, but CDR is
still applied.

2) if -loss less is also set, then lossless coding is applied and CDR constraints are ignored.

Major re-factor of rate control algorithm.

27 March 2007 The algorithm has been revised so that a target butTer occupancy is aimed for, with the target bit rate set
as equal to the mean bit rate plus an adjustment factor to steer back to target. A butTer size of 4xbit rate
has been selected.

04 Apri12007 Updated quantisation factors so that they represent an integer approximation of2(Cq/4)+2) up to q=128.

11 April 2007

MV data is now split into a number of ditTerent parts which are coded as separate units:

- SuperblockIMD splitting mode

- Block prediction mode

- MYs, reference I,horizontal component

- MYs, reference I, vertical component

- MYs, reference 2, horizontal component

- MYs, reference 2, vertical component

- DC values, Y

- DC values, U

- DC values, V

Each is a separate, byte-aligned element with a prefixing length code. This allows parallel encoding and
decoding of these elements, especially beneficial in hardware.

09May 2007 Release of Dirac 0.7.0

15May 2007 Modified constant bit-rate operation. so that when a cut is detected, the long-term QF is used, instead of
the current one in the rate model. This has the effect of reducing quality crashes and rate explosions.

20June 2007
Added supports for full-search block matching. This is controlled by using the flag -jU1/_search [xr) [yr]
to do an initial pixel-accurate search in the range [-xr, xr]x[-yr,yr]. Sub-pixel refinement is unaffected.

26 Sept. 2007
Added support for interlaced coding. Changes include refactoring of PielO classes, SequenceCompressor
class to handle interlaced coding. Modified GOP structure for interlaced coding to code interlaced
material more efficiently.

02 Oct. 2007 Release of Dirac 0.8.0

16Nov.2007 Added support for using VLC codes for entropy coding of coefficient data.
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23 Nov. 2007

Changed up conversion filter (used in subpixel refined ME) to 8 taps with 6 signed bits per tap by
approximating the original to tap, 9 bit filter. The intermediate calculations will now fit into 16 bits even
for 10 bit input data. The new filter causes compression to be up to 0.1dB worse, in return for much
speedier performance when optimized.

21 Dec.2007 ve2 is now submitted to SMPTE (Dirac Pro)

23 Jan. 2008 Release of Dirac 0.9.0

26 Jan. 2008 Release of Dirac 0.9.1

Release of Schroedinger 1.0.0 [2]

22 Feb. 2008 Schroedinger has a much more flexible architecture and should be able to get much better compression in
the long-term than with the Dirac codebase, which should eventually die.

30 April 2008 Added support for various forms of pre-filtering. Pre-filtering using rectangular, diagonal or centre-
weighted median filtering is now available as a command-line option.

04 June 2008 Release of Dirac 0.10.0. All the Dirac old releases can be downloaded from here [3].

Table 2-1 Dirac Development Timeline

As part of the commitment to standardization, BBC has initiated proceedings with the Society of

Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) to formulate Dirac Pro's specification under the

name VC-2. Dirac Pro is an extension to the Dirac family of video compression tools optimized for

professional production and archiving applications. It is designed for simplicity, efficiency, speeds

and intended for high quality applications with lower compression ratios including transportation of

signals between studios and production areas. In addition, it can be utilized for desktop production

over IP networks, file storage and video editing. It provides wide range of bit rates from below

lOOKbps to more than 1 Gbps but it is most suitable above 100 Mbps. In terms of architecture, Dirac

Pro employs only I-Frame coding which means that each frame is coded independently, making

editing and production easier and uses exp-Golomb coding which makes hardware and software

implementation simple, efficient and low cost. Initial application of Dirac Pro (defined as Dirac Pro

1.5) was for use in transporting full HDTV (l080PSO/60) giving 2:1 compression ratio with almost no

loss in quality allowing full HDTV video to be carried on the same cables and infra structure used for

conventional HDTV. A second application of Dirac Pro (defined as Dirac Pro 270) is to allow the

transmission of HDTV signals using the cables and infrastructure formerly used for standard

defmition television. This requires more compression of HDTV signals than Dirac Pro 1.5 but Dirac

Pro is sufficiently flexible to allow this to be achieved with little loss in quality. Detail information of

the Dirac encoder's architecture and its corresponding functional blocks will be explained in the

following sections. Most of the materials for these sections are taken from [4].

2.2 Overall Encoder Architecture
Dirac is a general-purpose video codec. It is aimed at a wide range of applications, offering efficient

coding at resolutions from QCIF (176xl44) to HDTV (1920XI080). It is based on wavelet
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technology which is different from that used in the main standard video compression systems

including H.264. It aims to be competitive with the other state-of-the-art standard video codecs and its

performance is very much better than MPEG-2 and slightly less than H.264 even in the Alpha

development stage. However, the performance was not the only factor driving its design. The

philosophy behind the Dirac codec is 'keep it simple'. This is an ambitious aim since video codecs,

particularly those with state-of-the-art performance, tend to be fearsomely complex. Dirac offers

facilities for both interlaced and progressive scan sources and common chroma formats (luma only,

4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:2:0) by means of frame padding. The frame padding allows variable Macro Block

(MB) size to be used for motion estimation and ensures that the wavelet transform to be made on

irregular frame dimensions.

+
Transformed
Coefficients

Arithmetic
Coding

ompressed Video
Output

Meta Data

Q = Qunatizer
Q-I = Inverse Quantizer
DWT = Discrete Wavelet Transform
IDWT = Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform

Fig. 2-1 Overall Hybrid Encoder Architecture [4)

Fig. 2-1 shows the structure of Dirac encoding architecture. The Dirac's design is that of a

conventional hybrid motion-compensated architecture which based around fundamental coding

algorithms. It uses hierarchical motion estimation and OBMC to avoid block-edge artifacts. First the

motion compensated residual frames are wavelet-transfonned using separable wavelet filters and

divided into subbands. Then, they are quantized using ROO quantizers. Finally, the quantized data is

entropy coded using an Arithmetic encoder. The following sections will give the detail explanation of

each functional block in Fig. 2-1.

Dirac defines three frame types. Intra frames (/ frames) are coded independently without reference

to other frames in the sequence. Levell frames (L1 frames) and Level 2 frames (L2 frames) are both

inter frames, which are coded with reference to other previously (and/or future) coded frames. The

definition of the L. and L2 frames are the same with P and B frames in H.264. The encoder operates

with standard GOP modes whereby the number of L1 frames between / frames, and the separation

between L1 frames, can be specified depending on the application. It can also be operated on / frame-

only mode where all the frames are intra coded like in motion JPEG2000. A prediction method for
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frame coding using a standard GOP structure is shown in Fig. 2-2. In this figure, the number of L1

frames between I frames is 2 and the L1 frame separation is 3.

Fig. 2-2 Predictionof L1 andZ, frame [4]

2.3 Motion Estimation
In its hierarchical motion estimation, Dirac first down converts the size of the current and reference of

all types of inter frames (both P and B) using the 12 taps down conversion filter. The number of down

conversion levels depends upon the frame format (i.e. width and height or dimension of the frame)

and can be calculated using equation (2.1) as follow.

l .( (Width) (height)]]level = mm log, ----u- .log, u- (2.1)

According to equation (2.1), the number of down conversion levels can be 4 or 6 depending upon

the video formats whether it is CIF or lID (1920 x 1080). In the down conversion process, the

dimension (both height and width) of the frames are reduced by the factor of two in each level.

Motion estimation is performed first in the lowest resolution (smallest frame) level and gradually

increased to the higher resolution levels until it reaches the original frame size.

x = 5,Y = 5
•••• x=1,y=1•••••••••••• • • •••••••••• t2Y+12y+1 ••••• 0 ••••• • 0 •••••••••• • ••••••••• ._......••••• 2x+1••••... 2x+1

(a) Diamond Search Pattern, Search
Range= 5

(b) Square Search Pattern, Search
Range = I

Fig. 2-3 Search Patterns of Dirac [3]
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The search pattern used in the lowest level is Diamond shape with the search range 5 and all other

levels except lowest use square shape search pattern with search range 1. Fig. 2-3 shows both search

patterns where there are altogether 61 search points in Diamond shape and 9 points in square shape.

First of all, candidate lists which are the lists to be searched are generated. A candidate list consists of

a number of points to be searched, which follows a certain pattern either diamond or square as shown

in Fig. 2-3 and centered at a predicted MY. The predicted MV can be either zero, spatially predicted

or guide MY. Spatially predicted MY is the medium vector of block number 1,2 and 3 or mean vector

of block 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 2-4, depending upon the location of the current block where motion

estimation is carried out. Guide vector is the best MV at the corresponding block location of the

adjacent lower hierarchical level and it is not available for the lowest level.

Middle Block Last Column Block

Medium of 1.2 and 3 Mean of I and 2

Current Block

MVPrediction I

Fig. 2-4 Spatially PredictedMV of Dirac, the Current Block is the Blockwhere ME is being Performed [3]

Two list,
Zero and Spatia! Predicted Motion
Vectors

I
Three lists
Zero. Spatial Predicted and
Guide Motion Vectors

Level 4 Diamond Search
l'aUl-rt1, w - S, 61 points

Level 3 Square Search Pattern,
w~ 1,9 points

Level 2 Square Search Pattern,
w = I. 9 points

Level I Squurc Search Panern,
w ~ 1.9 points

Level 0 Square Search Pattern,
w= 1.9 points

Fig. 2-5 Dirac's Four Levels HierarchicalMotion Estimation for CIF Video Format, wherew is Search
Range [3]

In Fig. 2-5, for lowest level search, two candidate lists are generated centered at zero MV and

spatially predicted MV, respectively with the Diamond Search (DS) pattern. Sum of the Absolute

Difference (SAD) is used here as the cost function. At the initial search step, the SAD calculation is

carried out only for the center point of diamond pattern in each list and finds the list which gives the

minimum cost. The candidate lists to be searched are chosen by multiplying the minimum cost with
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1.5 and choose all the lists which give the cost less than 1.5 times minimum costs. So, there can be at

most two candidate lists and 122 search points can be involved in lowest level search if there is no

overlapping between the two lists. In the refmed step, SAD calculation is carried out for all chosen

candidate lists on their corresponding search points and the coordinate of the point which gives the

minimum cost, is recorded as the best MV.

The search procedure is basically the same for all other levels except the addition of one more

candidate list which is centered at the guide vector. So, there are three candidate lists in these levels

with the square search pattern as shown in Fig. 2-3 and the maximum number of search points can be

at most 27 in each level if there is no overlapping between the lists.

After going through all these levels, the pixel accuracy MVs for each block are obtained. Dirac

provides the option to find the MVs up to 1/8 pixel accuracy. In order to achieve this, motion

estimation undergoes subpixel refined process where the current and references pictures are up

converted by 2, multiply the pixel accuracy MV by 2 and search around in order to get 112 pixel

accuracy MV. The above procedure is repeated until the required accuracy level is reached.

After getting the required accuracy MVs for each block, the last stage of motion estimation, mode

decision is carried out by using RDO motion estimation metric. The metric consists of a basic block

matching metric which is SAD plus some constant times a measure of the local MV smoothness. The

smoothness measure is based on the difference between the candidate MV and the median of the

neighbouring previously computed MVs. The total metric is a combination of these two metrics.

Given a vector V with the components Vx and Vy in rectangular coordinates, which maps the current

frame's block P to a block R = V(P) in the reference frame, the metric is given by:

(2.2)

Where, M; and My are the rectangular components of medium MV calculated from the MVs ofleft,

top and top left blocks. AME is the scaled version of Lagrangian multiplier (A) and it is equal to two

times the value of A in Dirac 0.6. Dirac uses a parameter called Quality Factor (QF) to control the

quality of the encoded frames. QF plays an important role since it is involved in the RDO processes of

motion estimation and quantization as a Lagrangian multiplier (A). InDirac 0.6, the relation between A

and QF is defined as shown in equation (2.3).

(2.3)

In mode decision, Dirac encoder considers the total of 12 modes which includes the combination

of 3 MB splitting levels as shown in Fig. 2-6 and 4 prediction modes. A MB consists of a 4x4 array

of blocks, and there are three possible ways of splitting a MB:

• Splitting level 0: no split, a single MV per reference frame for the MB;
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• Splitting level1: split into four sub-macroblocks (sub-MBs), each a 2x2 array of blocks, one

MV per reference frame per sub-MB;

• Splitting level2: split into the 16 constituent blocks.

Split level 0,
MB

Split levell,
subMBs

Split level 2,
Blocks

Fig. 2-6 MB Splitting Levels [4]

At the same time, the best prediction mode for each prediction unit (block, sub-MB or MB) is

chosen. There are four prediction modes available:

• INTRA: intra coded, predicted by DC value;

• REF 1_ONLY: only predict from the first reference;

• REF2_ONLY: only predict from the second reference (if one exists);

• REFIAND2: bi-directional prediction.

So, depending upon the MB splitting level and the prediction mode, there can be altogether 12

combination of mode which is decided by using the equation (2.2). Basically, mode decision process

calculates the total cost using equation (2.2) for every combination of MB splitting level and

prediction mode. And then, the best combination which yields the minimum cost is chosen as the best

mode.

2.4 Overlapped Based-based Motion Compensation (OBMC)
A large weakness in traditional Block Motion Compensation (BMC) used in many MPEG

architectures is unwanted block-edge artifacts located around the block boundaries. For this reason,

Dirac uses OBMC in order to avoid the block-edge artifacts which are sensitive to wavelet transforms

and expensive to be coded. Dirac encoder can deal with any degree of overlapping with variable block

sizes and this is configurable at the encoder. One issue is that there should be an exact number of MB

horizontally and vertically; otherwise it can also be achieved by padding the data.

Dirac's OBMC scheme is based on a separable Raised-Cosine mask. This acts as a weight function

on the predicting block. Given a pixel p(x,y,t) in frame t,p may fall within only one block or in up

to four if it lies at the comer of a block as shown in Fig. 2-7. The figure shows the overlapped block

structure of a MB which includes 16 blocks with 12 pixel block length and 8 pixel block separation.
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Fig. 2-7 Overlapped Block Structure of Dirac [3]

The predictor p for p is the weight sum of all the corresponding pixels in the predicting blocks in

reference frame, I' . The Raised-Cosine mask has the necessary property that the sum of the weights

will always be 1. The predictor p for MV set (V; ,J¥;) for the frame I can be calculated as follow.

k

p(x,y,t)= Lw;p(x-V;,y-W;,t')
;=1

(2.4)

where, LW; = 1, k is either 1, 2 or 4 .

The value of k depends upon the physical location of the predicting pixel in the frame either within

a single block, two overlapping blocks or four overlapping blocks.

2.5 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
As DCT is used in H.264, the DWT is used in Dirac in order to de-correlate the data in a roughly

frequency-sensitive way, while having the advantage of preserving fine details better [4]. One of the

weaknesses of DCT based encoder is that the picture goes all blocky when the encoder is applied

under higher compression ratio because of the block based transformed method used in DCT. In

contrast to DCT, DWT has been proven to be a more efficient technique where its transform can be

applied to analyze the entire image without requiring block based transformation improving picture

quality. This gives a wider coding spectrum and minimizes the block-edge effects. As a result, coding

errors are spread out and artifacts found tend to be blended into the overall image. DWT is also used

in the current JPEG2000 standard for image compression.
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Once motion compensation has been performed, motion compensated residuals are treated almost

identically to intra frame data. The only difference between intra picture coefficient coding and inter

picture residual coefficient coding lies in the use of prediction within the DC wavelet subband of intra

picture components. In both cases, there are three components (luminance and two chrorninance) in

the form of two-dimensional arrays of data values. So, a standard 2D DWT is employed to transform

both intra and residue of the motion compensated inter frames up to N decomposition levels where N

can be calculated using equation (2.1). Clearly, applying an N-Ievel wavelet transform requires N

levels of sub-samplings, and so for reversibility, it is necessary that 2N divides all the dimensions of

each component. The additional frame padding may be required in order to perform DWT for a given

decomposition level if the dimension of the video frame is not divisible by 2N. There are eight wavelet

filter presets in Dirac encoder and the required transform filter for inter and intra frame can be chosen

independently. The Table 2-2 shows the list of filters used in Dirac.

Wavelet Filter Symbol
Index

0 ApproximateDaubechies (9, 7), default DD97
LeGall (5, 3) LEGALL5 3

2 ApproximateDaubechies (13, 7) DDl37
3 Haarwith no shift HAARO
4 Haarwith single shift per level HAARI
5 Haar with double shift per level HAAR2
6 Fidelity filter FIDELITY
7 Daubechies (9, 7) integer approximation DAUB97

Table 2-2Wavelet Filter Presets ofDriac

In wavelet coding, the band splitting is done by passing the image data through a bank of bandpass

analysis filters. Since the bandwidth of each filtered version of the image is reduced, they can now in

theory be down-sampled at a lower rate, according to the Nyquist criteria, giving a series of reduced

size sub-images. At the receiver, they are restored to their original sizes by passing through a bank of

synthesis filters, where they are interpolated and added to reconstruct the image. In the absence of

quantization error, it is required that the reconstructed picture should be an exact replica of the input

picture.

Amplitude

Low Band High Band
Frequency

o w

Fig. 2-8 A Two-BandAnalysis Filter
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This can only be achieved if the spatial frequency response of the analysis filter tiles the spectrum

without overlapping, which requires infinitely sharp transition regions and cannot be realized

practically. Instead, the analysis filter responses have finite transition regions and do overlap as shown

in Fig. 2-8, which means that the down-sampling/up-sampling process introduces aliasing distortion

into the reconstructed picture [5].

In order to eliminate the aliasing distortion, the synthesis and analysis filters have to have certain

relationships such that the aliased components in the transition regions cancel out each other [5]. The

corresponding one dimensional, two-band wavelet transform encoder/decoder is shown in Fig. 2-9. In

this figure, Ho(/) and HI(/) represent the frequency domain transfer functions of the respective low

pass and high pass analysis filters. Filters Go(/) and GI (/) are the corresponding synthesis filters. The

down-sampling and up-sampling factors are 2.

Fig.2-9 A Two-BandWavelet TransformEncoder and Decoder [4]

At the encoder, down-sampling by 2 is carried out by discarding alternate samples, the remainder

being compressed into half the distance occupied by the original sequence. This is equivalent to

compressing the source image by a factor of 2, which doubles all the frequency components present.

The frequency domain effect of this down-sampling is thus to double the width of all components in

the sampled spectrum causing aliasing.

At the decoder, the up-sampling is a complementary procedure. It is achieved by inserting a zero-

valued sample between each input sample, and is equivalent to a spatial expansion of the input

sequence. In the frequency domain, the effect is as usual the reverse and all components are

compressed towards zero frequency. Fig. 2-10 shows this problem clearly and it is because of the

impossibility of constructing ideal sharp-cut analysis filters.

Multi-dimensional and multi-band wavelet coding can be developed from the one-dimensional,

two band low pass and high pass analysis/synthesis filter structure of Fig. 2-9. Wavelet coding of a

two-dimensional image can be performed by carrying out a one-dimensional decomposition along the

lines of the image and then down each column. A seven band wavelet transform coding of this type is

illustrated in Fig. 2-11, where band splitting is carried out alternately in the horizontal and vertical

direction. In this figure, Land H represent the low pass and high pass filters with a 2: 1 down-

sampling.
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Fig.2-10 Low Pass Subband Generation and Recovery [5]
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Fig. 2-11 Two-Dimensional, Multi-Band Wavelet Transform Coding using Repeated Two-Band Splits [5]

As shown in Fig. 2-11, a choice of wavelet filters is applied to each image component in both

vertical and horizontal directions to produce four subbands termed Low-Low (LL), Low-High (LH),

High-Low (HL) and High-High (HH) for each level. Only the LL band is iteratively decomposed to

obtain the required decomposition level (in Fig. 2-11, there is only two level) yielding a series of sub
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bands. The subband decomposition of three level wavelet transform showing their corresponding

subbands location on physical frame is shown in Fig. 2-12.

LL HL
HL

LH HH
HL

LH HH

LH HH

Fig.2-12 Two DimensionalWavelet TransformFrequencyDecomposition (3 Levels) [4]

Fig. 2-13 3-LevelWavelet Transform of Lena [4]

Fig. 2-13 shows original image and the resulting 10 subbands (3 levels) wavelet transform of Lena

image. After decomposition, the number of samples in each resulting subband is one quarter of the

samples of the input signal.

The choice of wavelet filters has an impact on compression performance. Filters need to have

compact impulse response in order to reduce ringing artefacts. It also has an impact on encoding and

decoding speed in software. There are numerous filters supported by Dirac as shown in Table 2-2 to

allow a trade-off between complexity and performance. These are configurable in the reference

software.

Since each subband represents a filtered and subsampled version of the frame component,

coefficients within each subband correspond to specific areas of the underlying picture and hence

those that relate to the same area can be related. There is also stronger relation between the

coefficients that have the same orientation (in terms of combination of high and low pass filters). The
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relationship is illustrated Fig. 2-14, showing the situation for HL bands Le. those that have been high

pass filtered horizontally and low pass filtered vertically, LH bands and HH bands. Their relation can

also be called as the horizontal orientation (Le. LH bands), vertical orientation (Le. HL bands) and

diagonal orientation (Le. HH bands).

Fig. 2-14 Parent and Child Relationshipbetween SubbandCoefficients [4]

In the diagram it is easy to see that a coefficient (the parent) in the lowest HL band corresponds

spatially to a 2x2 block of coefficients (the children) in the next HL band, each coefficient of which

itself has a 2x2 block of child coefficients in the next band, and so on. This relationship relates

closely to spectral harmonics: when coding image features (edges, especially) significant coefficients

are found distributed across subbands, in positions related by the parent and child structure. In

particular, a coefficient is more likely to be significant if its parent is non zero and on the other hand,

if a parent is zero, it is likely that its children in the higher bands are zero.

When entropy coding the wavelet transformed coefficients, these factors will be helpful to take the

parents into account in predicting how likely their children to be say, a zero. By coding from low

frequency subbands to high frequency ones, and hence by coding parent before child, parent and child

dependencies can be exploited in these ways without additional signalling to the decoder.

After transforming a frame into multiple subbands, each wavelet subband's coefficients are coded

in turn using ROO quantization and entropy coding. Fig. 2-15 shows the architecture of wavelet

coefficient coding in Dirac. The following sections will discuss these two functional blocks in details.

LH HH
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Fig. 2-15 The Architecture of Wavelet Coefficient Coding [4]

2.6 Rate Distortion Optimization Quantization
After having the image components treated by DWT, the resulting transform coefficients are

quantized starting from the lowest frequency to the highest frequency subbands. There are 96 set of

quantizers and the optimum Quantization Parameter (QP) index is chosen by RDO Quantization

process. Dirac uses dead-zone quantizer in which the first region of the quantization steps is about

twice wider than the uniform quantizer and so it applies more severe quantization of the smallest

values, which acts as a simple but effective de-noising operation.

I I
-36 -26 o 36

(a) Uniform Quantizer with Quantization Factor, ~

I I
-7612 -5612 -3612 o 3612 5612 7612

(b) Uniform Dead-Zone Quantizer with Quantization Factor, !l.

Fig. 2-16 Uniform and Dead-Zone Quantizers [4]

Fig. 2-16 (a) and (b) show uniform quantizer and uniform dead zone quantizer, where the

quantization factor is !l. with mid point reconstruction values shown in bold marking. But in Dirac,

the reconstruction value is calculated by offset value which is 0.375 from the margin instead of taking

mid point where offset is 0.5. It is because the values of transformed coefficients in a wavelet subband

have a distribution with mean very near zero and which decays pretty rapidly and uniformly for larger

values. Values are therefore more likely to occur in the first half of the interval than in the second half

and the smaller value of 0.375 reflects this bias and gives better performance in practice.

l2 QP j
!l. == 2 +"'4 +0.5 , 0~QP~96. (2.5)
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Offset = el\ x 0.375) + 0.5 (2.6)

The relation between QP and Quantization Factor (l\) together with the calculation of their

corresponding offset values for Dirac 0.6 is stated in equation (2.5) and (2.6).

The quantization process is carried out in three steps: firstly a quarter of coefficients are used to

obtain bit-accuracy, a second quarter is used to estimate half-bit accuracy and the remaining half is

used to perform quarter-bit accuracy. In case of intra frame quantization, coefficient prediction is

performed and is used to remove any residual interdependencies between coefficients in the subbands

allowing for effective entropy encoding. A coefficient is predicted by the mean value of the

surrounding pixels of the current pixel and the difference is quantized and sent.

The current Dirac encoder uses an RDO technique to pick a quantizer by minimizing a Lagrangian

combination of rate and distortion. Essentially, lots of quantizers are tried and the best is picked. Rate

is estimated via an adaptively-corrected zeroth order entropy measure, Ent(l\) of the quantized

symbols resulting from applying the quantization factor (Ll), calculated as a value of bits/pixel. Total

entropy for estimating the rate is the combination of Ent(Ll) and sign entropy, SignEnt(il) and can be

calculated as follow.

Total_Ent( il) == Ent(il) +SignEnt( il) (2.7)

Where, Ent(l\) is measured in bit/pixel and can be found using equation (2.8) and (2.9) as follow.

(2.8)

Ent(
A) __ Ent( il) x (num _ zero +. num _ one)
u bits/pixel

num _ coefftcients (2.9)

Where, in equation (2.8), Po and PI are the probabilities of zeros and ones. The same idea applies

for the calculation of SignEnt(Ll) where the calculation is based upon the probabilities of positive and

negative coefficients.

Distortion, D(il) is measured in terms of the perceptually-weighted fourth-power error, resulting

from the difference between the original and the quantized coefficients. For a coefficient, PI} and its

corresponding quantized value, QI}' where i and j are row and column indices of a subband, the

distortion can be found using equation (2.10) as follow.
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D(~)= (2.10)
num _ coeff x w2

Where, w is the perceptual weight associated with the subband where higher frequencies will have

a larger weighting factor. Finally, the optimization is carried out by minimizing the combination of

total entropy measure, Total_Ent(~) as the rate and distortion, D(~) as follow.

D( A) +A.C.Total_ Ent( A) (2.11)

Where, C is the entropy correction factor which compensates any discrepancy between the

measure of entropy and the actual cost in terms of bits, based on the actual bit rate produced by the

corresponding elements of previous frames. It is calculated by dividing the actual coded bits to the

estimated bits from the previous frame and applied to the current frame. It is necessary because the

entropy measure does not take into account dependencies between coefficients that are taken into

account in the actual coefficient entropy coding. In equation (2.11), A is the Lagrangian multiplier and

can be derived from the QF as shown in equation (2.3).

2.7 Entropy Coding

2.7.1 Wavelet Coefficient Coding

Dirac codes subbands from low-frequency to high frequency in a zig-zag order. Within each subband,

the coefficients are further partitioned spatially divided into code blocks. Coefficients are scanned by

coding the code blocks in normal raster order and coding the coefficients within each code block in

raster order within that block. However, each code block can be skipped so a skip flag is included in

the stream of symbols to be coded. The skip flag is interpreted in the decoder as setting all coefficients

within the block to be zero.

The number of code blocks in a subband depends on the frame type and on the subband position.

Intra frames have a single code block for the lowest-frequency subbands (i.e. the bottom 2 levels of

the 4 levels wavelet transform) and a 4x3 array of code blocks for the remaining high frequencies

bands. Predicted frames have more code blocks, as coefficients are more likely to be zero: only 1

block for the 410west-Ievel subbands; 8x6 for the next 3 subbands; 12x8 for the remaining subbands.

There are two possible quantization modes made possible by the code block structure, which are a

single quantizer for the whole subband or different quantizers for different blocks in a subband. The

idea of multiple qunatizers for a subband is to allow the Region Of Interest (ROJ) coding.

The entropy coding used by Dirac in wavelet subband coefficient coding is based on three stages:

binarization, context modeling and adaptive arithmetic coding as shown in Fig. 2-17.
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Fig. 2-17 Entropy Coding Structure [4]

Binarization is the process of transforming the multi-valued coefficient symbols into bits. The

resulting bitstream can then be arithmetic coded. The original symbol stream could have been coded

directly, using a multi-symbol arithmetic coder, but this process is more likely to cause context

dilution since most symbols occur very rarely and so only sparse statistics can be gathered, which

reduces coding efficiency. To avoid this problem, binarization is applied to transform the multi-valued

coefficient symbols into bitstream with easily analyzable statistic that can be coded by arithmetic

coding. Binarization can be done by using one of the Variable Length Coding (VLC) formats. In

Dirac, VLC are used in three ways, (I) for direct encoding of the header values into bit stream, (2) for

entropy coding of motion data and coefficients, where arithmetic decoding is not in use and (3)

binarisation in the arithmetic encoding/decoding process. Unary code was used as VLC in which

every non-negative number N is mapped to N zeros followed by a I and sign bit.

But, starting from Dirac 0.6.0 release, binarization for the magnitude values of wavelet

coefficients, MV prediction residues and DC values has been changed from unary to interleaved exp-

Golomb in order to reduce the number of symbols to be decoded in reconstructing a coefficient. Exp-

Golomb binarisation takes a number N ~ 0 and codes it via the binary representation of N+ I,

1bbbbbb. If there are K bits following the leading 1, the representation is K zeroes followed by the

binary representation, i.e. 00 ...01bbbbb. As explained, conventional exp-Golomb coding places all

follow bits at the beginning as a prefix. This is easier to read, but requires a count of the prefix length

and can only be decoded in two loops, the prefix followed by the data bits. Interleaved exp-Golomb is

the same, except that the K bits are interleaved with the zeroes, i.e. ObOb... Obl so that a single

decoding loop can be used without the need for a length count. The zeroes here act as "follow bits"

indicating that another bit is to be sent, with 1 as the terminator. Contexts for coding these symbols

are selected for the follow bits and other bits ("information bits") separately. Compression

performance is hardly affected, nor is speed performance in software, but hardware performance is

greatly facilitated [6]. Dirac actually uses unsigned interleaved exp-Golomb and singed interleaved

exp-Golomb codes separately where the former one is for unsigned integer coding and the latter

consists of unsigned interleaved exp-Golomb code for the magnitude, followed by a sign bit for non-

zero values.

In order to use arithmetic coding to compress data, a statistical model for the data is needed. The

model needs to be able to accurately predict the frequency/probability of symbols in the input data

stream and at the same time, need to deviate from a uniform distribution.
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The need to accurately predict the probability of symbols in the input data is inherent in the nature

of arithmetic coding. The principal of this type of coding is to reduce the number of bits needed to

encode a character as its probability of appearance increases. So if the letter "E" represents 25% of the

input data, it would only take 2 bits to code. If the letter "Z" represents only .1% of the input data, it

might take 10 bits to code. If the model is not generating probabilities accurately, it might take 10 bits

to represent "e" and 2 bits to represent "Z", causing data expansion instead of compression.

The second condition is that the model needs to make predictions that deviate from a uniform

distribution. The better the model is at making predictions that deviate from uniform, the better the

compression ratios will be. For example, a model could be created that assigned all 256 possible

symbols a uniform probability of 1/256. This model would create an output file that was exactly the

same size as the input file, since every symbol would take exactly 8 bits to encode. The number of bits

can be reduced only by correctly finding probabilities that deviate from a normal distribution, leading

to compression.

The idea of context modelling in Dirac does exactly the job as explained above in getting the

statistical information of the input symbols. According to the nature of wavelet transform, the value of

transformed coefficient (either zero, small or large) can be predicted well by its neighbours and

parents. The context modelling in Dirac is based upon this idea. The reason for doing this approach is

that whereas the wavelet transform largely removes correlation between a coefficient and its

neighbours, they may not be statistically independent even if they are uncorrelated. Small and

especially zero coefficients in wavelet subbands tend to clump together, located at points

corresponding to smooth areas in the image, and are grouped together across subbands in the parent-

child relationship.

The value of "small" depends upon the subband since the wavelet transform implemented in Dirac

has a gain of 2 for each level of decomposition. So a threshold is set individually based on the

subband type.

For predicting through neighbours, neighbourhood sum is calculated at each point (x, y) of each

subband. It is the sum of the two previously coded quantized neighbouring coefficients and can be

calculated as follow.

nhood _sum( x,y) = Ic(x -1,y)1 + Ic(x,y -1)1 (2.12)

And then, determine whether the parent coefficient is zero or not though parent and child

relationship in the wavelet transform subbands. There are altogether 23 contexts used in transformed

coefficients coding, which can be seen in appendix B.

After binarization, a context is selected and the probabilities for 0 and I that are maintained in the

appropriate context will be fed to the arithmetic coding function along with the value itself to be

coded. Contexts must be initialized with a count for both 0 and I, which is used for encoding the first
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symbol in that context. An additional source of redundancy lies in the local nature of the statistics. If

the contexts are not refreshed periodically then later data has less influence in shaping the statistics

than earlier data, resulting in bias, and local statistics are not exploited. Dirac adopts a simple way of

refreshing the contexts by halving the counts of 0 and 1 for that context at regular intervals. The effect

is to maintain the probabilities to a reasonable level of accuracy, but to keep the influence of all

coefficients roughly constant [4] [7].

2.7.2 Motion Vector Data Coding
MV data coding is important to the performance of video coding, especially for codecs with a high

level of MV accuracy (1/4 or 1/8 pixel). For this reason, MV coding and decoding is quite

complicated, since significant gains in efficiency can be made by choosing a good prediction and

entropy coding structure. The basic format of the MV coding module is similar to the coding of

coefficient data: it consists of prediction, followed by binarization, context modelling and adaptive

arithmetic coding as shown in Fig. 2-18.

Fig. 2-18 MV Entropy Encoding Architecture [4]

All the MV data is predicted from previously encoded data from adjacent blocks (i.e. left, top left

and top blocks). In predicting the data, a number of conventions are observed. The first convention is

that all the block data (prediction modes, MVs and/or any DC values) is actually associated with the

top-left block of the prediction unit to which they refer. This allows for a consistent prediction and

coding structure to be adopted.

Example. If splitting level=1 and then the prediction units in a MB are sub-MBs (refers to Fig.

2-6). In this case, the prediction mode and any MVs are associated with the top-left block of each sub-

MB and it is not required to encode other blocks' data in each sub-MB except top left.

The second convention is that all MB data is scanned in raster order for encoding purposes. All

data is scanned first by MB in raster order, and then in raster order within each MB. That is, taking

each MB in raster order and then each block value which needs to be coded within that MB is coded

again in raster order as shown in Fig. 2-19.
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Fig. 2-19 BlockData ScanningOrder [4]

The third convention concerns the availability of values for prediction purposes. Since prediction

will be based on neighbouring values, it is necessary to propagate values for the purposes of

prediction when the MV data has combined to ensure that values are not required for every block.

Example. Fig. 2-20 shows the requirement of propagation of values. Suppose that only REF1_x is

being encoded. In the first MB, splitting level = 0 and so at most only the top-left block requires a

value, which can be predicted from values in previously coded MBs. After encoding this value (i.e, v)

it is then required to be applied to every block inside this MB. In the next MB, splitting level = 1, so

the unit of prediction is the sub-MB. In the top-left sub-MB, the prediction mode is, say, REFIAND2

and so a value x is coded for the top-left block of that sub-MB. It can be predicted from any available

values in neighbouring blocks, and in particular the value v is available from the adjacent block.

v v v v X X

v v v v X X

v v v v y y
v v v v y y

MB_SPLlT=Q MB_SPLlT=1
MB_COMMON
_MODE=Q

Fig.2-20 Propagation of Data within MBs or sub-MBs [4]

The prediction used depends on the MV data being coded, but in all cases the aperture for the

predictor is shown in Fig. 2-21. This aperture is interpreted as blocks where block data is concerned

and MBs where MB data is concerned. The splitting level is predicted as the mean of the levels of the

three MBs in the aperture.

x
Fig.2-21 Aperture for MV prediction [4]
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From among block data, the prediction mode is predicted for reference 1 and reference 2

separately. The prediction mode is interpreted as a two bit number encoding with four possibilities:

INTRA = 0 (00), REF1_0NLY = 1 (01), REF2_0NLY = 2 (10) and REFIAND2 = 3 (11). In this

way the first bit (bit 0, least significant bit) is a flag indicating presence of reference 1 and the second

bit (bit 1, most significant bit) is indication the presence of reference 2. Bit 0 and Bit 1 are predicted

separately: if most of the 3 predicting blocks use reference 1 (Le. their mode is REF I_ONLY or

REF 1AND2) then it is predicted that bit 0 is set, and the same idea applies for bit 1 prediction.

The DC values are predicted by the average of the three values in the aperture. The MYs

themselves are predicted by predicting the horizontal and vertical components separately. The

predictor for MY components is the median of the three corresponding values in the prediction

aperture for the block.

In many cases MY or DC values are not available from all blocks in the aperture, for example if

the prediction mode is different. In this case, these blocks are excluded from consideration. Where

only two values are available, the median MY predictor becomes a mean. Where only one value is

available, it will be the predicted value. Where no value is available, no prediction is made, except for

the DC values, where 0 is used by default.
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Chapter 3

3 Error-Resilient Coding Scheme
3.1 Introduction
In typical video communication system, the video is first compressed by a video encoder to reduce the

data rate and the compressed bitstream is then segmented into fixed or variable length packets and

usually undergoes a channel encoding stage, typically using Forward Error Correcting (FEC) to

protect them from transmission errors.

Error control in video communication is very challenging for several reasons. First, compressed

video streams are very sensitive to transmission errors because of the use of predictive coding and

VLC. Due to the use of spatio-temporal prediction, a single erroneously recovered sample can lead to

errors in the following samples in the same and following frames. Likewise, because of the use of

VLC, a single bit error can cause the decoder to lose synchronization so that even correctly received

following bits become useless. To make the compressed bitstream resilient to transmission errors, one

must add redundancy into the stream, so that it is possible to detect and correct errors. Such

redundancy can be added in either the source or channel coder.

3.2 Related Work of the Scheme
In the current application of real-time multimedia data streaming over the internet, routers drop

packets randomly when output buffers are full without considering the relative importance of the

packets. This may cause increased overall quality degradation in video communication because the

important of the data in each packet varies. If the network is unable to transport all the data to the

destination, one should guarantee that the most important part of the data is received to increase the

reconstructed picture quality.

The most common way to protect data from packet losses is to request retransmission of any lost

packets to the sender. However, unlike other application such as file transfer, real-time video

applications may not benefit from retransmission-based error recovery because of the additional

round-trip delay involved. Moreover, since packet losses often result from buffer overflow at the

times of high network load, retransmitted packets make the network even more congested. Therefore,

either source coding, channel coding (Le. FEC) or combination of both (combined source and channel

coding) is a more appropriate error control method for real-time Internet video applications.

Numerous sophisticated techniques have been developed over the last several decades to make the

video transmission over a noisy channel resilient to errors. One approach is to transmit the video

sequence into several bitstreams, called descriptions. In this method, a video sequence will be

encoded into two or more bitstreams or descriptions and transmitted over multiple independent

channels. The descriptions can be generated independently or correlatively. Any single description
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should provide a basic level of quality, and more descriptions together will provide improved quality.

The probability of failures of all channels is greatly decreased, so decoder will have a large

probability to receive correct data from at least one channel at one time. When all of the descriptions

are correctly received, the decoder can reconstruct the video with the best quality. If any of the

description is lost during transmission, the decoder can still reconstruct the video with a lower, but

acceptable quality. In [8], a new generation scheme using the side information was introduced which

is based upon the multiple reference frames. A novel technique of Multiple Description Scalar

Quantization for Fine Granularity Scalability (MDSQ-FGS) is presented in [9] to control the drifting

error (error propagation) which is caused when reference data are lost in decoding. In Multiple

Description Scalable Coding (MDSC), the advantages of scalable coding was combined with Multiple

Description in order to adjust the amount of redundancy and the bitrate allocated to each description

at transmission time [10]. Multiple description coding intentionally adds some redundancy among the

descriptions causing lower compression efficiency (in fact, it is a trade off between compression

efficiency and error resilience) and not suitable for the channel where the probability of losing all the

descriptions is high (e.g. single carrier channel).

Kang [11] proposed an error resilient coding scheme for an H.264 video transmission. In his

approach, for an H.264 I frame, the important data i.e. the edge direction within an MB is extracted

and embedded into the next frame by the proposed MB-interleaving slice-based data embedding

scheme. For P frame, two types (type 1 and type 2) of important data for each MB are extracted and

embedded into the next frame. Type 1 data for an MB contains the coding mode, the reference

frame(s) and the MV(s) for the MB, whereas the type 2 data includes the best Error Concealment

scheme among 15 evaluated schemes for the MB. According to the simulation results, their proposed

scheme can recover high-quality video frames from the corresponding corrupted video frames up to a

video packet loss rate of 20%. But the important data extraction and embedding process for each and

every MB could lead to a long encoding delay in real time application. The usage of multiple Error

Concealment schemes could introduce the complexity to the encoder and as well as to the decoder,

which are not the desirable features in real time video transmission.

In [12], Kim presents a new bit-plane-wise un-equal error protection algorithm for progressive

bitstreams transmitted over lossy networks. The proposed algorithm protects a compressed bitstream

generated by a 3-D Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) algorithm by using systematic

Reed-Solomon (RS) codes with an un-equal amount of redundancy to each bit-plane. The algorithm is

fast and simple but error correction capability is limited to a certain extent especially in the hostile

network conditions because of the usage ofRS code.

Another approach, called coefficient partitioning makes image transmission resilient to channel

errors by partitioning the wavelet coefficients into groups and independently processing each group.

Thus, a bit error in one group does not affect the others, allowing more uncorrupted information to

reach the decoder. This method was first reported by Creusere [13] for use with the EZW algorithm
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and it is considered only for the image transmission. Block based coefficient partitioning method is

presented in [14] where each subband data is partitioned into an equal number of coefficient blocks.

Each coefficient block in a subband carries information about some localized region in the original

frames. The components are then formed by grouping from each subband, equal number of coefficient

blocks that correspond to different spatial regions of the source.

Some consider protecting the transmitted bitstreams against packet losses by applying an un-equal

amount ofFEC to different data fragments according to the importance of the data [15][16]. However,

this technique has the disadvantage of still being vulnerable to packet erasures or channel errors that

occur early in the transmission, either of which can cause a total collapse of the decoding process. To

overcome this problem, combined source and channel coding has been considered in most cases

where one of the coefficient partitioning methods is used as source coding and combined together

with FEC to achieve double level of protection from transmission error [17].

In Pearlman's work [18], the wavelet transform coefficients is first broken into a number of spatio-

temporal tree blocks according to [13], and the 3-D SPIHT algorithm is modified to work

independently with these blocks. And then applies Kim's method [19][20] of RCPC channel coding as

the FEC to every packet to protect the data.

It is interesting to note that the scheme proposed in [21] could be used in line with any error-

resilient coding method mentioned above to alleviate the effect of error propagation by adding some

periodic MBs in every fifth inter-frames.

3.3 The Objective of the Research
Widely development of the digital video applications has led the development of the next generation

video codec called H.264/AVC [22] under the joint development of ITU-T's VCEG and ISOIIEC'

MPEG is aimed to elaborate an open standard that is not application-specific and performs

significantly better than the existing standards in terms of compression, network adaptation and error

robustness. In the near future, H.264 will gain wide acceptance on many applications especially on

Internet broadcasting. However, the usage of H.264 incurs royalty fees [23] which may not be cost

effective for non-profit and public content owners such as public service broadcasters, archive

institutes, etc., for deployment of Internet-based services. Whilst these costs are manageable initially,

these could become prohibitive if the services scaling up to millions of users, or if new services are

deployed which were not envisaged in the original license agreements.

As an alternative, a royalty-free general-purpose video codec called Dirac [1] is designed, which is

aimed at a wide range of applications from storage of video content to streaming video in view to

address the above demands. Being "open technology", Dirac is an attractive option as it allows

content owners to distribute contents without royalty-fees in anyway.

However, current alpha releases of Dirac have only been optimized for storage purposes and still

there is no error-resilient encoding mechanism. As mentioned in section 3.2, most of the error-
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resilient coding schemes in the literature were designed to work with DCT based encoders and some

of the combined source and channel coding strategies were indented for either image transmission or

3D wavelet transform based video encoder. So, it is still required to propose an error-resilient scheme

which is suitable for two dimensional wavelet transform based Dirac video encoder. The main

objective of this research is to propose a simple and low complexity error-resilient coding scheme and

to investigate its performance. The proposed scheme is based on the combined source and channel

coding approach and designed mainly for the packet-erasure channel, i.e. targeted for the Internet

broadcasting application. But it is also possible to extend the scheme in order to suit in other type of

channels (e.g. wireless).

3.4 The Combined Source and Channel Coding Scheme
In the existing Dirac's encoding architecture [1], after DWT stage, the resulting coefficients of each

subband are scanned in raster order from lowest to highest frequency in order to undergo quantization

and entropy coding processes. Even though this method is ideal for storage purpose, there could be

serious problem if the encoded bitstream is transmitted into the erroneous channel. Because of the

nature of entropy encoding, any single bit error in the middle of the bitstream could create the

remaining part of the bitstream which belongs to the entire frame to become useless to the decoder.

In order to prevent this, it is required to divide the main bitstream into a number of several smaller

independent bitstreams so that they are completely isolated to each other and the decoder can decode

them independently. So, the bit error in one bitstream does not affect the decoding of the others,

resulting more uncorrupted information at the decoder. Dividing the bitstreams in order to limit the

affect of channel error or resilient to the channel error is called error-resilient coding. It is based on

the source coding which is modification to the encoder side and one of the error-resilient coding

methods available in the literature. The method of bitstream division or coefficient partitioning

method for wavelet transformed based image coding was reported in [13]. Even though it is designed

for image coding, it is possible to extend the idea to work as an error-resilient source coding for video

encoder. But source coding only is not sufficient enough to protect the channel error in some case

especially in the noisy channel where all the bitstreams are likely to be affected by the channel noise.

So, it is required to add additional protection to the encoded bitstream in the form of channel coding.

Combination of source and channel coding should protect the transmitted bitstream sufficiently from

any kind of channel noises which normally occurs during the wireless or wired transmission. There

are many types of FEC or channel coding methods in the literature with their various levels of

complexities and performances. Among them, RCPC Code [24] and TC [25] are the most suitable

methods because of its simplicity in the former and better performance in the latter one. A bitwise

interleaver has been placed at the output of the channel encoder in order to distribute the series of

information bits over the interleaving length so that a packet loss in the packet erasure channel or deep

fading in the wireless channel does not reflect the loss in a large chunk of data. Instead, it is
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equivalent to the loss of smaller portion of a whole packet, where the channel decoder at the receiving

end can normally correct the error in most of the time. Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) has been

used to detect the bit errors inside each packet so that the entropy decoder at the receiver can skip the

erroneous packet and jump directly to the beginning of the another correctly received bitstream,

preventing the possibility of decoder malfunctioning and saving decoding time.

In this work, transform coefficients coding algorithms such as Embedded Zero trees Wavelet

(EZW)[26], Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) [27],Virtual Zero-Tree (VZT) [28],

Zerotree Entropy (ZTE) [29] coidng, etc., are not considered since all of these are heavily patented

and open source architecture of Dirac [1] prevents the use of these patented algorithms. Moreover,

these algorithms do not perform very well in applying to the motion-compensated residual frames

since most of the coefficients in these frames have already been transformed to zeros. Again, the

application of these algorithms causes the perceptual weighting procedure to be more difficult. The

perceptual weighting ensures the RDO quantization process to generate a larger weighting factor for

the higher subband frequencies and vice versa. Finally, as far as the error resilient coding is

concerned, the usage of these algorithms could introduce additional problems at the decoder if the

received bitstream has the errors.

The detailed description of each mechanism which were used in error-resilient encoding of Dirac

video encoder is given in the following sections.

3.4.1 Coefficient Partitioning, Source Coding

Fig. 3-1 Wavelet Coefficient Partitioning for S = 4 with Four Levels Wavelet Transform

The basic idea of the wavelet coefficient partitioning is to divide the wavelet coefficients at the output

of the DWT process of the Dirac encoder into S groups and then quantize and code each of them
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independently so that S different bitstreams are generated [13]. Quantization and coding in this stage

is carried out by using Dirac's existing RDO quantizer and Arithmetic encoder[l].

By coding the wavelet coefficients with multiple independent bitstreams, any single bit error is

truncated only in one of the S bitstreams while the others are still correctly received. Therefore, the

wavelet coefficients represented by a corrupted bitstream are reconstructed at reduced accuracy, while

those represented by the error-free streams are reconstructed at the full encoder accuracy. The

partitioning method used here is the extension of [13], in which the idea in [13] is applied to the

motion-compensated residual frames, instead of the intra coded frames for the image transmission in

[13] and 3D wavelet transformed frames in [18]. In this way, the quality of the reconstructed frames

particularly at high packet loss rate becomes much better than the schemes in [13] and [18] especially

when the MV data and reference frames are correctly received. It is because the corrupted data can

still be replaced with the exact replica pointed by the MV in the reference frame. The quality of

reconstructed frame at the corrupted area mainly depends upon the accuracy of the motion estimation

at this particular location and the quality of the reference frame. Since the motion compensated

residual data is completely lost, decoder has to rely only on the data from the reference frame and MV

data in order to reconstruct the corrupted area. But the error-resilient scheme presented in [18] uses

3D wavelet transformed frames resulting total loss at the corrupted area since there is no way to

compensate the loss data.

If the image is of size X x Y and L levels of wavelet decomposition are used, then the maximum

number of independent bitstreams allowed can be calculated as shown in equation (4.33).

S =(XxY)/4L (3.1)

For example,

X = 352, Y = 288, L = 4, i.e CIF video format with 4 levels wavelet transform

S=(XxY)/4L =(352x288)/44 =396

It is important to note that the maximum number of partitions depends also on the chroma format.

For YUV 4:2:0, the maximum number of partitions is limited to 396/4 = 99 since the dimensions of

the U and V components are reduced by two times.

3.4.2 Rate-Compatible Puaetured Convolutional (RCPC) Code
As mentioned in section 3.4, source coding is good only for the case where possibility of losing the

transmitted packet is very low. But in the congested network, it is not good enough to protect the

transmitted bitstream. So, the combination of source and channel coding becomes very popular since

the transmitted bitstream will have double protection from the combined protective coding. But there

is trade-off between the error protection using channel coding and bandwidth requirement since all of

the channel encoders add the parity bits in the transmitted bitstream at the encoder so that the decoder
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can correct or at least detect the error if there is error in the received packet. Basically, using higher

number of parity bits normally offers better error correction performance with the requirement of

higher level of bandwidth. The number of added parity bits can be adjusted dynamically in some

channel coder so that less parity bit can be assigned while the network condition is good and increase

the added number of parity bits gradually when the network becomes more and more congested. In

this way, the level of bandwidth requirement can be controlled to a certain extent. Among from many

types of channel encoders, RCPC code is the most suitable one because it offers flexibility in added

amount of parity bits or encoding rate, with the optimum level of complexity and performance.

Where, encoding rate is the ratio of uncoded information bits and the coded bits which is the

combination of information and parity.

The concept of the RCPC code [24] is the extension of the traditional convolutional codes by

puncturing a low rate liN code periodically with period P to obtain a family of codes with rate PI(P +
l) where I can be varied between 1 to (N - 1)P.

As for the channel coder in the proposed method, the value of N is chosen to be 4 and P = 8, i.e.

one input and four outputs convolutional encoder, with mother code rate, R = liN = 114.By choosing

the value of N to be 4 and P = 8, the code rates, R can be (R = 8/(8 + l) where I can be varied between

I to 24) varied between the lowest rate, 114 (i.e. 1= 24) to highest rate, 8/9 (i.e. 1= 1) giving the

enough range of encoding rate required.

The following expression in equation (3.2) shows the puncturing table, which can be described by

the N x P matrix to generate the rate, R = 2/3 convolutional encoder. A zero in the puncturing table

means that the code symbol is not to be transmitted. In the puncturing table in equation (3.2), the first

row corresponds to the first output of the convolutional encoder and the second row corresponds to

second output and so on. Since all the values in the first row of the puncturing table are 1, this means,

the bits from the first output of the encoder are not punctured. But there is alternative puncturing from

the second output of the encoder for every 8 input information bits since the puncturing period, P = 8

and puncturing all the bits from the third and fourth output (i.e. totally discard the encoded bits from

these outputs) to get rate, R = 2/3 convolutional encoder.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

a(/) =a(4) = 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (3.2)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Where,R =P/(P+/)=8/(8+4)=2/3. The number of "one" in the matrix of equation (3.2) is 12

and this means that there will be 12 encoded bits at the output of the convolutional encoder for every

block of 8 information bits at the input. So, (p + I) or the number of encoded bits for every block of
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P=8 information bits becomes 12 and from there the value of 1 can be calculated as

I =12-P=12-8=4.

The codec provides the different coding rates which are 2/3, 112, 113, 114and their corresponding

puncturing tables are as follows.

a(l) = a(8) =[ ~
I I 1

~l1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

(3.3)

0 0 0 0 0 0

Where, R =P/(P+/) =8/{8+8) = 1/2.

1 1 1 1 1 1

a(/) = a(16) = I 1 I I I 1 1 I
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

(3.4)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Where, R = p/( P+/) =8/{8+ 16) = 1/3.

a(/) = a(24) =[j
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

(3.5)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Where, R =P/{P+/) =8/{8+24) =1/4.

As shown above, the puncturing tables in equations (3.2)(3.3)(3.4)(3.5) give the encoder rate 2/3,

112, 113 and 114, providing flexible coding rates required for the channel coding in the proposed

scheme. The generator matrix of the mother code which has rate, R = liN = 114,can be expressed by

the N x (M + I) matrix where M is the amount of memory inside the encoder. The generator matrix

used for the convolutional encoder is shown in equation (3.6) where the amount of memory, M is 4. It

is chosen according to the optimality criterion ofViterbi decoding algorithm [30], which are large free

distance, small number of paths and small information error weigh.

1 0 0 1 1
I 1 I 0 I

G=
1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1

(3.6)
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The corresponding encoder structure of the generator matrix in equation (3.6) is shown in Fig. 3-2.

The structure of the encoder is based on the simple feed forward design instead of using feedback

structure. Even though feedback structure normally yields slightly better performance compared with

feed forward approach, encoder using feedback structure requires longer encoder tail or termination

bits in order to flush the memory inside the encoder or reset the encoder to the original all zeros stage.

The effect of adding longer termination bits is usually negligible in wireless transmission where

packetization is not necessary. But in internet broadcasting, adding longer termination bits to each and

every packet would certainly reduce the overall throughput. For that reason, feed forward structure is

chosen here, where the number of bits to terminate the trellis is usually not more than the amount of

memory, M inside the encoder.

On the receiving side, it is assumed that the decoder using the Viterbi Algorithm (VA) [30] knows

the current puncturing rule. Because of the use of puncturing, at the RCPC decoder, an N x P

ambiguity has to be resolved in the incoming data stream and so the decision depths of the punctured

codes are generally longer than un-punctured one. The decision depth of the trellis at the decoder is

considered to be 100 bits so that the decoder gets the sufficient depth in finding the smallest

accumulated error metric, i.e. surviving path.

Input information
sequence---+-t

Fig. 3-2 Structure ofthe Rate 114Convolutional Encoder

3.4.3 Turbo Coding (TC)

While using the combination of wavelet coefficient partitioning and RCPC coding as the combined

source and channel coding can protect the serious channel noise to a certain level, it is still required to

ensure that the transmission of header and MV information bits generated by the video encoder to be

completely free from error. Safe delivery of this information is crucial in video transmission since it

carries the vital information of the compressed video sequences including encoder parameters,

sequence parameters and MV s data. So, it is required to protect these information by 100 % otherwise

the decoder will simply fail to decode and the whole transmitted bitstream will become totally useless

at the receiving side. Perfect protection of these data require more powerful channel coder since

RCPC coder is able to protect perfectly up to a few packet loss rate. At this stage, complexity issue is

second priority and generally the complexity at the decoder is negligible since the amount of header
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and MV bits is very much lower than data in the coded bitstream. When complexity is not in crucial

role, the most suitable type of channel coder for this task is Turbo Code because of its performance.

Turbo code [25], first presented to the coding community in 1993, represents the most important

breakthrough in coding since Ungerboeck [31] introduced trellis codes in 1982. The original Turbo

Code offers near Shannon's channel capacity performance for deep space and satellite channels. The

invention of TC involves two Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Codes (PCCCs) in which the

information bits are first encoded by a Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) code and then,

after passing through an interleaver, are encoded again by a second RSC encoder as shown in Fig.

3-3. The code sequences are formed by the information bits, followed by the parity check bits

generated by both encoders. Puncturing at the puncturing mechanism in Fig. 3-3 is performed by

taking the odd and even parity bits alternatively from the upper and lower RSC encoder outputs

giving overall rate 112TC encoder. Clearly, without puncturing, it is the rate 113encoder, mapping a

block of B input bits to 3B code bits. The interleaver inside the TC encoder is a pseudorandom

interleaver with the interleaving length set to the length of the input block, B bits which is the length

of the information bits plus CRC and encoder tails bits. This means that input binary information

sequence is divided into L information bits each, add CRC plus encoder tail bits and undergoes Turbo

encoding to each block of data (B bits) before sending to the packetizing stage.

Information bUs Systematic
Information bits

Puncturing
Mechanism

ParilybllS

Fig. 3-3 Diagram of a Standard Turbo Encoder with two identical RSC Encoders

Systematicr------------ -+lnformation
bits

Fig. 3-4 The Structure ofRSC Encoder for Code Generator (gl, g2)= (31, 27)Octal

The generator polynomials of the two RSC encoders used here are chosen to be G(D) =
[g1(D) B2(D)], where B1(D) = 1 + D + D4 and B2(D) = 1 + D2 + D3 + D4 with the number of

memory, M = 4 . The generator in octal form becomes, gl = 310ctal and g2 = 27octal' Fig. 3-4 shows the

complete structure of Recursive Systematic Convolutional encoder.
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In the decoder, first, consider the Maximum-Likehood (ML) sequence decoder for a rate 112

convolutional code with block of L information bits. A ML decoder would have to compare 2L code

sequences to the noisy received sequence, choosing in favour of the codeword with the best

correlation metric. Clearly, the complexity of such an algorithm would be unacceptable and un-

applicable for real time decoding. Fortunately, such a brute force approach is simplified greatly by

Viterbi's algorithm which permits a systematic elimination of candidate code sequences.

Unfortunately, it is not applicable to Turbo Code because of the presence of the permuter or

interleaver which immensely complicates the structure of a turbo code's trellis. Just prior to the

discovery of turbo code, there was much interest in the coding community in suboptimal decoding

strategies for concatenated codes. Among them, the method which received much attention was the

symbol-by-symbol Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) algorithm [32]. Afterward, this algorithm was

utilized in the iterative decoding of turbo code in [25] as BCJR algorithm. The algorithm used here is

the modified version ofBCJR called BCJR-MAP expressed in [33] with 6 decoding iterations.

3.4.4 Cyclic Redundancy Check, (CRC)
CRC is used to detect the bit errors inside each packet. It is required in order not to lose the

synchronization at the arithmetic decoder with the received bit stream. When there is error in the

received bitstream, because of the nature of VLC, arithmetic decoder loses synchronization with the

received bitstream and it may cause the decoder to stop working or malfunctioning. Re-

synchronization is possible only by jumping to the beginning of the next bitstream.

When the check bits indicate an error in the decoded packet, the error signal is sent to the

arithmetic decoder to stop decoding for that bitstream. So that the arithmetic decoder at the receiver

can skip the erroneous packet and jump directly to the beginning of another correctly received

bitstream, preventing the possibility of decoder malfunctioning and saving the decoding time. The

decoding procedure continues until either the final packet has arrived or a decoding failure has

occurred in all sub-bitstreams.

CRC polynomial having 16 parity check bits with the generator polynomial g(x) = X6 +X4 +X2
+Xl + X + X' + Jt + x- + 1 defined in [18] has been used for the error detection at the received

packets.

3.4.5 Bitwise Interleaving
A packet loss in the packet erasure wire network is equivalent to the deep fading loss in the wireless

channel, where quite significant amount of information bits in serial or burst data is lost. The burst

error correction capability of the channel coder is limited up to a few bits in series and it is absolutely

impossible to correct or recover the data when a large chunk of data is affected by the channel errors.

To overcome this, in most of the wireless transmission setup, a pair of channel interleaver and

deinterleaver is used in order to break the correlation between the adjacent information bits or the
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formation of burst error. The same idea can be applied in the packet erasure wired channel, where the

coded bits are interleaved before packetization so that a packet no longer contains serial information

bits preventing the formation of burst error when the packet is lost.

In order to achieve this, a bit wise interleaver is placed at the output of the channel encoder since

the information to be transmitted is binary. The interleaver length is set to 100 times the length of the

packet. That means that a packet loss in the packet erasure channel doesn't mean that the whole

packet is lost instead the loss is only 1/100 of a packet. At the receiver, the channel decoder either

Repe or Turbo decoder can effectively correct those errors in most of the time since the interleaver

has already eliminated the possibility of error burst formation,

3.5 Detail Encoding and Decoding Procedure of the Scheme
In this section, the overall error-resilient encoding and decoding procedure will be explained in detail.

There are altogether 3 major stages which are

1. encoding the raw video material into error-resilient format (Source Encoding)

2. separating the compressed video files into two layers, header plus MV and data layer, and

undergoes

2.1. channel coding which includes adding eRe and tail bits

2.2. bitwise interleaving

2.3. channel simulation

2.4. bitwise de-interleaving

2.5. channel decoding which includes removing eRe and tail bits and

2.6. marking with error code and multiplexing

3. decoding the multiplexed file from the previous stage (Source Decoding).
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3.5.1 The Error-Resilient Source Encoding Procedure

HL

HL

LH I-fi

LH

Source_Encoder _Output.drc

Fig. 3-5 Block Diagram of Error-Resilient Source Encoding Procedure using Wavelet Coefficient
Partitioning Method

Fig. 3-5 shows the block diagram of error resilient source encoding procedure at the Dirac Encoder.

Output of the DWT process of Dirac encoder is divided into S sub-frames according to the wavelet

coefficient partitioning method mentioned in section 3.4.1. And then each of these sub-frames

undergoes RDO quantization and arithmetic encoding independently so that S number of sub-

bitstreams are generated. In the multiplexer, all the independent sub-bitstreams are combined together

to get one serial bitstream. Multiplexing starts from bitstream 1 followed by bitstream 2 and so on

until bitstream S is reached.

The resulting bitstream syntax after multiplexing is as shown in Fig. 3-6. It no longer follows the

syntax of the current Dirac's specification [6] because of the result of multiple partitioning. But it is

important to note that the resulting bitstream syntax in error-resilient format will be compatible with

the current specification in [6] if the value of S is set to 1 i.e. no partitioning. The bitstream syntax

after error-resilient source encoding is illustrated in Appendix C with the block diagram.
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L_~_L-__~ ~
I.. partition 1 "I partition S

Fig. 3-6 Bitstream Syntax afterMUltiplexing,forSNumber of Partitions

3.5.2 The Channel Coding/Decoding, Interleaving/Deinterleaving and Simulation

As discussed in section 3.4.3, safe delivery of header and MV information requires better protection at

the expense of higher decoding complexity leading an un-equal level of protection to the compressed

bitstream. This is called un-equal error protection in the error control coding literature. Header plus

MV and data information bits of the coded sequence must be protected unequally in order to make

sure that the former information is all the time available at the receiver. In order to perform un-equal

error protection, it is required to divide the bitstream into two layers, namely header plus MV into

layer 1 and data into layer 2 as shown in Fig. 3-7.

1" Frame ------------------ .... .-- 2"" Frame

partition 1

1"Frame

partition 2

------------~I+_- 2""Frame

partition 1partition S

layer2
Data

Fig. 3-7 Separationof Layer 1 and Layer 2 for Un-Equal Error Protection

And then applies un-equal error protection to these layers, i.e. layer 1 and layer 2 by using Turbo

and RCPC encoder, respectively. The procedure of channel coding is to chop the bitstream of each

layer into consecutive blocks of length L. Then, to each block, c checksum bits are calculated and

added. Again, m zero bits are added to the end to flush the memory of the encoder (i.e. to terminate

the trellis at zero stage). The resulting block of L + c + m bits is then passed through a rate R, either

Turbo or RCPC encoder depending upon the content of the L information bits.

Bitwise interleaving is then carried out by loading the pre-determined pseudorandom numbers

which is known to both encoder and decoder to the buffer and interleaves the incoming binary

sequence from the output of the channel coders, either Turbo or RCPC. The interleaver length is set to

100 times the length of the packet, i.e. 100 x 1/ R x CL + c +m) bits.

Channel is considered to be the packet erasure wired channel and generating no bit errors inside

each packet except the loss of the whole packet because of network congestion. If a packet lost is
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occurred, all zero data packets are created at the receiver to replace the lost one and undergo bitwise

de-interleaving process.

Channel decoder, either Turbo or RCPC, normally tries to correct the errors and CRC check is

performed in the next stage to each packet in order to determine whether the packet is received

correctly or not. If CRC check is failed, the packet is marked with the error code.

Fig. 3-8 shows the detail procedure of all the stages mentioned above in a flow chart. Where,

Source_Encoder _Output.drc is the output compressed file from Dirac encoder in error-resilient

format as mentioned in Fig. 3-5. In this figure, by default, the layer I and the layer 2 are protected by

Turbo and RCPC channel coders, respectively. But, it is required to note that the lower rate RCPC

(Le. either 113or 114)can also be used to protect the layer 1 for an environment where packet loss rate

is minimal. Multiplexing in Fig. 3-8 ensures that the bitstream syntax of the

Channel_ Decoder _Output.drc which is received erroneously follows the same syntax specified in Fig.

3-6.
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Source_Encoder _Output.drc

layer 1, Header r-------i
and MV Layer 2, Data

RemoveCRC
Check bits, C

Channel_ Decoder_Output.drc
Fig. 3-8 Channel Coding and Decoding Procedure

3.5.3 The Error-Resilient Source Decoding Procedure
Decoding the multiplexer output from the previous stage which is Channel_ Decoder _Output.dre can

be carried out by undergoing the error-resilient decoding procedure shown in Fig. 3-9. De-multiplexer

in Fig. 3-9 separates the input bitstreams into S number of independent bitstreams which is actually

the reverse process of multiplexing in Fig. 3-5. The arithmetic decoder is modified so that it stops

decoding once the error symbol is found in the bitstream being decoded and simply jumps to the other

bitstreams. The decoder continues to decode the packets of the other streams so that the receiver still
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has clean packets already decoded up to that point and loses only the remaining packets of the

corrupted bitstream leaving the corresponding area in the entire frame to be reconstructed with the

reduced quality.

In contrast, if a single bitstream is transmitted without partitioning, any single bit error in the

middle of the bitstream will affect the whole remaining bitstream. Therefore, by coding the wavelet

coefficients with multiple and independent bitstreams, any single bit error affects only one of the S

bitstreams, while the others are received unaffected.

CIlannel Decoder
_OtrtpUt.dn: De

Inveroe To Motion Compensation
OWl & ReoonstructJon

Stream 1

Stream 2
Stream 3

Stream 4

Fig. 3-9 Error-ResilientDecoding Process ShowingCorruptedPacket in Bitstream 2

Fig. 3-9 illustrates the example of corrupted bitstream decoding in the Dirac decoder. Once the

arithmetic decoder finds the error symbol in the packet of the received bitstream, i.e. bitstream 2

packet number 10, it stops decoding of this packet and the remaining packets of this bitstream. After

decoding, the un-partitioned format has only 9 clean packets while in the partitioned format still retain

14 clean packets. Obviously, the partitioned format could deliver more clean packets than un-

partitioned since it just stops decoding at the step of first error occurrence. A better error resilient

performance can be achieved by using maximum possible number of bitstreams which can be

calculated by equation (4.33). Multiplexer in Fig. 3-9 performs reverse process of coefficient

partitioning shown in Fig. 3-5 in order to reproduce the wavelet coefficient subbands. After that,

Dirac decoder undergoes multiple processes including Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT)

and motion compensation in order to reconstruct the frame.

3.6 Results and Discussions
The performance of the proposed error-resilient scheme for Dirac is tested with two sequences: Canal

Vertical Pan Street (Canal in short form) in CIF and Squirrel in SD576; they are chosen to envisage in

providing two viewing experience to Internet users. Both of these sequences can be downloaded from

the Dirac project website [1]. For both test sequences, a default GOP structure of Dirac is used, Le. 36

for CIF and 12 for SD576 where LI frame separation is 3, and the number of LI frames between I

frames is 11 and 3 correspondingly. In all the experiments which include channel simulation, Dirac's

header and MV or layer 1 is considered received successfully from the channel, i.e. no packet loss is

introduced to the layer 1 since it will be protected by using stronger channel code in actual delivery as

shown in Fig. 3-8. In the experiment, it is assumed that a 16 bits synchronization marker is used to

separate the independent bitstreams generated from the source coding. The objective quality is

measured by the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). All the PSNR values are averaged over 10

independent runs. The general, source coding and channel coding parameters that are used in the
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experiments are summarized in Table 3-1, Table 3-2 and Table 3-3, respectively. The idea behind the

consideration of different number of partitions to different video components and format in source

coding is detailed in Appendix D.

General Parameters

Block Length (B = L + c + m)

Number ofCRC bits (c)
Number of Informationbits/Packet (L)
Packet Length
Bitwise InterleaverLength

200 bits
16bits
B-c-m
IIR(L+c+m) = B/R
lOOxPacketLength

Table 3-1 General Parameters

Source Coding Parameters

Components y UV
CIF Video Format

Number of Partitions (SI) 33 33
Number of Partitions (S2) 99 99
Number of Partitions (S3) 6 3
Number of Partitions (S4) 22 3
Number of Partitions (Ss) 22 9

SD576 Video Format
Number of Partitions (S6) 18 6

Table 3-2 SourceCoding Parameters

Channel Coding Parameters

Rate Compatible Punctured Code (RCPC)
Number of Memory (M)
Number of EncoderOutput (N)
Encoder Rates (R)
Puncturing Interval (P)
Decision Depth (> PxN)
Number of Encoder Tail bits (m)

Turbo Code (lC)
Number of Memory (M)
Number of Encoder Output (N)
Interleaver Length
Number of Encoder Tail bits (m)

4
4
2/3, 112, 113, 114
8
100bits
4

4
2
Block Length (B)
8

Table 3-3 Channel Coding Parameters

3.6.1 Compression Efficiency of Error-Resilient Source Coding
First of all, the compression efficiency of the Dirac encoder with error-resilient format source coding

is tested with different number of partitions given in Table 3-2 and compared with the normal

encoding result without having any partition. Table 3-4 lists the number of partitions used in the

experiment for each video component, the compressed video file sizes shown in percentage of the
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uncompressed YUV file and their corresponding average PSNR values. It is also possible to set the

number of partitions for Y and UV components independently, i.e. different number of partitions for

luma and chroma components.

The use of coefficient partitioning incurs compression inefficiency which is directly proportional

to the number of partitions. It is because the arithmetic encoder needs to restart as many times as the

number of partition to encode one frame in the multiple partitions format. It can be considered as the

trade-off between the compression efficiency and the error-resilient performance. The compression

inefficiency become prominent in employing the multiple partitions to the smaller frame size video

sequence such as CIF format since there are less coefficients in each partition causing less statistical

information providing to the context based Arithmetic encoder. But on the other hand, larger frame

size video such as SD576 does not suffer much; the compression efficiency loss is only 0.12 % in 18-

6P format where 18 and 6 represent the number of partitions for Y and UV components, respectively,

because of having higher number of coefficients in each partition.

Moreover, average PSNRs of the multiple partitions formats are slightly less than that of un-

partitioned one. It is because in the ROO quantization process, prediction of the optimum QP for

each subband is based upon entire frame and applied on the coefficients of the subband in the

partitioned frames leading the un-optimized quantizer values to be used at the encoder. The problem

can be solved by modifying the ROO quantization algorithm in order to work with the subband of

partitioned frame instead of the entire frame so that average PSNR of multiple partitions format can

be the same or even better than un-partitioned one. Nonetheless, average PSNR loss is only a few

portion of a dB and it can be considered as negligible for a video encoder which is optimized mainly

for subjective quality [34].

Partitioned
CIF

Num.ofY Num.ofUV Compressed Avg.PSNRFormat File SizePartitions Partitions (%ofYUV) (dB)

UP 1.62 32.53

UP 1 1 2.60 32.23

6-3P 6 3 1.78 32.28

22-3P 22 3 2.15 32.15

22-9P 22 9 2.31 32.15

33P 33 33 3.14 32.17

99P 99 99 6.30 32.14

18-6P 18 6 2.72 32.00

Un-
Partitioned

CIF
SD576

SD576

Table 3-4 The Compressed Video File's Sizes in Percentage and their Corresponding Average PSNR
Values for DifferentNumber of Partitions

Fig. 3-10 and Fig. 3-11 show the PSNR performance comparison between different partition

formats of source coding with un-partitioned or without source coding result. Following the results in

Table 3-4, Fig. 3-10 and Fig. 3-11 also show slight degrading of PSNR performance for each frame in

the multiple partitions formats compared with un-partitioned one.
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39nr-----,-------,------,-------r------,-------,------~
PSNR Performace of Source Coding, Without Channel, Canal Sequence, CIF
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--33P
99P

--22-3P

--22-9P

--6-3P

37

38
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Frame Number

Fig. 3-10 PSNR Performance Comparison of Different Format of Source Coding, Without Channel, Using
Canal Sequence in CIF Format

38
PSNR Performance of Source Coding, Without Channel, Squirrel Sequence, S0576
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Fig. 3-11 PSNR Performance Comparison of Dirac, With and Without Source Coding, Without Channel,
Using Squirrel Sequence in SD576 Format

But it is interesting to see that the PSNR reduction is more prominent at the inter frames (i.e. L1

and L2 frames) compared with intra frame (i.e. I frame). It is because inter frames which have lower
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DWT coefficient weight because of the result of motion estimation are more sensitive to quantzation

error resulting lower PSNR result compared with intra. In addition to this, it is important to note that

PSNR-Y values of each frame and the average PSNR-Y of 22-3P and 22-9P formats are exactly the

same in Fig. 3-10 and Table 3-4. It is because PSNR is measured based upon the Y component only

and the given two source coding formats have exactly the same number of partition in Y component.

So, the compression efficiency difference (i.e. 2.15 and 2.31, respectively from Table 3-4) between

these two particular formats comes only from the result of having different number of partition in the

chroma components (UV).

3.6.2 PSNR Performance of Error-Resilient Scheme with RCPC Coding

In this section, the compressed bitstreams encoded with the different format of source encoding are

protected again with RCPC type of channel coding in order to transmit to the packet erasure wired

channel. The goal of this section is to analyze the Dirac's error-resilient capability and so there has

been no attempt to conceal error (error concealment) at the decoder.

40
Avg. PSNR Performance of Different Number of Partitions, Using Rate 1/2, RCPC

ID 25
~
>;-
~ 20
ena.
Cl
~ 15

--up
6-3P
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--22-9P
--22-3P

~~=-c---------------------- --99P

35 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 33P

5 --------------------------------------------------

oL_ ~L_ ~ ~ _L ~

o 2 4 6 8
Packet Loss ('Yo)
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Fig. 3-12 Average PSNR Performance Comparisons between Different Formats of Source Coding for the
Packet Loss Rate from 0 to 10%with Rate 1/2 RCPC, Canal Sequence in CIF Format

Fig. 3-12 shows the average PSNR performance against the different packet loss rate for Canal

sequence in CIF format with rate 112RCPC coding. As expected, 99P (99P Partitioned format) offers

best protection from among the five different error-resilient source encoding formats and the partition

gain (gain from the result of error-resilient source encoding only) is nearly 10 dB at 8 % packet loss

rate when compared with Un-Partitioned (UP) format. From the figure, it can be seen that the partition
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gain tends to increase gradually starting from 2% packet loss rate and the maximum partition gain

achieved for the other formats i.e. 6-3P and 33P are 4 dB and 8 dB, respectively again at the 8%

packet loss rate. A better error-resilient performance can be achieved if higher number of partitions is

used at the expense of lower compression efficiency.

According to the experimental results shown in Fig. 3-12, there is no significant improvement in

terms of partition gain or PSNR performance between the formats 33P, 22-9P and 22-3P. It is because

all of these formats have approximately the same number (or exactly the same in latter two formats)

of partitions in Y component resulting PSNR -Y performance which are very close to each other.

In the later part of this experiment, only 33P format will be used in all cases of source coding with

CIF format since it offers optimum performance as far as the partition gain and complexity are

concerned. Moreover, because of the usage of the same number of partition for both Y and UV

components, the application of error concealment become more easier than other format where there

are different number of partitions for different components. But, it is important to note that if the error

concealment is not the major concern, either 22-9P or 22-3P formats should be used instead of 33P

since they offer higher compression efficiency with the approximately the same PSNR performance

compared with 33P.

Avg. PSNR-Y against Packet Loss Rate, 33 Partitions Format, Canal Sequence
35r-------,--------.------~--------._------,_------,

15
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~
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10 33P R12 RCPC

----- 33P R13 RCPC

33P R14 RCPC

50~======~2========4==~----~6--------L8-------J10~----~12
Packet Loss (%)

Fig. 3-13 Average PSNR Perfo~ance Comp~~ons between Rate 2/3, Rate 112,Rate 113,Rate 114an~Un-
Coded (Without Channel Coding) of33 Partitions Format for the Packet Loss Rate from 0 to 12%WIth

RCPC Coding, Canal Sequence in CIF format

Fig. 3-13 shows the average PSNR performance comparison between rate 2/3 (33P R23 RCPC),

rate 112 (33P R12 PCPC), rate 1/3 (33P R13 PCPC), rate 1/4 (33P R14 PCPC) and un-coded (i.e.
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without channel coding) (33P Un-Coded) of 33P partitioned format source coding using RCPC

channel coding. The packet lost rate is varied from zero to 12% and Canal test sequence in CIF format

was used. It is interesting to note that the performance of rate 2/3 encoding achieves a few dB gains

over the un-coded result for the packet loss less than 4% and cross over occurred after that. This is

because the error correcting capability of the rate 2/3 RCPC decoder is relatively low and cannot

correct the errors effectively when the packet loss rate increases. At this point, because of the usage of

bitwise interleaving in rate 2/3 encoding, packet errors are spread over the interleaving length

resulting the PSNR performance even lower than the un-coded case. But in the un-coded Case where

no channel coding is used, bitwise interleaving is not required and hence giving better PSNR

performance for the condition where there is higher packet loss rate.

On the other hand, rate 112, 113and 1/4 offer better error correcting capabilities and achieve much

higher PSNR gain than the un-coded. The coding gain (the gain from the result of channel coding

only) over un-coded case is around 4 dB, 17 dB and 20 dB for the rate 112, 113and 114, respectively at

the 10% packet loss. From Fig. 3-13 again, it is clear that there are no losses in terms of PSNR

performance in the rates 113and 114 encoding; according to the simulation results, there are no bit

errors at the output of the RCPC decoder from 1% to 6% packet loss at these encoding rates. So, it is

safe to conclude that encoder rates 113and 114are able to be used to protect the layer 1 of the Dirac's

compressed bitstream for less than 6% packet loss. Nevertheless, the performance will be improved

enormously by using the error-resilient scheme with TC instead of RCPC, which will be discussed in

the next section.

But as far as the data or layer 2 protection is concerned, rate 112seems to be the optimum coding

rate since it offers medium protection and not generating much parity bits like the other lower rates

encoding (rate 113 and 114). On the other hand, using rate 2/3 is not good enough to protect packet

error more than 4%. So, in the later part of the experiment using RCPC coding, only the rate 112

channel coding will be used.
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PSNR Performance of Un-Partitioned Canal Sequence with Rate 1/2 RCPC Coding
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Fig. 3-14 PSNR Performance Comparisons between Different Percentages of Packet Loss for Un-
Partitioned Format with Rate 112 RCPC Coding, Canal Sequence in CIF Format

PSNR Performance of 33 Partitions Format Canal Sequence with Rate 1/2 RCPC Coding
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Fig. 3-15 PSNR Performance Comparisons between Different Percentages of Packet Loss for 33 Partitions
Format with Rate 112RCPC Coding, using Canal Sequence in CIF Format
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PSNR Performance Comparison between Un-Partitioned and 33 Partitioned Format
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Fig. 3-16 PSNR Performance comparison between Un-Partitioned and 33 Partitioned Formats at 4% Packet
Loss with Rate 112RCPC, Canal Sequence in CIF Format

PSNR Performance Comparison between Un-Partitioned and 33 Partitioned Format
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Fig. 3-17 PSNR Performance comparison between Un-Partitioned and 33P Partitioned Formats at 6%
Packet Loss with Rate 112RCPC, Canal Sequence in CIF Format

Fig. 3-14 and Fig. 3-15 show the PSNR performance comparison between different percentages of

packet losses for both un-partitioned (without source coding) and 33P partitioned formats with rate
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112RCPC channel coder for Canal sequence in CIF format. There is no bit error at the RCPC decoder

output for the 1% packet loss in both cases, i.e. with the use of bitwise interleaver at the encoder; the

RCPC decoder can effectively correct the resulting error pattern at the output of the bitwise de-

interleaver. This is why the two curves with 0% and 1% packet loss rate are overlapping each other in

Fig. 3-14. From these figures, the PSNR curve of 2% packet loss is just below the error free curve

with a slight performance degradation which is the result of having a few bit errors in the received

sequence after RCPC decoding.

Fig. 3-16 and Fig. 3-17 show the PSNR performance comparison between two formats with the

same percentage of packet loss. It is clear that the 33P partitioned format achieves at least 5 dB gains

over un-partitioned one when the percentage of packet loss is 4 and 6 percents. But the maximum

performance gain is 8 dB at 8% packet loss rate, which can be seen clearly in Fig. 3-12.

Avg. PSNR Comparison of Squirrel in S0576 Format, Using Rate 1/2, RCPC
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Fig. 3-18 Average PSNR Performance Comparisons between Un-Partitioned and 18-6Partitioned Formats
of Squirrel Sequence in SD576 Format for the Packet Loss from 0 to 10%with Rate 112RCPC
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Avg. PSNR Comparison of Squirrel in S0576 Format, With and Without Channel Coding40~--~--~--~--~--~--~~~==~==~==~
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Fig. 3-19 Average PSNR Performance ComparisonsbetweenWith andWithout Channel Coding using 18-
6P Partitioned Format of Squirrel sequence in SD576Format, the Packet Loss from 0 to 10%

Fig. 3-18 shows the average PSNR performance comparison between un-partitioned and 18-6P

partitioned formats of Squirrel sequence for the packet loss from 1% to 10% in SD576 format using

rate 112RCPC coding. The average PSNR gain in Fig. 3-18 can be considered as the partition gain or

source coding gain where the PSNR difference actually comes from the partitioning of the encoded

bitstream. From this figure, it can be seen that the source coding gain tends to increase gradually

starting from the 2% packet loss and the maximum gain achieved is 7 dB at the 6% packet loss. From

the figure, it is interesting to see that the source coding gain remains between 3 to 5 dB over the entire

packet loss range from 1 to 10%.

Fig. 3-19 shows the average PSNR performance comparison between un-coded and coded with

rate 112 RCPC encoding of Squirrel sequence (SD576) with 18-6P partitioned format. The average

PSNR gain from Fig. 3-19 can be considered as the channel coding gain since the PSNR difference

between the two curves actually comes from the application of channel coding (rate 112 RCPC).

Unlike source coding gain in Fig. 3-18, channel coding gain increases abruptly starting from 1%

packet loss and the maximum coding gain achieved is around13 dB at the 2% packet loss. Then the

coding gain gradually reduces and becomes zero at about 9% packet loss rate. This means that the

error correction power of the channel coding (i.e. rate 112RCPC) is limited to a certain level of packet

loss rate (9% in this case) and the decoder cannot correct the channel errors anymore beyond this

point. After that, because of the application of bitwise interleaving, the PSNR performance of channel

coded bitstream can be even lower than un-coded one. On the other hand, unlike channel coding gain,
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source coding gain can maintain at least 3 to 5 dB through the entire packet loss range from 1 to 10%

as shown in Fig. 3-18. The same condition can be seen in Fig. 3-12 and Fig. 3-13 when Canal

sequence in CIF format was used for different source coding formats and different channel coding

rates. While different source coding formats maintain a certain amount of PSNR gain between each

other throughout the entire packet loss range from 1 to 10% in Fig. 3-12, the channel coding gain (e.g.

rate 1/2 RCPC) in Fig. 3-13 tends to reduce gradually and likely to be zero somewhere beyond 12%

packet loss rate, which is not shown in the figure.

3.6.3 PSNR Performance of Error-Resilient Scheme with Turbo Coding (TC)

In this experiment, Turbo coding discussed in section 3.4.3 will be used as the channel coder to

protect the data layer or layer 2, in order to investigate its performance even though TC was presented

to protect the layer I in Fig. 3-8. Again, it is assumed that the layer 1 is protected perfectly from the

channel errors. Fig. 3-20 and Fig. 3-21 show the PSNR performance comparison between different

percentage of packet losses for both un-partitioned and 33P partitioned formats with rate 112 Turbo

coding. Clearly, both cases can sustain more than 30% packet loss with the use ofTC. There is no bit

error at the decoder output for less than 25% packet loss. This shows that the combined effect of the

bitwise interleaver and channel encoder is much more efficient with the use of powerful channel

coding mechanism.

55
PSNR Performance of Un-Partitioned Canal Sequence with Rate 1/2 Trubo Coding
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Fig. 3-20 PSNR Performance Comparisons between Different Percentages of Packet Loss for Un-
Partitioned Format with Rate 112Turbo Coding, Canal Sequence in CIF Format
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PSNR Performance of 33Partitioned Format Canal Sequence with Rate 1/2 Trubo Coding
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Fig. 3-21 PSNR Performance Comparisons between Different Percentages of Packet Loss for 33 Partitioned
Format with Rate 1/2 Turbo Coding, using Canal Sequence in CIF Format
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Fig. 3-22 PSNR Performance Comparison between Un-Partitioned and 33 Partitioned Formats at 28%
Packet Loss with Rate 112Turbo Coding, Canal Sequence in CIF Format

Fig. 3-22 shows the PSNR performance comparison between two formats shown above with the

same percentage of packet loss (i.e. 28%). It is clear that the 33P partitioned with Turbo coding also
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achieve at least 5 dB gains over the un-partitioned format. It is identical to the results from Fig. 3-16

and Fig. 3-17 where the same partition formats were used with RCPC coding. It is because both of

these PSNR gains are the source coding gain (partition gain) where the actual gain comes from the

application of source coding. So, as long as the application uses the same format of source coding, the

amount of gains are going to be the same and the result will not depend upon the type of channel

coding (either RCPC or Turbo) used.
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Fig. 3-23 Average PSNR Performance Comparisons between 33P Partitioned and Un-Partitioned Formats
with Rate 112RCPC and Turbo Coding, Canal Sequence in ClF Format

The following figure, Fig. 3-23 is used to clarify the above discussion again by drawing the PSNR

performance comparison of un-partitioned and 33P partitioned formats with rate 112RCPC and the

rate 112TC in the same graph. From this figure, it can be seen that the PSNR gain of RCPC tends to

increase gradually starting from the 2% packet loss and the overall PSNR gain is approximately 5 dB

over the packet loss range from 1 to 10 % even though the maximum PSNR gain achieved is 8 dB at

the 8% packet loss, which can also be seen clearly on Fig. 3-12. On the other hand, the overall PSNR

gain of TC is approximately 5 dB over the un-partitioned format over the packet loss range from 25 to

31% giving the same source coding gain as in RCPC coding.

As expected, the rc can protect the transmitted packet sequence much better then RCPC with the

expense of higher decoding complexity and iteration delay at the receiver. Nevertheless, the advent of

network-an-chip and high throughput turbo decoders would enable the application of turbo codes on

the packet switched wired network [35][36].
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3.6.4 Subjective Quality Assessment of the Scheme
Fig. 3-24 (a) - (t) show the frame number 37 (I-frame) for un-partitioned and the 33P partitioned

formats with 2%, 4% and 6% packet loss for Canal sequence in CIF format using rate 112 RCPC

coding. The corresponding PSNR values in Fig. 3-24 (a) - (t) are 38.45, 38.34, 20.82, 31.51, 19.45

and 22.22 dB, respectively. A vertical black patch at the lower left comer of the Fig. 3-24 (t) is the

result of the loss of the whole partition. This happened when the bit error occurred in the lowest

frequency subband (DC subband) of a particular bitstream or partition since the whole remaining

bitstream of this partition starting from the error location needs to be discarded. It is happened only in

the I-frame coding since there is no reference frame to compensate this error.

Fig. 3-25 (a) and (b) show the frame number 20 (inter frame) of un-partitioned and the 33P

partitioned formats with 30% packet loss for Canal sequence in CIF format using rate 112 Turbo

coding. The corresponding PSNR values for the Fig. 3-25 (a) and (b) are 18.92 and 24.15 dB,

respectively. Being inter frame, the frame number 20 in Fig. 3-25 (b) does not show the black patch

like in Fig. 3-24 (t) instead showing degraded subjective quality in the area where the corresponding

partition is suffered from serious channel error.

From the Fig. 3-24 and Fig. 3-25, it can be seen that the proposed scheme offers very good

reconstructions for all packet loss rates compared to the un-partitioned; for example, the 6% packet

loss in the Fig. 3-24 (e) and (t), where 33 partitioned format provides an excellent protection while the

reconstructed quality of the un-partitioned is completely corrupted even though the PSNR difference

is only 2.77 dB. The reconstruction quality of the Fig. 3-25 (b) is also much better than Fig. 3-25 (a)

in Turbo coding.
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(a) Un-Partitioned Format, 2% Packet Loss

(c) Un-Partitioned Format, 4% Packet Loss

(e) Un-partitioned Format, 6% Packet Loss

(b) 33P Partitioned Format, 2% Packet Loss

(d) 33P Partitioned Format, 4% Packet Loss

(t) 33P Partitioned Format, 6% Packet Loss

Fig. 3-24 Frame Number 37, I Frame of Canal Sequence in CIF Format with Rate 1/2 RCPC Coding
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(a) Un Partitioned Format, 30% Packet Loss (b) 33P Partitioned Format, 30% packet loss

Fig. 3-25 Frame Number 20 of Canal Sequence in CIF Format with Rate 112Turbo Coding

3.6.5 The Application of Error-Concealment
Fig. 3-26 shows the partition numbers and their locations in a CIF video frame having 33P

partitioned format. According to that figure, the vertical black patch in the Fig. 3-24 (f) corresponds to

the partition number 22. As discussed before, if the bit error is in the critical subband number (i.e.

especially in low frequency subbands), the reconstructed video frame will have either a blurred

vertical patch or even a totally black patch depending upon the level of subband from where the

information bits were discarded because of non-correctable channel error.
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352
Fig. 3-26 Partitions Numbers and their Location in 33P Partitioned Format, CIF

1
288
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(a) Error in Subband Number 13 Frame Number
1 (I frame), Un-Partitioned Format

(b) Error in Subband Number 13, Partition Number
5,6 and 20, Frame Number 37 (I frame), 33P

Partitioned Format

Fig. 3-27 Comparison of the Effect on Reconstructed Quality of Bit Error in Subband Number 13 of!
frames for both Un-Partitioned and 33P Partitioned Format, Canal Sequence in CIF Format

Fig. 3-27 (a) and (b) show the example of the loss of whole frame in un-partitioned format and

some partitions in 33P partitioned format. If a bit error is occurred in the DC subband of the un-

partitioned format, all the following bits equivalent to almost entire frame is required to discard and

the quality of the reconstructed video is going to be un-acceptable condition as shown in Fig. 3-27 (a).

However, 33P partitioned format can still maintain the acceptable video quality even though there are

some losses in DC subbands of partitions 5, 6 and 20 as shown in Fig. 3-27 (b). These types of error

patches in Fig. 3-27 (b) can be easily concealed by applying the appropriate error concealment

method.

Fig. 3-28 (a) and (b) show the results of the application of the simple error concealment method to

the video sequences in Fig. 3-24 (f) and Fig. 3-27 (b). The method is implemented by replacing the

corrupted coefficients with the average values of the coefficients of the previous and next partitions.

But unfortunately, this method is not applicable to the un-partitioned format since there is only one

partition in one video frame.

Fig. 3-29 (a) shows another example with Squirrel sequence in SD576 using18-6P partitioned

format. The figure shows black and green colour horizontal patches because of some serious bits

errors in the corresponding partitions at these locations in frame number 12 (1 frame). The result of

the application of error concealment method is shown in Fig. 3-29 (b). It can be seen from the figures

that the subjective qualities of the resulting video become much better after applying even simple

error concealment scheme. So, it is interesting to note that the application of the error concealment

becomes easier since the error are localized in one partition and the loss data can be estimated either

from the adjacent partitions (spatially) or the adjacent frames (temporally). The reconstructed video
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quality would be a lot better if any of the sophisticated error concealment algorithms are applied,

which are available in the literature.

(a) Application of Error Concealment to Fig. 3-24 (f)

Fig. 3-28 Application of the Simple Error ConcealmentMethod to Fig. 3-24 (f) and Fig. 3-27 (b)

(b) Application of Error Concealment to Fig. 3-27 (b)

(a) Frame number 12 (I-frame) of18-6P Partitioned
Format, Squirrel in SD576 Format (b) After Applying Error ConcealmentMethod to (a)

Fig. 3-29 Application of Simple Error ConcealmentMethod to I frame of Squirrel Sequencewith SD576
Format

In the latter case, RCPC channel coding and interleaving are not applied to the transmitted

bitstream. So that there will be only the message + CRC bits in each transmitted packets.

3.6.6 PSNR Performance Analysis over Burst Errors

Finally, the performance of bitwise interleaver is investigated by introducing a series of packet

errors (burst error) to the transmitted packet sequence. Fig. 3-30 shows the PSNR performance

comparison of introducing of uniform random and burst error to the 33P partitioned format video

sequence with rate 1/2 RCPC coding using Canal sequence in CIF format. As expected, PSNR
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performance degradation is occurred in the burst error compared with uniform random error and the

amount of reduction is from 2 to 4 dB over the packet loss rate from 2 to 14 %. It is because the

interleaver cannot break the series of packet error (burst error) effectively causing the decoder to

correct longer number of error bits in series. Unfortunately, in the case of serial bits error, the number

of correctable bits is limited to a certain amount at the channel decoder and any bits error longer than

this limit is resulted as the bits error in decoded sequence. From this result, it is obvious to see that the

choice of interleaver is also the important factor and careful selection of interleaver which can break

both uniform random and a certain amount of serial error, should minimize this kind of performance

reduction.

Introducing of Burst Error to the 33P Partitioned Format, Canal Sequence
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Fig. 3-30 Average PSNR Performance Comparisons between Uniform Random and Burst Error to the 33P
Partitioned Formats with rate 1/2 RCPC Coding, Canal Sequence in CIF Format

3.6.7 Error-Resilient Scheme without FEe

This section analyzes the performance of the proposed error-resilient scheme of Dirac in comparison

with H.264's error-resilient using Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO). To facilitate this experiment,

H.264 (1M I I reference software) [22] is encoded in RTP packet mode and packet length is set to 30

bytes, which is approximately the same length of packet used in Dirac. H.264' s rate control is used to

regulate the bitrate at 370 kbps matching the bitrate generated by Dirac encoding with 33P partitioned

format without FEC. In this comparison, both Dirac and H.264 are not using FEC and any sort of

error concealment since the focus is to evaluate their corresponding error-resilient capability. The

results of the two codecs are shown in Fig. 3-31.
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As expected, Dirac with 33P partitioned format cannot survive even a low level of packet loss rate

and its average PSNR falls very sharply while the H.264's PSNR decreases gradually with the

increase in packet loss. This shows that the Dirac source coding (data partitioning) only is not enough

for the error-resilient transmission of wavelet compressed bitstream and the requirement of FEe

becomes crucial in this case. Due to the nature of wavelet transform, the coefficients from the lowest

subbands are sensitive to channel error and even a few corrupted bits in these subbands, error become

prominent on the reconstructed frame because of the magnifying effect that happens in the inverse

wavelet transform process. The only way to protect these data is to use FEe for lower subband data

and/or all subbands data in a frame in order to survive up to 30% packet loss with good video output

(please refer to Fig. 3-23 and Fig. 3-25). From the figure, it is interesting to see that the PSNR of

Dirac is higher than H.264 in error free condition at 0% packet loss. It is because H.264 requires more

redundant bits in order to achieve error-resilient transmission resulting lower average PSNR than

Dirac for the same target bitrate (i.e. 370 kbps). The result in Fig. 3-31 also suggests that both Dirac

and H.264 require FEe to protect the compressed bitstream in the packet-erasure channel in order to

maintain video quality at least 25 dB for the higher packet loss rate which is more than 5%.
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Fig. 3-31 Average PSNR Performance Comparisons between H.264 and Dirac with 33P Partitioned Format
without Channel Coding using Canal Sequence in CIF Format
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3.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a scheme which provides the error-resilient transmission of the compressed video

bitstream of Dirac video encoder over the packet erasure wired network, is presented. The scheme

which is the combination of source and channel coding technique offers flexibility and simplicity to

the implementation of both software and hardware. It is because the scheme can be used in any

combination of source coding type (i.e. different number of partitions) and channel coding methods

(Le. either RCPC or Turbo). Moreover, the application of error-resilient source coding does not bring

much complexity to the encoder. The performance of the scheme is investigated using different

number of partitions and different channel coding techniques in the packet-erasure channel.

First of all, the compression efficiency of the Dirac encoder with different error-resilient source

coding formats is tested before transmitted to the channel. There is a trade-off between the

compression efficiency and the error-resilient performance, and found that the reduction in

compression efficiency for multiple partitions format depends upon the video frame size. For the same

number of partitions, larger frame size (e.g. SD576) seems to have lower compression efficiency

reduction compared with the smaller video frame (e.g. CIF) because larger frame involves higher

number of coefficients in each partition than the smaller one. In terms of average PSNR, there is a

loss but it is only a few portion of a dB and it can be considered as negligible for a video encoder

which is optimized mainly for subjective quality.

After that, the compressed bitstreams encoded with the different format of source encoding are

protected with RCPC type of channel coding in order to investigate the PSNR performance of

combined source and channel coding effect in the packet erasure wired channel. Resulting maximum

source coding gains for CIF video format are found to be 10 dB, 8 dB and 4 dB in 99P, 33P and 6-3P

partitioned formats, respectively at 8 % packet loss rate. But it was also found out that there is no

significant improvement in terms of partition gain between the formats 33P, 22-9P and 22-3P. Even

though the maximum source coding gain of 33P partitioned format is 8 dB at 8% packet loss rate,

average gain of 33P partitioned format is around 5 dB over un-partitioned one when the percentage of

packet loss is 4 and 6 percents, respectively. In SD576 format coding, the maximum source coding

gain of 18-6P partitioned format is 7 dB at 6% packet loss rate. But the average gain remains between

3 to 5 dB over the entire packet loss range from 1 to 10%.

Moreover, the performance of RCPC type of channel coding was also investigated with different

coding rates. The coding gains for the rate 112, 1/3 and 114 are around 4 dB, 17 dB and 20 dB,

respectively at the 10% packet loss. It is interesting to find that the rate 2/3 channel coding can protect

the transmitted sequence only up to 4% packet loss and its performance becomes lower than un-coded

when the packet loss is more than 4% because of the application of bitwise interleaving. It was

concluded that encoder rates 113 and 1/4 are able to be used to protect the layer 1 for less than 6%

packet loss and rate 112 is optimum for the protection of data layer or layer 2. As for the Turbo

coding, its performance was investigated by simulating the packet loss more than 30% and found that
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there was no bit error at the decoder output for the packet loss less than 25%. It was also found that

the source coding and channel coding gains are independent to each other and the source coding gain

remains approximately the same for different types of channel coding (either Repe or Turbo) used.

The simulation results suggested that with the use of less powerful FEe e.g. Repe, Dirac could only

operate in a network congested up to 10% packet loss. Instead, using a more powerful FEe e.g. Turbo

codes, Dirac could operate in a congested network up to 30% packet loss.

In terms of subjective quality, the encoding using multiple partitions sometime shows a vertical

black patch because of the result of the loss of the whole partition. It is important to note that this kind

of error which is mainly because of the bit error from the De subband, can be found only in I frame

since there is no reference frame to compensate this error. There is no such problem occurred in the

inter frame since the lost data can be recovered from the reference frame. But the application of the

error concealment becomes easier with the partitioned format since the errors are localized in one

partition. The loss data can be estimated either from the adjacent partitions (spatially) or the adjacent

frames (temporally) or using more sophisticated error concealment algorithms available in the

literature. It was also found that source coding (data partitioning) only in Dirac is not enough for the

error-resilient transmission of wavelet compressed bitstream. The requirement of FEe becomes

crucial in this case in order to protect the sensitive information from the low frequency subbands.

As an overall, in the error-resilient coding scheme presented in this chapter, the coefficient

partitioning process itself does not introduce much complexity to the encoder, and the use of FEe as a

whole otTer a simple and etTective error-resilient scheme for Dirac to combat the harsh packet-erasure

channel/network. Furthermore, the advent of network-on-chip with embedded high throughput FEe

[35][36] provides the mean in applying Dirac to transport large volume of compressed video files to

end-users through networked media applications e.g. on-demand video, IPTV etc.
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Chapter 4

4 Rate Control Algorithm
4.1 Introduction
In real-time visual communication, having an efficient rate control algorithm at the encoder is very

important to assuring the successful transmission of the coded video data. Basically, the rate control

part of the encoder tries to regulate the varying bitrate characteristics of the coded bitstream by

dynamically adjusting the encoder parameters in order to produce high quality decoded frame at the

receiver for a given target bitrate. So that the compressed bitstream can be delivered through the

available channel bandwidth without causing buffer overflow and underflow. In other words, without

rate control, any video encoder would be practically hard to use for real-time end-to-end video

communication.

Traditionally, rate control is not a part of the any video codec's standards but the standards group

has issued non-normative guidance to aid in implementation. Therefore, the video coding standards

usually recommend their own non-normative rate control schemes during the standardization process

such as

• Test Model Version S (TMS) [37] for MPEG-2

• Test Model Near-term Version 8 (TMN8) [38] for H.263

• Verification Model Version 8 (VM8) [39] for MPEG-4 and

• Joint Video Team (NT) [40][41] for H.264/AVC.

4.2 Related Work of the Rate Control Algorithm
Nowadays, the rate control has become one of the important research topics in the field of video

compression and transmission. Many improved algorithms have also been developed over the past

years. Among them, some of the algorithms for the H264 standard will be discussed here.

In [42], a novel rate control algorithm for H.264 is proposed, where bit allocation is performed on

both frame level and MBs level, and the QP is calculated from the allocated number of bits. The

algorithm gives the bitrate much closer to the target bitrate. The joint source-channel rate control

strategy which considers the end-to-end distortion caused by source quantization and channel error is

proposed in [43]. A novel achievement to optimum bit allocation for H.264/AVC is presented in [44],

by using a simple linear rate instead of the well known MPEG-4 Q2 [39] quadratic rate model and a

quadratic distortion model instead of a linear distortion model. A new rate control scheme for H.264

video encoding is proposed in [45]. Inwhich, the inter-dependency between RDO and rate control in

H.264 is resolved via QP estimation and update. The scheme also considers a rate model for the

header information to estimate header bits more accurately since the number of bits for the header

information may occupy a larger portion of the total bit budget, which is especially true when being
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coded at low bit rates. However, the consideration in [42], [43], [44] and [45] focus only for the base

line profile of H.264 which consists of IPPP coding andthere is no bits allocation procedure for the B

frames.

The mathematical model based rate control scheme for MPEG-2, which enables to predict the bits

and the distortion generated from an encoded frame at a given QP and vice versa is proposed in [46].

Even though the scheme achieves 0.52 - 1.84 dB PSNR gain over MPEG-2 TM5 [37], the prediction

error of generated bits and the distortion are still too high.

Some research has considered the coding rate and distortion as the percentage of zeros among the

quantized transformed coefficients for low bitrate applications especially for H.263 in [47][48][49].

Derivation of Rate-Quantization model from the R-D function based upon the distribution of source

data to be quantized is considered in [50] and [51]. It is assumed that the data to be quantized has

Laplacian distribution in [50] and Generalized Gaussian distribution in [51]. However neither of these

distributions is likely to occur in all types of video sequences and transformed methods.

Two-pass rate control scheme (NT-F086) with each scheme applying a TM5 [37] based method is

proposed in [52]. If the first pass fails to obtain an appropriate QP, the second pass is implemented as

a refinement. The encoding complexity is consequently increased. Later, an improved version of [52]

called partial two-pass algorithm with a linear Rate-Quantization (R-Q) model is proposed in [53]. It

is based upon the jointly optimizing coding mode selection and rate control at the MB level. The

algorithm's Rate-Distortion (R-D) model is utilizing the true quantization step size since the QP and

step size are no longer linear in H.264. First of all, the predicted QP for the RDO based mode

selection is calculated using the algorithm's R-D model. After the optimal mode selection, the

estimated QP is refined according to the MB information and an estimated R-D cost is then calculated

based on the R-D model. If the refined QP can reach better R-D cost than the predicted QP, the

refined QP is used to do RDO again. In finding the optimum QP, the algorithm requires one-pass

RDO process at frame level and two-pass RDO process at the MB level, which introduces

unnecessary coding delay and complexity to the encoder. In [40], a one-pass RC algorithm, NT-

G012 is proposed with a linear Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) prediction model being used to

circumvent the chicken-and-egg dilemma and the conventional MPEG-4 Q2 R-Q model [39] being

employed to calculate QP given the allocated bits and predicted coding complexity. Due to its

efficiency, JVT-GOI2 has been adopted in H.264 reference software. Unfortunately, the algorithm in

[40] does not support intra frame-only coding mode which is supported by H.264 in their high profiles

(e.g. High 10 Intra, High 4:2:2 Intra, Hi 4:4:4 Intra and CAVLC 4:4:4 Intra profiles).

ROO based rate control algorithm with an adaptive initial QP determination scheme is presented

for H.264 in [54]. A linear distortion-quantization (o-Q) model is introduced first and thus a close-

form solution is developed to derive optimal QP for encoding each MB. Then the initial QP is

determined according to the content of video sequences. The experimental results demonstrate that the

algorithm can achieve better R-D performance than that of NT-GOI2 [40][41] which is the current
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recommended rate control scheme implemented in the H.264 reference software (JM 11). However,

because of the consideration of the MB level rate control, the algorithm requires to undergo complex

mathematical calculation in order to get the optimal QP for each and every MB introducing the

significant complexity to the overall encoding process.

All the rate control techniques mentioned so far are mainly for the OCT based encoder. There is

also numerous research carrying out the rate control work on the DWT based video encoders in the

literature. Among them, rate control via bit allocation for each sub-band is proposed in [55] for

baseline coder. Even though bit allocation is one of the fundamental approaches in controlling bit rate,

distributing the bit budget among the sub-bands can be very complex and the complexity increases

with the level of Wavelet Transform. In [56], methods for bit-stream allocation based on the concept

of fractional bit-planes are reported for wavelet-based scalable video coding. In its low complexity

method, it is assumed that the minimum rate-distortion (R-D) slope of the same fractional bit-plane

within the same bit-plane across different subbands is higher than or equal to the maximum R-D

slope of the next fractional bitplane. Even though the proposed idea performs very well for wavelet-

based scalable video coding application, its performance for inter frame video coding were unknown

since the algorithm is applied only to intra frames to compare with JPEG2000.

So, an accurate and less computationally complex rate control algorithm for DWT based encoder,

which works on any video format (QCIF to HO) and any encoding format or profile either intra

frame-only or inter frame (for both base line and main profile) coding becomes necessary.

4.3 The Objective of the Research
The main objective of this research is to implement the simple and efficient rate control algorithm for

the Dirac video encoder [1] in order to be able to be used in real-time video broadcasting together

with the error-resilient coding scheme presented in chapter 3.

The objective in video coding and transmission is to provide the best video quality at the receiver

end given the constraint of certain network conditions. Given a bit budget, the best picture quality or

minimum coding distortion can be achieved by optimum bit allocation and accurate rate control with

minimum added complexity to the encoder.

As discussed in section 4.2, most of the rate control algorithms, e.g. in [43], [44] and [45] were

focused only for the base line profile of H.264 which consists of IPPP coding. Their performance for

the main profile of H.264, where B frame is also involved, remains unknown. Some of them were

based upon the distribution of source data to be quantized, where the chosen distribution is less likely

to occur in any types of video sequences. Others derive mathematical model with which the required

QP is calculated in their MB level rate control strategy resulting increased computational load to the

encoder since the algorithm requires to calculate QP for each MB using their proposed complex

mathematical equations. Almost all of the rate control algorithms in DWT based video encoder use

their complex bit allocation scheme to their subband level rate control causing to increase the
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complexity together with the level of wavelet transform. So, it is still required to propose a rate

control algorithm which is simple, efficient, computationally less expansive and suitable for wavelet

transformed based Dirac video encoder.

The algorithm to be presented in this chapter is based upon the GOP level and frame level rate

control only so that it is computationally less expansive since it is not required to do either subband

level or MB level rate control. The algorithm is based upon the R-QF model since QF which is an

integral parameter of Dirac encoder plays an important role in controlling the quality of the encoded

video sequence or the number of bit generated. The current Dirac architecture is controlling constant

quality rather than bitrate by using a single QF as quality indicator to maintain the desired quality.

The algorithm presented in this research exploits this idea by considering QF as a varying parameter

in order to achieve constant bitrate. It has the advantage of giving stable quality while delivering the

desired constant bitrate.

4.4 Current Rate Control Algorithm of H.264 (JVT-G012)
The performance of the R-QF model based rate control algorithm for Dirac is to be compared with the

rate control scheme in H.264 JMll [40] [41] in order to justify the work since there is no such

mechanism in its alpha release of Dirac. Rate control algorithm (NT-G012) [40] of H.264 reference

software (JM1l) [22] consists of three tightly consecutive components: GOP level rate control,

picture level rate control and the optional basic unit level rate control. The basic unit can be either a

MB, a slice, or a frame and can be defmed as a group of successive MHs in the same frame. All MHs

in the same basic unit share a common QP. The choice of basic unit depends on the size of Coded

Picture Buffer (CPB). In this section, an overview of the current rate control algorithm (NT-G012) in

H.264 will be discussed.

There exists a typical chicken and egg dilemma when the rate control is implemented for H.264.

To perform ROO for a MH, a QP should be first determined for the MB by using the statistics of the

current frame, which are MAD and the header bits of each MB. However, the statistics of the current

frame is only available after performing the ROO. In order to overcome this, the algorithm in NT-

GO12 is based upon a linear MAD prediction model to predict the MADs of the remaining basic units

in the current stored picture by the actual MADs of the co-located basic units in the previous stored

picture. Detail description of the algorithm can be found in [40].

The target bits for the current frame are computed by utilizing a fluid flow traffic model and linear

tracking theory, and are determined by the frame rate, the current buffer occupancy, the target buffer

level and the available channel bandwidth. The target bits are further bounded by two values derived

by taking the Hypothetical Reference Decoder (HRO) into consideration. The remaining bits for the

current frame are allocated to the remaining basic units according to their predicted MADs. A

quadratic R-D model is used to compute the corresponding QP, which is then used to perform the
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ROO for each MB in the current basic unit. The following sections will discuss the overall procedure.

The detail description of the algorithm can also be found in [57].

4.4.1 A Linear MAD Prediction Model
Suppose that the l picture is a stored picture and the number of successive non-stored pictures

between two stored pictures is L. The linear MAD prediction model can be written as follow in

equation (4.1).

(4.1)

Where, 0/,;(j) is the predicted MAD of the fh basic unit in the current stored picture in the ith

GOP. cri,; (j - L -1) is the actual MAD of the fh basic unit in the previous stored picture. a1 and a2 are

two coefficients of the prediction model. The initial values of a1 and a2 are set to 1 and 0, respectively.

They are updated after coding each basic unit. It should be mentioned that cri,; (j - L -1) is a

reference value for the prediction.

4.4.2 GOP Level Rate Control
In this level, the total number of bits allocated to each GOP is computed and the initial QP of each

GOP is set. When thej" picture in the th GOP is coded, the total bits for the rest of the pictures in this

GOP are computed as follows.

j=1
j=2,3, ...,N,

(4.2)

For the first picture in a GOP (i.e. j = I), the total bits are calculated from the upper formula in

equation (4,2). lis the predefined coding frame rate. N, is the total number of pictures in the ,"h GOP.
R,{j) and v,.(j) are the instant available bit rate and the occupancy of the virtual buffer, respectively,

when thel picture in the th GOP is coded.

For other pictures, the total bits are calculated from the bottom formula in equation (4.2). b,(j-l) is the

actual generated bits in the V-I) th picture. Considering the case of the dynamic channels, R,{j) may

vary at different frames and OOPs. But, in the case of constant bit rate, R,{j) is always equal to R,(j-I).

The formula can be simplified as shown in equation (4.3).

(4.3)
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The initial QP of the first GOP, QP1(I) is predefined based on the available channel bandwidth and

the GOP length. The Instantaneous Decoding Refresh (IDR) picture and the first stored picture of the

GOP are encoded by QP,{I). For the other GOPs, QPj(I) is computed by

{
. { SumPQP(i -1) . { N. }}}Qp;(1)=max QP;_1(1)-2,mm QP;_I(I)+2, . -mm 2,____d

Np(l-I) 15
(4.4)

NP(i-I) is the total number of stored pictures in the (i_I)'h GOP, and SumPQP(i-I) is the sum of

average picture QPs for all stored pictures in the (i_I)th GOP. It's further adjusted by

QP;(I) = QP;(l) -I if QP;(I) >QP;-t (Ni-! - L) - 2 (4.5)

QI';_I (Ni-! - L) is the QP of the last stored picture in the previous GOP, and L is the number of

successive non-stored pictures between two stored pictures. Clearly, QP,{I) is adaptive to both the

GOP length and the available channel bandwidth.

4.4.3 Frame Level Rate Control
In this level, the target bits and QPs for stored pictures and QPs for non-stored pictures are computed.

4.4.3.1 Quantization Parameters Calculation of Non-stored Pictures

The QPs of non-stored pictures are obtained through a linear interpolation method as follows:

Suppose that the j'h and the U+L+l)" frames are stored pictures and the QPs of these stored pictures

are QP,{j) and QP;U+L+l), respectively. The QP of the lh (1s i s L) non-stored picture is given

according to the following two cases:

Case I: When L = I, there is only one non-stored picture between two stored pictures. The QP is

computed by

{
QP; (j) +QP; (j + 2) + 2 if QP;(j) ::J:. QP;(j + 2)

QP;(j+t)= 2
QP;(j) +2 Otherwise

(4.6)

Case 2: when L > I, there are more than one non-stored picture between two stored pictures. The QPs

are computed by

QP;(j +k) = QP;(j)+a +max{min{(QP;(j +~~li-QP;(j) ,2x(k -1)},-2x(k -I)} (4.7)

where k =1, ... , L, and a is given by
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-3 QP;(j +L + 1)-QP;(j)::;; -2xL-3
-2 QP;(j +L +1)-QP;(j) = -2 xL - 2
-1 QP;(j + L + I)-QP;(j) = -2xL-I

(4.8)a=
0 QP;(j + L + I)-QP;(j) = -2x L
1 QPj(j + L + I)-QP;(j) = -2xL +1
2 Otherwise

The quantization parameter, QP;U +k) is further bounded by 0 and 51.

4.4.3.2 Quantization Parameters Calculation of Stored Pictures

The QP of stored picture is computed by first determining the target bits for each stored picture and

then computes the QP to perform RDO.

Step 1: Determining the target bits for each stored picture.

In this step it is required to determine the target buffer level first. A target buffer level is predefined

for each stored picture according to the coded bits of the first lOR picture and the first stored picture,

and the average picture complexity. After coding the first stored picture in the ih GOP, the initial

value of target buffer level is set to

(4.9)

The target buffer level for the subsequent stored picture is determined by

Rj(j)

f
(4.10)

where Wp.1(j) is the average complexity weight of stored pictures, Wb,i(j) is the average complexity

weight of non-stored pictures. They are computed by

_ Wpl(j) 7xWpj(j-I)
Wp,i(j)= 8 + 8
- . Wb,l(j) 7xWb,I(j-I)~b'(J)= +-........;;.:~-

,I 8 8

Wp,l(j) = hi (j) X QPp,1(j)

~ (.) _ hi (j) X QPb,1(j)
b,1J - 1.3636

(4.11)

When there is no non-stored picture between two stored pictures, equation (4.10) is simplified as

S (j + 1) = S.(J·) _ SI(2) .
I I Np(i)-l (4.12)
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After getting the target buffer level, the target bits can be determined as follow. The target bits

allocated for the /h stored picture in the ;th GOP are determined based on the target buffer level, the

frame rate, the available channel bandwidth, and the actual buffer occupancy of as follows:

(4.13)

where r is a constant and its typical value is 0.5 when there is no non-stored picture and 0.25

otherwise. Meanwhile, the number of remaining bits should also be considered when the target bit is

computed.

~ W .(j·-I)xB.(j·)
T()= ~ I

I j Wp,;(j -1)xNp,r +Wb,;(j -l)xNb,r
(4.14)

Where N p.r and Nb,r are the number of the remaining stored pictures and the number of the

remaining non-stored pictures, respectively.

The target bits are a weighted combination of ~ (j) and i; (j) :

1';(j) = p x i; (j) + (1- p) x ~ (j) (4.15)

where P is a constant and its typical value is 0.5 when there is no non-stored picture and is 0.9

otherwise.

Step 2: Computation of the QP and perform RDO.

The MAD of the current stored picture, ujU), is predicted by a linear model given in equation (4.1)

using the actual MAD of the previous stored picture, ujU -1- L). The quantization step

corresponding to the target bits is then computed by using the following quadratic:

T(j') = C x uj(j) +C x iil(j) - m (J')
I IQ (.) 2 Q2 (.) ",I

slep,l j slep,l J
(4.16)

where m",j(j) is the total number of header bits and MV bits, Ct and C2 are two coefficients. The

corresponding quantization parameter QPj{J) is computed by using the relationship between the

quantization step and the QP of AVC.

After encoding a picture, the parameters at and a2 of linear prediction model given in equation (4.1),

as well as Cl and C2 of quadratic R-D model given in equation (4.16) are updated. A linear regression

method similar to MPEG-4 Q2 [39] is used to update these parameters. The actual bits generated are

added to the buffer. To ensure that the updated buffer occupancy is not too high; a number of pictures

may be skipped by using the method similar to MPEG-4 Q2 [39].
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4.4.4 Basic Unit Level Rate Control

Same as the frame layer rate control, the QPs for lOR picture and non-stored pictures are the same for

all basic units in the same picture. It is computed the similar way as that at frame layer provided that

QP;(j) and QP;(j + L + 1) are replaced by the average values of QPs of all basic units in the

corresponding picture. The basic unit level rate control selects the values of QPs of all basic units in a

stored picture, so that the sum of generated bits is close to the frame target bits, Tlj).

The following is a step-by-step description of this method.

Step 1Predict the MADs, a".;(j) ,of the remaining basic units in the current stored picture by model

given in equation (4.1) using the actual MADs of the co-located basic units in previous stored picture.

Step 2 Compute the number of texture bits ~ for the r basic unit. This step is composed of the

following three sub-steps:

Step 2.1 Compute the target bits for the ft basic unit.

Let T, denote the number of remaining bits for the current frame and its initial value is set to 1';(j) .

The target bits for the ft basic unit are given by

- _ a/~(/)
b, - T, X ""'N;"'".....;,.:;..--

Lai,j(j)
k=1

(4.17)

Step 2.2 Compute the average number of header bits generated by all coded basic units:

- - (1 1) mhdrl
mhdr,l =mhdr,I_1 x -I +-1-'

mhdr,l = mhdr,l x _1_+mhdr,1 x (1-_I_);1 SI SNunlt«: Nunit

(4.18)

where mhdr,l is the actual number of header bits generated by the ft basic unit in the current stored

picture. m hdr,I is the estimation from all basic units in the previous stored picture.

Step 2.3 Compute the number of texture bits b, for the ft basic unit.

(4.19)

Step 3 Compute the quantization step for the th basic unit of r picture in ;" GOP by using the

quadratic R-O model given in equation (4.16) and it is converted to the corresponding quantization

parameter QP',J(j) by using the method provided by AVC. The following three cases is needed to

consider:

Case 1 The first basic unit in the current frame.
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Q1L(J) = QP;(J - L -1) (4.20)

Where, QP;(J - L -1) is the average value of QPs for all basic units in the previous stored picture.

Case 2 When the number of remaining bits is less than 0, the QP should be greater than that of

previous basic unit such that the sum of generated bits is close to the target bits, i.e.

Q~ i (J) =Q~-I i (J) + ll.Bu, , (4.21)

where /).Bu is the varying range of QP along basic units, the initial value of /).Bu is 1 if N unit is

greater than 8, and 2 otherwise. It is updated after coding each basic unit as follows:

{
I; if Q~_I,;(j) > 25

!lB =
u 2; otherwise (4.22)

To maintain the smoothness of perceptual quality, the QP is further bounded by

QP,,;(J) =max {O,QP;(J - L -1) -ll.Fr,min{51,Qp;(J - L -1) + 8Fr,QP,,i(J)}} (4.23)

where /).Fr is the varying range of QP along frames, and is defined by

{

2; if Nun;, > 18
!lFr = 4; if 18 '?.N unit> 9

6; otherwise
(4.24)

Case 3 Otherwise, a quantization step is first computed by using the quadratic model given in

equation (4.16), and convert it into the corresponding quantization parameter QPI,i(j). Similar to

case 2, it is bounded by

Step 4 Perform RDO for all MBs in the current basic unit and code them by AVC.

Step 5 Update the number of remaining bits, the coefficients of the linear prediction model given in

equation (4.1), and those of the quadratic R-D model given in equation (4.16).

4.5 The Rate Control Algorithm for Dirac Codec
As mentioned in section 4.3, the current Dirac architecture is controlling constant quality rather than

bitrate by using a user defined parameter, QF as quality indicator to maintain the desired quality.

Since QF plays an important role in controlling the quality of the encoded video sequence or the

number of bit generated in the encoding process of Dirac video codec, finding the optimum QF for a

given set of target rate and video test sequence could lead to an algorithm which control the rate of the
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encoder. As a consequence of the random nature of the contents of the video sequences, the

complexity of the each and every frame in the sequence could be changing all the time. So, it is

practically impossible to use constant QF to encode the entire video sequence to achieve the constant

bit rate over a GOP because optimum QF to achieve the desire target bit rate for a previous frame

would not be optimum for the current and the following frames. However, bit rate controlling over a

GOP could be possible by adaptively changing the QF of each and every frame according to their

complexities using a certain type of model before encoding. The algorithm to be presented here

exploits this idea by considering QF as a varying parameter in order to achieve average bitrate which

is constant over each GOP. Based upon this, a relationship between the bitrate, R and the QF, which

can be used to estimate the QF for a given target bitrate, is derived. This model is known as R-QF

model.

Motion
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(OBMC)

:- R-OF - t..g~ ).(QF)
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Fig. 4-lThe block diagram of Dirac Encoder [4] ShowingR-QFModel based Rate Control Idea in Blue

Colour

Fig. 4-1 shows the overall block diagram of Dirac encoder from [4] showing R-QF Model based

rate control idea with the blue colour. Using the generated number of bits required to encode a frame

as the feedback parameter (bit rate, R), R-QF model adaptively calculates the optimum QF to encode

the following frames in order to achieve the target bitrate. Given the value of QF, A is calculated using

the equation (2.3) in the next block, A(QF). Both AME and A are used in the RDO process of motion

estimation and quantization as Lagrangian multiplier. AME is the scaled version of). and it is equal to

two times the value of). in Dirac reference software version 0.6[3].

The target bitrate is considered as the average bitrate over a GOP and the optimum bitrates

contributed from the different types of individual frame (i.e. I, L1 and L2) in order to meet the target
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bitrate still need to be calculated. In order to do this, a modified version of TMS bit allocation

procedure for MPEG-2 rate control [37] is employed, so that calculation of bitrate contributed from

different types of individual frames becomes possible by using the allocated bits to each frame type

and the overall frame rate. The rate control procedure in TMS works in three steps. First of all, target

bit allocation estimates the number of bits available to code the next picture. It is performed before

coding the picture. In the next step, by means of a virtual buffer, the reference value of the QP for

each MB is set. In the final step, adaptive quantization is carried out by modulating the reference

value of the QP from the previous step according to the spatial activity in the MB to derive the final

QP which is used to quantize the MB. The detail procedure TMS can be found in [37]. In the R-QF

model based rate control method, only the modified version ofTMS's step one which is the target bit

allocation is used to estimate the optimum number of bits required from the different types of frame in

order to meet the target bit rate. The derivation of the mathematical (R-QF) model, bit allocation

procedure and the procedure of the model based rate control algorithm will be detailed in the

following sections.

4.5.1 The Mathematical (R-QF) Model
This section presents the derivation of the relation between Rate and QF in the R-QF model. Since

rate, R and distortion, D are inversely proportional to each other, their relation can be written as

follow.

1Roc-
D

R = K , where K is constant.
D

D=KKI

The differentiation of D with respect to R gives the slope of the Rate vs. Distortion curve that is

expressed as:

aD = A. = _KR-2
aR
where, l is the slope of the Rate vs. Distortion curve or the Lagrangian parameter of ROO motion

estimation mode decision and quantization where optimum QP selection is carried out.

A. = ~ , neglect the negative sign
R

(4.26)

Substituting the value of l from equation (2.3) to (4.26) gives:
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(4.27)

Equation (4.27) gives the relation between Rate, Rand QF. The accuracy of the calculated QF in

equation (4.27) can be verified by the practical value captured from the encoding of the "Canal

vertical pan street sequence" or in short form "Canal sequence" in CIF which can be downloaded

from [1], as shown in Fig. 4-2. For practical result, Canal sequence is encoded with different QF

(from 1 to 10) without enabling the rate control. The resulting bit rates which are the average bit rate

over entire sequence and their corresponding QF are drawn as the practical curve in Fig. 4-2. For

theoretical curve, the required K value (which is 59458 in Fig. 4-2) can be calculated by substituting a

set of bit rate and QF (in Fig. 4-2, a set of bit rate and QF when QF = 7 was used) from practical

results in equation (4.27). After getting the value of K, the required bit rate in Kbps for theoretical

curve can be calculated by changing the QF value from 1 to lOin equation (4.27). It can be seen that

the R-QF model given in equation (4.27) has a very accurate approximation to the practical results.

Canal Sequence with K = 59458
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Fig. 4-2 The Approximation of the Rate and QF Relation with the R-QF Model
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4.5.2 Bit Allocation Procedure

The bit allocation method used here is the modification of TMS's target bits allocation procedure for

MPEG-2 rate control [37]. The complexity of each frame types is initialized as follows:

XI = Num. of bit generated from the first I frame coding

XLI = Num. of bit generated from the first LI frame coding

XL2 = Average number of bit generated from the first two L2 frames coding (for LIL2L2LI GOP

structure)

where XI, XLI and XL2 are the complexities of I, LI and L2 frames, respectively. Here, the number of

bits generated from encoding a frame is considered as the complexity because the complexity of a

frame is more or less related with the number of bits generated from encoding this frame if all the

parameters are kept constant.

The number of frames in a GOP can be calculated as follows:

ooe.; =(NLI +1)x4sep,

where NLI is the number of LI frames and LISep is the LI frame separation. Furthermore, the number of

bits allocated to a GOP is calculated as:

B = Rr X GOPLen,

Frame Rate

where, Rr is the target bitrate in bits per second.

4.5.2.1 I Frame Bit Allocation

For coding ratio X,: XLl: XL2' the number of bits allocated for the first I frame can be calculated as:

X,
H, = x B

N,X, + NLlXLl + NuXL2
B

where NI and NL2 and are the number of I and L2 frames. For NI = 1, the number of bits allocated for I

frame becomes:

(4.28)

Where, the complexity of I,J4 is the actual number of bits required to encode I frame.

Update the parameters:

i) Total number of bits left, B = B - BI

ii) Number of frames left, NI =NI -1= 0, NL1, NL2

Total number of bits left is calculated based upon the result of equation (4.28) which is BI since it

was calculated based upon the coding or complexity ratio which can be considered as the more stable
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source. On the other hand, updating the total number of bits using XI instead of BI could introduce un-

stability especially when the QF used to encode the frame is not the optimum one (too large or too

small). For example, if QF used to encode the frame is too large (it can happen especially in the

encoding of the first 1 frame in the sequence since the initial value of QF is not the optimum one for

the set target bit rate), encoder would generate larger information bits and hence the value of XI would

be too high resulting the un-acceptable number of bits left for the remaining frames in the current

GOP after updating. The same idea applies for the updating of number of bits left for other frame

types, LI andL2•

4.5.2.2 L, Frame Bit Allocation

The number of bits allocated for the first LI frame can be calculated as:

X
BLl = Lt X B

NIXI + NLlXLl + NL2XL2

B
BLl = NX N X~+NLl + L2 L2

XLl XLl

Since there is only one 1 frame in a GOP, for NI = 0, the number of bits allocated for LI frame

becomes:

(4.29)

Where, the complexity of LI, XLI is the actual number of bits required to encode LI frame.

Update the parameters:

i) Total number of bits left, B = B - BLi

ii) Number of frames left, NI =0, NLI = NLI -1, NL2

4.5.2.3 L2 Frame Bit Allocation

Similarly, the number of bits allocated for the first L, frame can be calculated as:

(4.30)

Where, the complexity of L2, XL2 is the average of the actual number of bits required to encode two ~

frames.

Update the parameters:

i) Total number of bits left, B =B - BL2
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ii) Number of frames left, NI = 0, NLI, NL2 = NL2 -1

iii) The number of bits allocated for 2nd L2 frame is calculated using equation (4.30) and again update

B andNL2

4.5.3 The Operation of R-QF Rate Control
4.5.3.1 Intra Frame-Only Coding

QFn

------- IT]

----- .......1..__ --- 2nd GOP
I
QFn'1

QJ QJ -------

Fig. 4-3 Rate Control Procedure for Intra Frame-Only Coding

In Fig. 4-3, the first 1 frame is encoded by using the initial QF which is set to 7 (medium quality) and

BI which is the number of bits generated from encoding this 1 frame is recorded. RI is calculated by

using the number of bits required to encode the first 1 frame (BI), frame rate and GOP length as

follow.

BI x Frame Rate
RI = -'------

GOPLen.

After getting RI, KI can be calculated by substituting QFlnitial and RI in equation (4.27). For 1

frame-only coding, the number of bits expected to be generated from encoding of each 1 frame in a

GOP in order to meet the target bitrate is the division of the total number of bits allocated for a GOP

(B) with the GOP length (N]). So, the optimum number of bits required to encode the first I frame, BTl

to achieve the target bitrates can be calculated as follow.

B
Bn =-

NI

Equation (4.28) in 1 frame bit allocation process is the extension of the above equation for inter

frame coding where encoding involves multiple frame types (1, LI and L2)' RTl can be calculated by

multiplying BTl with frame rate and divided by length of GOP as before and it is constant for 1 frame

only coding, i.e. Rn = R12 = RT3 = ... etc. It can be considered as the required sub-target bitrate

contributed from one I frame in order to meet the user defined target bitrate which is calculated over a

GOP. From KI and RT!, the optimum QF for the first 1 frame, which will be used to encode the next

successive 1 frame as QF2 can be calculated by using equation (4.27). The same procedure continues

until the end of sequence. The resulting bitrate associated to a GOP (e.g. the first GOP in equation

(4.31)) which has n number of 1 frames is equal to
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(4.31)

Where, RI, R2, ••. R; are the sub-bitrate contributed from encoding of each I frame in a GOP. The

bit rate ofthe first GOP in equation (4.31) is the actual resulting rate after encoding a GOP. The target

bitrate for a GOP which has n number of I frames is the combination of sub-target bitrate contributed

from each I frame and can be expressed as follows:

(4.32)

where, RTI, Rn, .... RTn are the required sub-target bitrate for an I frame in order to meet the user

defined target bitrate over a GOP. It is important to note that the algorithm is regulating the bitrate

over a GOP but not on each and every frame. So, the resulting bitrate after encoding or calculated

target bitrate for a GOP is the total bitrate contributed from each frame in this GOP as shown in

equations (4.31) and (4.32). This statement is also true for inter frame coding. Being one pass only

algorithm, the rate control algorithm in I frame-only coding mode is always lagging one frame behind.

It is because the value of QF which is optimum for the nIh frame in order to meet the target bitrate is

used to encode the (n+1yh frame. But it is expected to achieve an acceptable level of accuracy because

the complexities of the adjacent frames are approximately the same as long as there is no abrupt scene

change in the encoding video sequence.

4.5.3.2 Inter Frame Coding (ILJ..J..l)

------_.,~------ 2nd GOP1-IGOP

QF2 OF3

QJ~rgJ ~@J@]

I

~@ !r~nl~@]@]
I Rn
I

I
I

I
I
I

Calculate
QFn

Update XL1. XL2

OFn.,

Initialize XI. Xu. XL2 Update Xu. XL2

Fig. 4-4 Rate Control Procedure for Inter Frame Coding

In Fig. 4-4, the first I frame and the first sub-GOP which consist of LJ, L2, L2 frames are encoded by

using the initial QF which is set to 7 (medium quality). RI is calculated by using the number of bits

required to encode the l-, and two L2 frames without including I, frame rate and GOP length as shown

in intra frame-only coding section.

After getting RI, KI can be calculated by substituting QFlnitial and RI in equation (4.27). The

corresponding complexities of the frames, Xl, XLI andXL2 are initialized with the actual number of bits

required to encode these frames but the complexity of L2 frame is the average value since there are
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two L2 frames. After that, the bit allocation process generates the optimum number of bits required to

encode first sub-GOP frames (without including I) to achieve the target bitrates by using equation

(4.29) and (4.30), and calculates Rn. Rn can be considered as the required sub-target bitrate

contributed from the first sub-GOP in order to meet the user defined target bitrate which is calculated

over a GOP. It is important to note that the bit allocation of TM5 [37] is used here in order to

calculate the sub-target bit rate contributed from a sub-GOP (e.g. Rn) which consists of different

frame types. It is not required in intra frame-only coding since the ratio of the number of bits

generated from the frames in a GOP are the same because of having the same frame type (l frame

only).

From KI and Rn, the optimum QF for the first sub-GOP, which will be used to encode the next

successive sub-GOP (i.e. L ls L2, L2) as QF2 can be generated by using equation (4.27). The same

procedure continues until the end of first GOP. The complexities of the LI and L2 frames, XLI and XL2

are updated following the encoding of each sub-GOP.

QF of next I frame which belongs to the 2ndGOP and is denoted as QFn in the Fig. 4-4, is the

average of the QF of I frame in the previous GOP and the QF of previous sub-GOP, which is QFn-l•

As discussed in I frame-only coding section, the rate control algorithm in inter frame coding mode is

always lagging one sub-GOP (which is L ls L2, L2) behind. It is because the value of QF which is

optimum for the nth sub-GOP in order to meet the target bitrate is used to encode the (n+ l)'h sub-GOP.

But, the algorithm can still regulate the optimum birate over a GOP as long as there is no abrupt scene

change in the encoding video sequence. However, the accuracy of the algorithm can be increased

further by using frame level two pass rate control algorithm and it can be considered as the trade-off

between accuracy and complexity. The overall rate control algorithm for Intra frame-only and inter

frame coding is illustrated in Fig. 4-5 as the flow chart.
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Fig. 4-5 Complete Operation of the R-QF Model based Rate Control Algorithm
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Fig. 4-5 shows the complete operation of the R-QF Model based rate control algorithm. The values

of QF and IQF (where IQF is the QF of I frame) are set to 7. Inside the encoder, whether intra frame-

only or inter frame coding is decided using the number of L1 frames set by the user. If the number of

L1 frame is not equal to zero, inter frame coding is carried out. End of a GOP is determined by

regularly updating the remaining number of L1 frame in the current GOP and compared with zero. If

the number of L1 frames left is zero, end of a GOP has been reached and so IQF which is the QF of I

frame for the next GOP is calculated. It is the average value of the previous IQF and QF from the

adjacent L1L2L2 frames or sub-GOP. The remaining two L2 frames which belong to the current GOP

are encoded with QF from the adjacent L1L2L2 frames and then the value of QF is replaced with IQF

in order to start the encoding of the frames in the new GOP. For intra frame-only coding, the

determination of the end of a GOP is not required. Encoding the frame and calculating the QF

continue until the end of sequence.

4.6 Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, several test sequences in QCIF, CIF and HD

formats were used. As for the test platform, Dirac version 0.6 from [3] and H.264/AVC JMll

reference software from [22] have been employed. The R-QF Model based rate control algorithm is

applied to both inter frame and intra frame-only coding in Dirac. The rate control in H.264 JM11 [41]

is used only for the verification and justification of our work since there is no previous work in Dirac

as far as the rate control mechanism is concerned. Unfortunately, performance comparison with H.264

for intra frame-only coding cannot be done since current rate control algorithm of H.264 does not

support this mode even though the codec supports intra frame-only coding in their high profile. GOP

lengths were set according to the Dirac Encoder's default values which are 10 for intra frame-only

and 36 for inter frame coding mode. 36 GOP length means the number of L1 frames is 11 and L1

frame separations is 3 and it is applicable to both Dirac and H.264 in inter frame coding. But the GOP

length 10 for intra frame-only coding is applicable only to Dirac.

Parameter Description Set Value
Profile
Frame Rate
Intra Period
Number of Reference
Inter Search Block Sizes
Number of B frames
CABACMode
ROO
Rate Control
Use ofFastME

Main
10 (QCIF), 15 (CIF), 24 (HO)

12
2

16x16, 8x8, 4x4
2

Disabled
On

Enabled
3 (EPZS)

Table 4-1 H.264 Configuration File Parameters
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The parameters in configuration file of H.264 were carefully chosen in order to have fair

comparison with Dirac for inter frame coding. Table 4-1 shows the list of configuration parameter

used in H.264 encoding.

The rate control results are presented in three separate sections: PSNR performance, deviation

error from the target bitrate and the subjective quality. In PSNR performance, PSNR-Y performance

of the algorithm's results using R-QF Model is compared with H.264 for different target bitrates and

different video formats. Deviation error from the target bitrate is shown in percentage, where the two

parameters, the maximum deviation error and the average deviation error are used to compare

between the rate control algorithms of two codecs. Maximum deviation error is the maximum value

of deviation errors which is occurred over each and every GOPs and the average deviation error is the

error over the bitrate which is averaged over the whole sequence. In subjective quality assessment,

some frames are extracted from the video sequence and their reconstruction qualities are discussed.

4.6.1 PSNR Performance

4.6.1.1 Intra Frame-Only Coding

Canal, Intra Frame-Only Coding, 12 frames/sec
45.------,------r------.------r------.----~r_----~

15
-- Canal256Kbps

Canal512Kbps
Canal168Kbps

-- Canal1024Kbps
----- Canal2048Kbps

ro
~
>;- 25
0:::
Z
Cl)
a.

20

10

5L_--~L_--~----~--~--~~====~==~
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 10

Frame Number

Fig. 4-6 PSNR Perfonnance of Canal Sequence in CIF Format with Different bitrates for Intra Frame-Only
Coding

Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-7 show the PSNR performance of Canal and Bus sequence in CIF format with

Intra frame-only coding for the different bitrates. The algorithm tries to adjust its parameters in order

to get the optimum QF for a given target bit rate and becomes stable after encoding about 30 frames

or 3 GOP durations, which can be seen clearly in the figures. The PSNR deep fading in Fig. 4-6 and
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fluctuation in Fig. 4-7 especially in the 256 kbps target bit rate coding, is the result of the initial QF

setting which is too high for that particular target bitrate. Encoding the first frame gives the PSNR

quality which is more than 35 dB because of the initial value of QF, which in tum causing the

algorithm to lower down the quality of next successive frame in order to meet the target bit rate. The

same cycle which causes PSNR over shooting and under shooting continues until the algorithm finds

the optimum QF for the set target bit rate after encoding to a certain number of frames. The problem

could be solved either by inserting a certain number of frames (about 30 to 40 frames) at the

beginning as a training sequence or setting the proper initial QF approximated from the coding mode

whether using Intra frame-only or inter frame coding, target bitrate and frame rate, instead of setting

constant initial value which is set to 7 currently.

40.---------------,----- ,- ~
Bus, Intra Frame-Only Coding, 15 frames/sec

15

5L_----------~----------~==========~o 50 100 150

-- Bus 256 Kbps

-- Bus 512Kbps

-- Bus 768Kbps

Bus1024Kbps

-- Bus2048Kbps

10

Frame Number

Fig. 4-7 PSNR Performance of Bus Sequence in CIF Format with Different Bitrates for Intra Frame-Only
Coding

Fig. 4-8 shows the number of bits generated from each frames in intra frame-only coding for

different target bitrate using Bus sequence in CIF format with 15 frames per sec. As expected, PSNR

fluctuation in Fig. 4-7 for 256 Kbps target bitrate encoding is reflected in this figure as well in the

form of bitrate overshooting and undershooting from the optimum value. The optimum number of bit

required for each frame (bits/frame) in order to meet the target bitrate can be easily calculated by

dividing the target bitrate (bits/sec) with frame rate (frame/sec) in intra frame-only coding. In Fig. 4-8,

the algorithm becomes stable and starts generating the optimum number of bits for each frame (e.g.

for 256 Kbps, 256/15 = 17.07Xl03 bits) after encoding approximately three GOPs. The curves in Fig.

4-8 are the perfect example in showing the accuracy of the algorithm where all the curves for different
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target bitrate are in straight line after achieving the stability. This shows that the algorithm is

generating approximately constant bitrate which is very close to target bitrate with the corresponding

PSNR curve in slightly increasing trend as shown in Fig. 4-7.

'0
.si
~ 1.5
c:
Q)
C)

.l!l
Cii
'0E 1
~
Z

X 105 Bus, Intra Frame-Only Coding, 15 frames/sec
2.5r1------,.-------.---,==========;l

-- Bus 256 Kbps
-- Bus 512 Kbps
-- Bus 1024 Kbps

Bus 2048 Kbps
2

150
Frame Number

Fig. 4-8 The Number of Bits Generated from Each Frame for Different Target Bitrates, Bus Sequence in
CIF Format

Fig. 4-9 shows the Rate-Quality curve of Canal and Bus sequences in CIF format with the average

PSNR results for the target bitrates over the range from 256 to 2048 kbps. Rate-Distortion

performance or in this curve, Rate-Quality performance of the encoder can be found clearly in this

figure and the encoder is working very well with the R-QF Model based rate control algorithm giving

the increment in average PSNR gradually with the target bitrate, resulting a very smooth curve. The

maximum value corresponds to 2048 kbps is 36.73 and 33.84 dB for Canal and Bus sequences,

respectively. In both curves in Fig. 4-9, average PSNR tends to increase very rapidly in lower bitrate

coding (i.e. from 256 to 1024 Kbps) and then the increment becomes linear in higher bitrate coding

(i.e. from 1024 to 2048 Kbps).
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Intra Frame-Only Coding
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Fig. 4-9 Avg. PSNR Performance of Canal and Bus Sequences in CIF Format with Different Bitrates for
Intra Frame-Only Coding

4.6.1.2 Inter Frame Coding

45r----------------,~--------------_,-----------------
Bus, Inter Frame Coding, 15 frames/sec
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0::
Z
(j)
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Fig. 4-10 PSNR Performance Comparison of Bus Sequence in CIF Format with different Bitrates for Inter
Frame Coding
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Fig. 4-10 shows the PSNR performance of Bus sequence in Clf format with inter frame coding for

different bitrates. From the figure, it can be seen clearly that after encoding the first GOP, the PSNR

variation of the different frame types become regular in the following GOPs. This statement also

supports the result in the previous section where stability of the algorithm is achieved after encoding 3

GOPs or about 30 frames (since one GOP has 10 frames in intra frame-only coding). So, as an overall,

it can be said that the algorithm achieves stability after encoding about 30 frames for both types of

coding mode or more specifically after encoding first 3 GOPs in intra frame-only and 1st GOP in inter

frame coding (since there are 36 frames in one GOP).

Bus, Inter Frame Coding, 15 frames/sec
40,----,----~----,_--_,----_,----,_----,_--~-----

24

--H.264

-- Dirac

38

-- Dirac Without RC
36

34

~ 32
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~ 30·
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c» 28
~

26
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20L_ __ ~ -L L_ __ _J _L ~ L_ __ ~ ~
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Bit Rate (Kbps)
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Fig. 4-11 Avg. PSNR Performance of Bus Sequence in CIF Format with different Bitrates for Inter Frame
Coding

Fig. 4-11 shows the Rate-Quality performance results of bus sequence in Clf format with different

bitrates for both Dirac and H.264 codecs. It can be seen that the performance of Dirac with and

without using rate control are quite similar even though Dirac has lower average PSNR performance

(about 4dB) compared with H.264 for all target bit rates. Since the principle of the algorithm in Dirac

is based upon the QF optimization method, the value of QF in each frame is no longer a constant

parameter. This may cause the PSNR fluctuation or noticeable quality difference to the viewers if the

response of the applied rate control model is not fast enough to adapt the complexity level or types of

contents of the encoding sequence. So, it is required to justify the performance of the algorithm by

comparing the average PSNR quality of encoding sequence with and without using rate control for

different target bitrates. According to the results from Fig. 4-11, there is no loss in terms of PSNR

performance upon employing the rate control algorithm using R-QF Model. As shown in Fig. 4-11,
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the two curves of Dirac with and without using rate control give the PSNR performances which are

almost the same. The average PSNR curve without rate control is generated by encoding with the

constant QF for the whole sequence. The value of QF used here are 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 which correspond

to the rate 218.95, 333.32, 516.23, 779.88 and 1173.03 Kbps, respectively. For constant QF coding,

calculated bitrates are based upon the whole sequence and the bitrate averaged over each GOP can be

arbitrary in this case.

441r========~----'----------- '- ~1I-::;~I
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Fig. 4-12 PSNR Performance Comparison ofH.264 and Dirac, Bus Sequence in CIF Format with Target
Bitrates 1024kbps

Fig. 4-12 shows the PSNR performance comparison of two codecs with Bus sequence in CIF

format for the target bitrate 1024 kbps. Average PSNR-Y of the Dirac is 36.19 dB which is 1.47 dB

lower than that of H.264. Even though Dirac suffers 1.47 dB loss in average, the PSNR value of I

frame in Dirac is even higher than that ofH.264 in Fig. 4-12. However, the PSNR difference between

I frames and L, frames is much larger than that of H.264 and the same problem applies to the frames

between l-, and L2, which gives the lower average PSNR value in Dirac.

From Table 4-2, it can be seen clearly that the maximum deviation error of the rate control

technique [41] in 1Mll reference software of H.264 is higher than that of the R-QF Model based

technique with Dirac in most of the time especially in the larger frame size (e.g. CIF and HD) and

smaller frame size with higher target bit rate (e.g. QCIF with 128 Kbps). Having better bitrate

regulation is one of the important factors in real-time transmission since it can help to prevent buffer

overflow and underflow. Even though average deviation error from the target bitrate of the presented

algorithm with Dirac is higher than H.264 in most of the cases, especially for lower target bitrates, the
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percentage of the average deviation error is always within I% except Foreman sequence in QCIF

encoding. But it is important to note that the R-QF Model based algorithm achieves stability only after

encoding about 30 frames or 1 GOP in inter frame coding. Clearly, higher maximum and average

deviation error of Foremen sequence in QCIF format with target bitrate 32 Kbps (i.e. 9.08 and 1.76

%) are the result of higher error in first GOP encoding.

Avg. Rate Max. Dev. Error Avg. Dev. Error PSNR-Y SSIM-YSequence (kbns) (%) (%) (dB)
Dirac H.264 Dirac H.264 Dirac H.264 Dirac H.264 Dirac H.264

QCIF, 10 Hz, 32 kbps
Carphone 32.28 32.02 5.7 5.75 0.87 0.07 29.27 34.54 0.87 0.94
Foreman 32.56 31.93 9.08 5.69 1.76 0.2 27.6 33.6 0.81 0.93
Hiahwav 32.1 32.03 5.6 7.28 0.31 0.1 33.37 37.89 0.91 0.95

QCIF, 10Hz, 64 kbps
Carphone 64.22 64.03 4.04 5.59 0.34 0.04 34.46 37.97 0.95 0.97
Foreman 64.75 63.97 4.l5 3.28 1.18 0.04 33.97 36.8 0.94 0.96
Highway 64.1 64.08 2.06 5.34 0.16 0.13 36.98 39.95 0.95 0.97

QCIF, 10 Hz, 128 kbps
Carphone 127.94 128.13 3.00 4.09 0.044 0.1 38.56 41.57 0.98 0.98
Foreman 129.28 128.45 2.7 3.49 1 0.36 38.l6 40.08 0.97 0.98
Highway 128.17 128.l2 1.2 5.38 0.l3 0.09 39.42 41.75 0.97 0.97

CIF, IS Hz, 2S6 kbps
Bus 255.64 256.17 1.24 3 0.l4 0.06 27.l9 30.2 0.84 0.88

Foreman 257.66 257.4 2.56 6.7 0.65 0.55 34.83 36.89 0.93 0.95
Highway 256.24 256.20 1.63 8.62 0.09 0.07 37.62 39.07 0.94 0.94

CIF, IS Hz, S12 kbps
Bus 511.32 511.95 1.0 3.32 0.l33 0.01 31.64 33.73 0.93 0.94

Foreman 515.59 515.l8 1.87 5.18 0.7 0.62 38.23 39.89 0.96 0.97
Highway 512.21 512.35 2.02 4.04 0.04 0.07 39.1 40.28 0.95 0.95

CIF, IS Hz, 1024 kbps
Bus 1023.l4 1023.9 1.24 3.76 0.084 0.01 36.19 37.66 0.97 0.97

Foreman 1029.38 1031.5 2.3 5.06 0.525 0.73 41.21 42.9 0.98 0.98
Hiahwav 1023.67 1024.37 1.29 2.37 0.03 0.04 40.54 41.6 0.96 0.96

HD720P, 24 Hz, 2Mbps
Knight 1999.87 2002.17 0.79 4.3 0.0065 0.l086 35.58 36.25 0.92 0.93
Shield

HDI080P, 24Hz, 2Mbps
Pedestrian 2001.55 2002.2 1.44 3.62 0.077 0.11 35.998 36.5 0.91 0.93area

Table 4-2 Comparison of Rate Control Results for Dirac and H.264

However, the average deviation error becomes comparable or even lower than that of H.264 when

the target bitrate is higher in larger frame encoding especially in 1024 kbps for CIF and lID format

encoding. In terms of PSNR, Dirac suffers lower PSNR performance compared with H.264 because of

the higher PSNR difference between I, L. and L2 frames.

Nowaday, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) which is the most commonly used objective video

distortion/quality metrics has been widely criticized for not correlating well with perceived quality

measurement. In the last three decades, a great deal of effort has gone into the development of quality
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assessment methods that take advantage of known characteristics of the Human Visual System

(HVS). The majority of the proposed perceptual quality assessment models have followed a strategy

of modifying the Mean Square Error (MSE) measure so that errors are penalized in accordance with

their visibility. The Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) was formed to develop, validate and

standardize new objective measurement methods for video quality. Some of the developed models are

commercially available. Among them, a measure of Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index [58] is one of

the popular metrics that compares local patterns of pixel intensities that have been normalized for

luminance and contrast. In Table 4-2, SSIM index for all the encoded test sequences have been

measured and presented in the last column. The index ranges from 0 to I from non-similarity to

perfect similarity. According to the results from Table 4-2, SSIM index between the two codecs

becomes comparable when the frame size increases (CIF and HD) even though encoded video

sequence with Dirac shows lower index for smaller frame size (QCIF) especially with lower target bit

rate.

In general, the presented rate control algorithm in Dirac shows lower percentage of maximum

deviation error compared with H.264 in most of the cases. But in the measure of average deviation

error, PSNR-Y and SSIM-Y, encoded video sequences with Dirac show lower performance especially

with the lower target bitrate (32, 64 Kbps) in QCIF frame coding. But the average deviation error and

SSIM performance becomes comparable with that of H.264 as the target bitrate increases (512, 1024

Kbps) in CIF and HD format video sequences while PSNR performance of Dirac is lower in all cases.

The encoder still needs to be developed further in order to achieve better or at least comparable

PSNR performance with H.264. However, more importantly, Dirac was designed to optimize the

subjective performance, if necessary at the expense of objective performance [59] and so it is less

likely to obtain better PSNR than H.264 in future versions of the Dirac.

4.6.2 Deviation Error from the Target Bit Rate
Deviation error from the target bitrate is the percentage of bitrate error, which is the difference

between target bitrate and resulting coding bitrate averaged over a GOP and can be calculated as

follow.

De . ti' E (0/) Target Rate - Actual Rate 100VIa on rror 70 = x
Target Rate

(4.33)

All the curves in this section are drawn for the error percentage of resulting bitrate average over a

GOP against their corresponding GOP number.
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4.6.2.1 Intra Frame-Only Coding
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Fig. 4-13 Percentage of Resulting Bitrate's Error from the Target Bitrate, Bus Sequence in CIF Format

Fig. 4-13 (a) to (d) show the error percentage of resulting bitrates averaged over each GOP for Bus

sequence in CIF format for the target bitrates 256, 512, 1024 and 2048 Kbps, respectively, From the

figures, it can be seen clearly that the algorithm for Intra frame-only coding performs very well and

the precision is within I% of the all target bitrates except 256Kbps. In 256 Kbps target bit rate

encoding, the bitrate averaged over a GOP overshoot the target bitrate resulting higher percentage of

deviation error for the first few GOPs encoding. It is interesting to see that the percentage of deviation

error becomes less and less as the target bitrate increases and the curve in Fig, 4-13 (d) where the

target bitrate is 2048 Kbps is the smoothest one among all others curves shown in Fig. 4-13, It clearly

shows that the performance of the presented algorithm increases with the target bitrate.
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4.6.2.2 Inter Frame Coding
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Fig. 4-14 Percentage of Resulting Bitrate's Error from the Target Bitrate, Bus Sequence in CIF Format

Fig. 4-14 (a) to (d) show the error percentage comparison of resulting bitrates averaged over each

GOP for Bus sequence in CIF format for the target bitrates 256, 512, 768 and 1024 Kbps, respectively

for both codecs. The presented algorithm in Dirac performs very well also in inter frame coding and

the precision is around 1% of target bitrates. From the figures, it can be seen clearly that Dirac's rate

control algorithm offers better bitrate regulation over each GOP than H.264, which is really important

in real-time transmission to prevent buffer overflow and underflow. For example, the maximum

deviation error from the target bitrate of Dirac is only 1.24% for 1024 Kbps target bitrate, which is

much smaller compared with 3.76% for H264 as shown in Table 4-2.

From Fig. 4-13 and Fig. 4-14, it can be seen that the presented rate control algorithm works more

accurately in intra frame-only coding giving the deviation error which is much lower than inter frame

coding mode. It is because in inter frame coding, as discussed in section 4.5.3, the algorithm have to

calculate the optimum QF for a group of frames called sub-GOP and applied this optimum QF to the

next adjacent sub-GOP resulting one sub-GOP or 3 frames delay in controlling the bitrate. But in intra
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frame-only coding, since all the frames have the same type (J frame), finding the optimum QF for one

frame and applying it to the next adjacent frame proved to be much faster in controlling the bitrate

since the delay is only one frame resulting better accuracy in this mode of coding. Finding the

optimum QF over a regular pattern of frame type (i.e L1L2L2 or sub-GOP in inter frame and J in intra

frame-only coding) is crucial for the presented rate control algorithm. It is because finding the

separate QF for the different frame types would require exact knowledge of complexity ratio (i.e.

Xi:XLl :XL2) and updating this ratio is impossible if the QF of the different types of the encoding frame

are not the same. By encoding the same QF for a sub-GOP which includes a block of L1L2L2 frames,

complexity ratio updating becomes possible since L1 and L2 frames (or J, L1 and L2 frames if it is the

beginning of the sequence) are encoding with same QF. But on the other hand, this causes three

frames delaying in controlling bitrate resulting lower accuracy in inter frame coding mode. But it is

expected to achieve higher accuracy if this algorithm is applied to basic profile of H.264 which

includes JPPPP coding mode resulting only one frame delay in controlling the bitrate like in intra

frame-only coding. Unfortunately, this mode of coding is not supported in Dirac.

4.6.3 Subjective Quality
For applications in which images are ultimately to be viewed by hwnan beings, the only "correct"

method of quantifying visual image quality is through subjective evaluation even though this type of

evaluation is usually too inconvenient, time-consuming and expensive. In this section, some frames of

the encoded video sequences will be extracted and their reconstruction qualities will be discussed in

detail.

4.6.3.1 Intra Frame-Only Coding

Fig. 4-15 shows the subjective quality of the frame number 139 from Bus sequence with different

target bitrates for Intra frame-only coding. The reconstruction quality gradually improves as the target

bitrate increases and their corresponding PSNR values for the Fig. 4-15 (a) to (d) are 23.85, 26.14,

30.26 and 34.91 dB, respectively. There is noticeable edge blur and ringing artifacts at the area around

discontinuities which is shown with red circle in Fig. 4-15 (a) and (b) because of the loss of high

frequency components. It happens when there is high compression ratio or lower target bitrate. It is

because the algorithm generates smaller QF (larger J) for lower target bitrate encoding resulting larger

QP because of RDO quantization. Quantization with larger QP causes most of the high frequency

wavelet coefficients to be suppressed to zero resulting ringing artifacts at the sharp edges. The

condition gradually improves as the bit rate increase (lower compression ratio) in Fig. 4-15 (c) and

(d).
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(a) Bus Sequence, 256 Kbps

(c) Bus Sequence, 1024 Kbps

(b) Bus Sequence, 512 Kbps

(d) Bus Sequence, 2048 Kbps

Fig. 4-15 Subjective Quality of Bus Sequence in CIF Format (Frame Num. 139) with Intra Frame-Only
Coding using Dirac

4.6.3.2 Inter Frame Coding

Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-17 show the subjective quality of frame number 139 of Bus and frame number 83

of Foreman sequences, respectively with target bitrates 256 kbps for inter frame coding. Their

corresponding PSNR values are 28.3, 32.21, 34.22 and 38.65 dB for Bus sequence in Fig. 4-16 (a)-(b)

and Foreman sequence in Fig. 4-17 (a)-(b), respectively. From the figures, it can be seen clearly that

the overall subjective quality of the H.264 is better than Dirac. Dirac suffers some ringing artifacts

especially at the sharp edges of the solid white line in Bus sequence shown with red circle in Fig. 4-16

(a) and fast moving foreground object of the Foreman sequence shown with red circle in Fig. 4-17 (a).
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(a) Dirac (b) H.264

Fig. 4-16 Subjective Quality of Bus Sequence in CIF format (Frame Num. 139) with Inter Frame Coding,
Target Rate 256 kbps

(a) Dirac (b) H.264

Fig. 4-17 Subjective Quality of Foreman Sequence in CIF Format (Frame Num. 83) with Inter Frame
Coding, Target Rate 256 kbps

It happens only for the fast motion with low bit rate coding because the algorithm generates the

smaller QF (higher A) for the lower target bit rate, which results higher 2ME and A for the RDO of

motion estimation and quantization stages as shown in Fig. 4-1. According to equation (2.2), higher

2ME causes the MV s over smoothing in the RDO process of the motion estimation yielding the less

accurate MVs in the motion estimation stage. Similarly, higher A. causes the RDO process to choose

higher quantization step size in the RDO quantization stage. The Dirac encoder still needs to be

optimized in the procedure of motion estimation and quantization in order to give the optimum results

even with the lower QF encoding especially for the fast motion sequences.
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(b) Cropped Uncoded (c) Cropped, Dirac (d) Cropped, H.264

Fig. 4-18 Subjective Quality of Knight Shield Sequence, HD720P (Frame Num. 145, I frame) with Inter
Frame Coding

Fig. 4-18 (a) to (d) show the subjective quality of frame number 145 of Knight Shield sequences,

where Fig. 4-18 (a) shows the entire frame of uncoded original and Fig. 4-18 (b)-(d) are the cropped

version of uncoded original, coded using Dirac and H.264, respectively. The coded frames which are 1

frames in Fig. 4-18 (c) and (d) are encoded with the target bitrates 2 Mbps in inter frame coding mode

and their PSNR are 38.3572 dB and 36.9255 dB, respectively. The cropped area is shown with red

rectangular shape in the whole frame in Fig. 4-18 (a). Moreover, the cropped frames in Fig. 4-18 (b)-

(d) are magnified 300% so that their detail texture can be seen easily.

The uncoded frame is shown here in order to compare the subjective quality of the coded frames

with the original one. It is interesting to see that most of the textures were lost in the H.264 coded

frame especially in the background of the knight shields while the frame coded with Dirac can still

maintain the detail texture, which is really important in HD video encoding.
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4.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the rate control algorithm which is efficient, simple and easy to integrate to the

Dirac encoder. The algorithm is based upon the QF optimization method where QF of the encoded

video is adaptively changing in order to achieve average bitrate which is constant over each GOP. A

relation between the bitrate, R and the QF, which is called R-QF model is derived in order to estimate

the optimum QF of the current encoding frame for a given target bitrate, R.

First of all, PSNR performance of the intra frame-only and inter frame coding mode of the

presented algorithm with different target bitrate are evaluated. It was found that the algorithm

becomes stable after encoding about 30 frames or 3 GOPs in intra frame-only and around 30 frames

or 1 GOP duration in inter frame coding mode. In intra frame-only coding mode, the PSNR deep

fading and fluctuation at the beginning of the sequence especially in the 256 kbps target bit rate

coding was found and it is mainly due to the result of the initial QF setting which is too high for that

particular target bitrate. It was suggested that this kind of problem can be solved either by inserting a

certain number of frames (about 30 to 40 frames) at the beginning as a training sequence or setting the

proper initial QF approximated from the coding mode whether using Intra frame-only or inter frame

coding, target bitrate and frame rate, instead of setting constant initial value which is set to 7

currently.

More importantly, it was also found that there is no loss in terms of PSNR performance upon

employing the presented rate control algorithm. From the experimental results with different test

sequences and different video formats, it was found that the maximum deviation error of the rate

control technique [41] in JMll reference software of H.264 is higher than that of the presented

technique with Dirac in most of the time especially in the larger frame size (e.g. CIF and HO) and

smaller frame size with higher target bit rate (e.g. QCIF with 128 Kbps), But in the measure of

average deviation error, PSNR-Y and SSIM-Y, encoded video sequences with Dirac show lower

performance especially with the lower target bitrate (32, 64 Kbps) in QCIF frame coding. But the

average deviation error and SSIM performance becomes comparable with that of H.264 as the target

bitrate increases (512, 1024 Kbps) in CIF and HO format video sequences while PSNR performance

of Dirac is lower in all cases.

Even though average deviation error from the target bitrate of the presented technique with Dirac

is higher than H.264 in most of the cases, especially for lower target bitrates, the percentage of the

average deviation error is always within 1% in most of the cases. So, generally speaking, the

performance of the Dirac encoder with the presented rate control algorithm increases both with the

video frame size and the target bitrate showing better bitrate regulation and comparable SSIM index

with H.264 especially in CIF with higher target bitrate and HO encoding.

In terms of deviation error, it was found that the algorithm works more accurately in intra frame-

only coding giving the deviation error which is much lower than inter frame coding mode and also

found that the accuracy of the algorithm increases with the target bitrate. In terms of subjective
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quality, Dirac coded frames showed some ringing artifacts at the sharp edges of the foreground object

especially when the objective is moving fast. But in relatively static sequence, for example Knight

Shields, the subjective quality become even better than H.264 showing all the texture information

especially at the back ground of each Knight shields.

As an overall, experimental results have shown that the presented algorithm which is based on the

R-QF Model shows better bitrate regulation over each GOP than rate control algorithm of H.264.

Being able to regulate the bitrate according to the target bitrate is crucial in real-time multimedia data

streaming in preventing buffer overflow or underflow. Moreover, unlike rate control in H.264, the

algorithm is based only upon the GOP level and frame level rate control reducing the complexity

dramatically since it does not require MB or basic unit level bit allocation. In addition to this, the

proposed algorithm is a complete one pass process and it is not required to iterate the calculation for

finding the optimum QF value. The calculation of QF is based upon the simple mathematical equation

and it does not even need to calculate the QF for each frame in inter frame coding mode. The

algorithm is also capable of controlling the large range of bitrates from a few to several thousand

Kbps and so it is practically applicable for all types of video frame sizes (QCIF to HO) supported

from Dirac. It is also applicable to the different coding modes supported from Dirac, which are intra

frame-only and inter frame coding.
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Chapter 5

5 Motion Estimation Strategy

5.1 Introduction
Motion estimation is extensively used in most standard video codecs as a means to exploit temporal

redundancy by removing the redundant pixels in temporal domain between frames of video using the

block matching method. The basic principle in the block matching method is to estimate the motion of

a block in a current frame with respect to a reference frame and it is represented by a MV. The most

reliable ME algorithm is the Full Search Block Matching Algorithm (FS-BMA) where prediction of

MV is performed under block-by-block basis and it is widely used in the reference software as a

benchmark. However, FS-BMA requires high computational complexity since it attempts to match

every possible candidate using a certain type of cost function in the given search window size making

it impractical for a real-time video encoding. The larger the search window size, the higher number of

computation would be required. The total number of computation required is (2w+ 1)2 where w is the

size of the search window. Hence, it is required to develop faster block matching algorithm.

Generally, motion estimation is conducted in two steps: the first is integer pixel motion estimation,

and the other is fractional pixel motion estimation around the position obtained by the integer pixel

motion estimation. For fractional pixel motion estimation, 1I2-pixel accuracy is frequently used (e.g.

in H.263, MPEG-I, MPEG-2). Higher resolution MVs which is 1I4-pixel accuracy in MPEG-4 and

both 114, liS-pixel accuracy in H.264 and Dirac are adopted to achieve more accurate motion

description and higher compression efficiency.

Algorithms on fast motion estimation are always hot research topic, especially fast integer pixel

motion estimation has achieved much more attention because traditional fractional pixel motion

estimation (such as 1I2-pixel) only take a very few proportion in the computation load of whole

motion estimation. In this research as well, only the integer pixel fast motion estimation will be

focused.

5.2 Related Works
Over the past decade, many fast and efficient BMAs have been proposed in order to achieve the

accuracy and speed at the same time. Among them, some of the well known algorithms are the Three-

Step Search (TSS) [60], the New Three-Step Search (NTSS) [61], the Four-Step Search (FourSS)

[62], the Diamond Search (OS) [63], the Adaptive Rood Pattern Search (ARPS) [64], the Adaptive

Irregular Pattern Search (AlPS) [65] and Fast and Robust Search [66] etc .. Most recently, Multi-

Direction Cross-Hexagonal Search Algorithms was proposed [67], in which search pattern is based

upon the hexagonal shape instead of using traditional square and diamond shape patterns. The goal of

these algorithms is to reduce the number of search points at the expense of motion estimation
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accuracy and compression efficiency. With the use of these algorithms, the number of cost function

calculation is greatly reduced with a certain level of accuracy. However, most of these algorithms

were tested only on the non-standard prototype model encoders using IPPPP... Group of Picture

(GOP) structure and hence may not work very well for the standard full functional encoder (e.g.

H.264). Again, application of these algorithms over IBBP GOP structure may not give the same

results because of the temporal distance of P frame which is normally very far from its reference.

From among the fast BMAs, the adaptive search algorithms [64][65][68] become increasingly

popular because of their flexibility in choosing the centre of search location adaptively. There are

several methods in predicting the centre point of search location. Most commonly used methods are

the spatial prediction where centre search point of current block is predicted from the adjacent left, top

and top left blocks and the temporal prediction where centre point is predicted from the corresponding

block of the previous encoded frame. Since there is no limitation on their search range, adaptive based

search algorithms can track the global minimum quite accurately. However, for higher speed or larger

displacement motion, due to the intrinsic selective nature of these methods, they often converge to a

local minimum of distortion.

One method of alleviating this problem is to subsample the image to smaller sizes, such that the

motion speed is reduced by the sampling ratio. The process is done on a multilevel image pyramid,

known as the Hierarchical Block Matching Algorithm (HBMA) [69]. Similar to the hierarchical

motion estimation, in the Multi-Resolution Motion Estimation (MRME) technique originally

proposed in [70][71], the hierarchical motion estimation process is carried out in the wavelet-

transform domain. It starts with estimating the MVs at the lowest resolution level, where most of the

image energy resides. MVs obtained are then used as predictions for higher resolutions, where they

are either accepted as final MVs or further refined. The performance of various wavelets for the task

ofMRME has been evaluated in [72].

In [70], motion search process is carried out only in the LL subband, which is the smallest in size

among all of the resolutions, requiring a small number of coding bits for the MV s, since only the MVs

in the LL subband need to be encoded. But the motion estimation perfromance is not satisfactory due

to the fact that not every prediction MV from the LL subband is accurate.

In[71], MVs in the LL subband are again estimated first as in [70]. Then, they are appropriately

scaled according to different resolutions, and used as the initial biases for the MVs in all the other

subbands, where these initial biases are further refined. The result is in a better motion estimation

performance. But it requires much higher computational load to carry out the motion refmement

process and a greater number of coding bits on the motion information for all of the motion

refmements in all the subbands.

MRME with indexing is proposed in [73], where a predicted MV resulting from an appropriate

scaling of the corresponding MV in the LL subband is not accepted unconditionally as the fmal MV

as in [70], nor further refined as in [71]. Instead, the SAD between the current block and the block
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pointed by this prediction MY in the reference subband is calculated and compared with the

coefficient weight of the current wavelet block. Coefficient weight is the combination of absolute

value of the wavelet coefficients at the current block. If the SAD is less than the coefficient weight,

this prediction MY is accepted; otherwise, it is discarded, and the current wavelet block is labelled as

intracoded. The predicted MY whether accepted or not is indicated by one bit in a binary index. As

compared to [70], the idea in [73] is able to improve the motion estimation performance substantially

and the cost for the coding of motion information is quite small, as compared to that of [71]. But,

instead of further refining in the higher frequency subbands when required, introducing the intra

blocks would downgrade the motion estimation performance of MRME scheme compared with the

other spatial-domain motion estimation techniques.

The main assumptions in the conventional block matching model for motion estimation are that the

image is composed of objects in translation and that all pixels inside each block undergo the same

translational motion. As a result, despite its simplicity, the conventional model is unable to represent

natural scenes. Real motion has a complex nature and can be decomposed into translation, rotation,

shear and expansion among other deformation components. As an alternative, two forms of spatial

transformations motion estimation techniques which can handle rotation and other complex motion in

the two-dimensional image plane in addition to translation have been proposed. They are

Quadrilateral Matching Motion Estimation (QMEE) [74] and Warping Motion Estimation (WME) or

Control Orid Interpolation (COl) [75][76]. Both methods achieves significant prediction

improvements over block matching especially in the image areas where the motion is mainly non-

translational at the expense of significant added complexity compared to block matching.

Combination of hierarchical and spatial transformations to overcome the inaccuracy with large

displacement motion and the increased complexity is proposed in [77]. Complexity is reduced by

initializing MYs at higher levels leaving only small displacement refinements for the more

computational intensive lower levels. However, requiring spatial transformation in all hierarchical

levels is the added complexity in this approach. More importantly, apart from the prediction

improvements, motion estimation in the spatial transformed domain cannot replace the conventional

block matching models absolutely because of its simplicity and acceptable prediction results.

5.3 The Objective of the Research
As discussed in section 5.2, most of the popular BMAs [60] to [67] were tested only in the platform

independent IPPPP ... GOP structure and cannot be applied directly on the functional video encoder

because these algorithms provide complexity reduction in basic block matching only and optimization

and modification are still required in order to work for a functional encoder with any types of video

formats and OOP structure. On the other hand, adaptive search algorithms can tack the global

minimum quite accurately because of their flexibility in choosing the centre of search location

adaptively and no limitation on their search range. However, they often converge to a local minimum
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of distortion for higher speed or larger displacement motion. MRME and spatial transform approaches

require additional complexities in doing their wavelet transformation in the former one and spatial

transformation in the latter, which are considered unacceptable since the main objective in motion

estimation is the complexity reduction. So, a complete motion estimation algorithm which can be

applied to a functional video encoder with any types of video formats and GOP structure is still

required.

As discussed in section 2.3, current release of the Dirac encoder [1] employs fully hierarchical

motion estimation for all types of inter frames (both L, and k or P and B frames) coding and the

number of hierarchical levels depends upon the frame format. For example, for CIF video encoding, it

requires 4 levels of hierarchy and HO format requires up to 6 levels. Search pattern used are the

diamond shape with 61 search points for lowest resolution level search and square shape with 9 points

for other levels resulting almost 80% of the total encoding time to be spent in motion estimation stage

only. Even though current motion estimation strategy gives optimum result for storage application,

slower encoding causes the encoder hard to apply in real-time practical application, for example in

encoding of High Definition (HO) video sequences. The main objective of this research is to present

the fast and efficient motion estimation strategy, called semi-hierarchical fast ME or to be short fast

ME strategy, which combines modified adaptive search algorithm and semi-hierarchical approach

where hierarchical motion estimation is considered only for a certain type of inter frame encoding. In

modified adaptive search, more prediction points are added in order to find the most probable location

as quickly as possible in the lowest resolution level search and the optimum MVs are further refined

in the additional levels using four points SDSP. Semi-hierarchical or un-equal level of motion

estimation is achieved by employing hierarchical motion estimation only for L, or P frame effectively

reducing the complexity of the L2 or B frame's motion estimation. The accuracy of B frame motion

estimation can be maintained by considering the best MVs from the nearest P frame as the temporal

prediction point in the modified adaptive search strategy. Overview of some of the well-known BMAs

will be discussed in the next section in order to give the basic idea to the reader before the fast ME

strategy can be discussed in the following sections.

5.4 Fast Block Matching Algorithms
This section discusses some of the popular BMAs' strategies and their complexities including

minimum and maximum number of cost calculation required per block. Actual performance

comparison was carried out by implementing their algorithms in the Matlab environment and their

results including the number of cost calculation per block and the weight of the motion compensated

residual frame are compared. Their performance comparison can be seen in the results and discussions

section.
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5.4.1 Three-Step Search (TSS)
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Fig. 5-1 Three Step Search Procedure, Showing the Best MY, i.e. (5, -3)

TSS [60] is one of the earliest fast BMAs. The general idea is shown in Fig. 5-1. It starts with the

search location at the centre of search window with the initial step size, s = 4. The search pattern is

rectangular. The algorithm finds the minimum cost from among 9 possible points including centre and

it is set as centre for the next step. In Fig. 5-1, the point which gives minimum cost is shown in grey

colour. In the second step, the step size is reduced by 2 and repeats the same procedure until the step

size equal 1. The point which gives minimum cost in the last step is the best match for the centre

block. The algorithm gives the flat reduction in computation by a factor of 9 compared with Full

Search (FS). This mean, for search window, w = 7, FS would require (2w+1i or 225 cost calculation

while TSS requires to calculate only 25. In Fig. 5-1, the coordinate of the resulting MV which is

shown with the arrow is (5, -3).

5.4.2 New Three-Step Search (NTSS)

• Outer 1 st Step

• 2m Stet> 5 points

• Inner l st Step

• 2'Jd Step 3 points

Fig. 5-2 New Three Step Search Procedure, NTSS
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NTSS [61] improves on TSS by providing a centre biased searching scheme and having provisions for

half way stop to reduce computational cost. The NTSS process is illustrated graphically in Fig. 5-2. In

the first step, 8 additional points (inner points) with the step size, s = 1 are checked in addition to the 9

points in the first step of TSS for lowest cost using the specified cost function. If the lowest cost is at

the origin then the search is stopped. If the lowest cost is at any points of inner 8 locations then the

origin of the 2nd step is moved to that point and checks the neighbouring points adjacent to it for the

lowest cost. Depending upon the location of the 2nd step's origin, neighbouring points to be checked

could be either 5 or 3 points. If the lowest cost is at any points of outer 8 locations then the normal

TSS procedure is followed. For NTSS, the minimum number of cost calculation required is only 17

but there is worst case scenario which would require a total of 33 locations to check.

5.4.3 Four-Step Search (FourSS)
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./

• 1st Step

• 4th Step

Fig. 5-3 Four Step Search, FourSS Procedure, Showing the Best MV, i.e. (3, -7)

Fig. 5-3 shows the FourSS [62] procedure. Similar to the NTSS, FourSS also employs centre biased

searching and has a halfway stop provision. FourSS has a fixed step size, s = 2 for steps 1,2,3 and s =
1 for step 4. In any step, if the minimum cost is found at the centre of 8 points square pattern, the

search jumps to 4th step. If the minimum cost is at one of the 8 points other than centre, the origin of

the next step move to this point and calculate the minimum cost again. The number of points in the

successive steps depends upon the location of minimum point in the previous step and it could be

either 5 or 3 points. No matter, whether the minimum point is at the centre or at the edge in the 3rd

step, the step size drops to 1 in the final step. This search algorithm has the best case of 17 checking

points and worst case of 27 checking points.
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5.4.4 Diamond Search (DS)
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Fig. 5-4 Diamond Search, DS Procedure, Showing the Best MV, i.e. (-4, -2)

Fig. 5-4 shows the procedure of Diamond Search [63]. The idea of DS algorithm is exactly the same

as FourSS except the use ofDS pattern instead of rectangular one and there is no limit on the number

of step the algorithm can go. DS uses two different types of patterns, Large Diamond Search Pattern

(LDSP) and the Small Diamond Search Pattern (SDSP). The algorithm starts from the LDSP and at

any step, if the minimum cost is at the centre; it goes to the final step with the SDSP. If the minimum

cost is at one of the points on the margin of LDSP, the origin of the next step moves to this point and

calculates the minimum cost again. The number of points in the successive steps depends upon the

location of minimum point in the previous step and it can be either 5 or 3 points. The same procedure

continues until the minimum point falls on the centre of LDSP. Since there is no limit on the number

of steps, DS can find the global minimum very accurately.

5.4.5 Adaptive Rood Pattern Search (ARPS)

Predicted
Vector

/
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/
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Fig. 5-5 Adaptive Rood Pattern Search, the Predicted MV is (3, -2)

and the step size is Max (131,1-21) = 3

In ARPS [64], the algorithm directly starts the search in an area where there is a high probability of

finding a good matching block in the first step. If the MBs around the current MB moved in a
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particular direction then there is a high probability for the current MB to move in the similar direction.

According to this idea, the predicted MY for the current MB is calculated and finds the corresponding

cost. In addition to this, the algorithm also checks the locations of rood pattern in the first step as

shown in Fig. 5-5. The point which gives the minimum cost in the first step is used as the origin for

the subsequent steps where the search pattern is switched to SDSP and follows the procedure of OS

until the minimum cost point is found at the origin. The main advantage of ARPS over OS is that if

the predicted MY is at the centre (0, 0), ARPS saves the computational time by going directly to the

SDSP without doing LOSP. If the predicted MY is far away from the centre, ARPS again saves the

time by directly jumping to the vicinity of the possible minimum point and do SOSP.

5.4.6 Adaptive Irregular Pattern Search (AlPS)
In ARPS, only the magnitude of the MY of immediate left neighbouring block is used to control the

arm size of the Adaptive Rood Pattern (ARP). However, the left neighbouring block is not always

correlated with the current block and unavailable for the left margin blocks. Moreover, the

performance of the ARPS can be further improved by considering the direction of the neighbouring

blocks' MYs instead of magnitude only. Adaptive Irregular Pattern (AlP) is formed by covering the

MY information from both the spatial and temporal domains. The spatial MY is predicted from

immediate left, top and top right blocks' MYs. In summary, AlP has three MYs provided by the

spatial (left, top and top right), their medium MY and the temporal MY. The search point of the AlP

that yields the minimal matching error is used as the search centre of the followed-up refined search.

Five points SDSP is used in the refined search as in ARPS.

All the fast BMAs discussed in this section more or less achieve their aim by reducing the number

of cost calculation per block significantly compared with FS. In TSS, NTSS, FourSS and OS, the MY

of each block is searched independently by using a fixed set of search patterns. Simplicity and

regularity are the most important advantages of these methods, which make them attractive for

implementation. However, they have less adaptability and search efficiency in tracking large motions.

On the other hand, while the maximum number of cost calculation per block is predictable in TSS,

NTSS and FourSS, it is not possible to predict the average number of cost calculation per block for

OS, ARPS and AlPS because of their different style stopping criteria. Since there is no limitation on

the number of steps for all of these search methods, the number of cost calculation in some blocks can

be very high especially in the complex and fast motion sequences even though their search can find

the global minimum quite accurately.

5.5 Semi-Hierarchical Fast ME Strategy for Dirac
In the existing ME search strategy of Dirac [I], even though the algorithm can give the estimated

MVs with a certain level of accuracy, the whole process takes too long to complete because of the

usage of multiple levels of hierarchies for all types of inter frames, i.e. for both P and B frames. For
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example, encoding a CIF format video sequence would require the algorithm to generate four levels

of hierarchy for both current and reference frames. The motion estimation is performed first in the

lowest resolution (smallest frame) level and gradually increased to the higher resolution levels until it

reaches the original frame size. The search pattern used in the lowest level is Diamond shape with the

search range 5 and all other levels higher than the lowest use square shape search pattern with search

range 1. So, there are altogether 61 search points in Diamond shape and 9 points in square shape. The

algorithm searches the optimum MV in each block according to the diamond pattern as shown in Fig.

2-3 (a) for lowest resolution level and refines these MVs in the additional levels using square pattern

as shown in Fig. 2-3 (b). After completing all these four levels, the final search is carried out again in

the original frame level itself with the square search pattern. Obviously, it is the most time consuming

stage and requires approximately 80% of total encoding time. So it is required to find the faster ME

search strategy, which gives the same accuracy without introducing any additional complexity to the

encoder.

In the fast ME strategy, the idea of adaptive search is combined with the power of hierarchical

motion estimation in order to achieve the flexibility in choosing the centre of search location and at

the same time prevent from being trapped in the local minimum. The overall complexity is further

reduced down by introducing the idea of semi-hierarchical motion estimation.

Adaptive search method normally consists of two sequential search stages: (1) initial search and

(2) refined local search. For each MB, the initial search is performed only once at the beginning in

order to find a good starting point for the follow-up refined local search. By doing so, unnecessary

intermediate search and the risk of being trapped into local minimum matching error points could be

greatly reduced in long search case.

Basically, in pattern based motion estimation, a small search pattern made up by compactly spaced

search points is more suitable than a large search pattern containing sparsely spaced search points in

detecting motions with smaller displacement, because only a small number of positions around the

search window centre are necessary to be checked. However, when searching for a large motion, the

small pattern tends to be trapped into local minimum along the search path and leads to wrong

estimation. On the contrary, the large search pattern has the advantage of quickly detecting large

motions, but it will incur unnecessary search for a case where the displacement of the motion is only a

few pixel away. So, instead of using larger pattern in order to track the larger displacement motion,

motion estimation in the adaptive search strategy directly starts the search in an area where there is a

high probability of finding a good matching block in its initial search. After that, local refined search

is carried out by using one of the small search patterns, either square, diamond or hexagon.

As discussed in section 5.4.5, if the MBs around the current MB moved in a particular direction

then there is a high probability for the current MB to move in the similar direction. Based upon this

idea, the predicted MV for the current MB, which will be used as a most probable starting point in the

initial search stage is calculated and finds the corresponding cost. In the fast ME strategy, more
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predicted MVs are added at the initial search in order to find the most probable minimum point as

quickly as possible. They are zero, three spatially predicted MVs (SPMVl, SPMV2 and SPMV3) and

temporally predicted MVs.

Middle Block Lust Column Block

_0 ./Current Block

~SPMVI

Medium of 1,2 and 3 Melin of I and 2rnMV from lell block

~ MV"'m'opbl~k

SPMV2

SI)MV)

Fig. 5-6 Three types of SpatiallyPredictedMVs,

Current Block is the Blockwhere ME is Being Carried Out

Here, zero MV is considered as one of the predicted MV in order to track the stationary or near

stationary objects. Fig. 5-6 shows three types of spatially predicted MVs used in the fast ME strategy.

SPMVI is the spatially predicted MV used in the existing ME algorithm of Dirac and can be predicted

by taking medium of neighbouring blocks I, 2 and 3 if the current block is in the middle of the frame

and mean of block 1 and 2 if the current block is in the last column of the frame. The other two

spatially predicted MV s, SPMV2 and SPMV3 which are the best MV s from left and top blocks

respectively, are added in order to get the better prediction for the horizontal and vertical camera

panning. The last MV which is predicted temporally is added to the list in order to exploit the

temporal redundancy of the video sequence. This is the vector resulting from the motion estimation of

the previous successive frame at the corresponding block location.

Fig. 5-7 shows the prediction of temporal MV for the different types of frames either Par B. Note

that there is no temporal predicted MV available for the first P and B frames. Again, the best MVs

from the P frame cannot be used as the temporal predicted MV for the successive B frame since the

prediction structure of the P and B are different as shown in Fig. 5-7. Furthermore, the prediction of

the temporal MY for B frames requires scaling up or down since the temporal distances to the

references for a particular reference type (either reference 1 or 2) are different for B frames. For

example, in the temporal MV prediction of B2 frame, the temporal distance for BI to its I" reference,

which is I" is I but the distance for B2 to its I si reference, which is also I" is 2. So, it is required to

multiply the best MY of BI to its I SI reference by 2 in order to get the proper predicted temporal MV

for the 1si reference of B2• The same reason applies for the 2nd reference. It is important to note that in

the fast ME strategy, the temporal predicted MV is applied only to the level 0 motion estimation and

available for any frame types.
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Fig. 5-7 TemporalMV Prediction for P and B frames

The performance of the adaptive search strategy heavily depends upon the accuracy of the

predicted MYs used in the initial search step. Currently, predicted MYs are mainly calculated based

upon the spatial and temporal domain. So, if there is an error in the motion estimation of the previous

block (spatial) or previous frame (temporal), error propagation likely to be occurred since the

predicted MV s of the current block is calculated based upon these information. In this case, local

refined search stage cannot help because it is intended only for the MVs refinement using small

search pattern. In order to avoid this, it is required to introduce one more predicted MV independent

from both spatial and temporal information.

It is well known that hierarchical method of motion estimation is low in computational cost and

provides robust MV predictions, especially at larger block sizes. Moreover, it can also track the higher

speed or larger displacement motion because of the sub-sampling affects which effectively reduce

down the motion speed by the sampling ratio. It is really important because using only adaptive search

strategy can still lead to a local minimum of distortion especially when the object belongs to the

current block is moving very fast. It is because the predicted MV for the initial search is calculated

based upon the adjacent blocks where the objects belong to these block can be relatively stationary

resulting inaccurate predicted MV for the current block. So, combining the idea of hierarchical motion

estimation together with adaptive search strategy would solve all the problems mentioned above.

Introducing the hierarchical way of motion estimation gives one more predicted MY which is called

guide. It is the result of motion estimation on the lowest resolution frame and can be used as one of

the predicted MV for the adjacent levels at the corresponding block location. It can help to prevent the

error propagation since it is independent from other predicted MY s. So, now there are altogether six

predicted MVs in the fast ME strategy which are zero, three spatially predicted MYs (SPMYl,

SPMV2 and SPMV3), temporally predicted and guide MVs. Where, the exact definition of guide MV
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is the best MV from the motion estimation of the previous level at the corresponding block location of

the hierarchical motion estimation. Basically, guide MV is not available in the motion estimation of

the lowest resolution frame or on the frame where there is no hierarchical way of motion estimation is

employed.

Generally speaking, the application of hierarchical way of motion estimation reduce computational

cost since motion estimation is actually performed in the lowest resolution level resulting smaller

window size to be searched even for the larger displacement motion. In the additional levels, only the

refining step is required. It is true as long as the contents of the encoding video sequence involves

larger objects moving fast in the single direction. But for the video sequence which involves smaller

objects moving in the complex motions, the motion estimation from the lowest resolution level will

not give the proper result because of the coarse level of resolution. In this case, refining only is not

enough in the additional levels. Other form of motion estimation apart from refining the MVs from

the previous level would be required in order not to miss the fine details movement of the smaller

objects. Instead of relying only on the MVs from the previous level and refining them, six predicted

MVs mentioned above are now distributed systematically to the different level of hierarchies. So, in

the intermediate levels of combined system, apart from the guide MVs, there will be two or more

predicted MV s involved in the refining stage. This will be the added complexity in the combined

method of adaptive search and hierarchical motion estimation.

In order to reduce the level of complexity, the hierarchical motion estimation is employed only for

P frame. The idea of un-equal level of motion estimation for P and B frames or semi-hierarchical

motion estimation comes from the following facts. According to the nature of GOP structure, the

reference for P frames are typically far away (e.g. three to six frames in temporal separation for IBBP

GOP structure) from the current frame and clearly it is unlikely to find the best match near the vicinity

of the current block. So, it is required either to increase the search range or to introduce the

hierarchical way of motion estimation. Another factor is that the quality of the P frame plays an

important role in getting the lower residual error weight in the motion estimation of B frames. The

only way to maintain the quality of the P frame without losing the compression efficiency is to

increase the accuracy of the motion estimation in order to reduce the residual error weight. Removing

the hierarchical way of motion estimation on B frame does not affect much on its motion estimation

accuracy because of the application of temporal predicted MV from the adjacent P or B frames.
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Fig. 5-8 Semi-HierarchicalFast ME for err Video Format ShowingAll PredictedMVs in Each Level

Fig. 5-8 (a) and (b) show the semi-hierarchical fast ME strategy of P and B frames for CIF format.

Level n (where n = 4 for CIF video format in Fig. 5-8 (a), which can be calculated using equation

(2.1» or the lowest resolution level starts with four predicted MYs in P frame since the rest two

predicted MVs (i.e. guide and temporal) are not available. Guide MV is added to the predicted MV

list starting from levels (n-l). It is the best MV at the corresponding block location of previous

adjacent level multiplied with scaling factor 2 since the sampling ratio of the hierarchical motion

estimation is 2, i.e. frame dimensions (both height and width) are reduced by 2 in each level of

hierarchy. Zero MY is removed starting from level I since it is not required to search the MV of

stationary object in all levels. In level 0, SPMVI is replaced with temporal MY leaving only four

essential predicted MVs in the highest resolution frame level. For one level B frame search in Fig.

5-8 (b), it includes altogether five predicted MVs except guide since there is no hierarchical way of

motion estimation.
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At the local refined search stage, the best predicted MV which gives the minimum cost at the

initial search step is used as the origin and DS [63] procedure is carried out using only SDSP. It is

assumed that the search origin is already at the vicinity of the global minimum point and so the search

beginning with LDSP is not required.

Fig. 5-9 shows the detail algorithm flow chart. Depending upon the level of hierarchy, the number

of predicted MVs to be searched initially for P frame can be varied as shown in Fig. 5-8 (a). But the

initial number of predicted MVs to be searched in B frame is constant, i.e. 5 predicted MVs excluding

guide. At the initial search, costs associated with each predicted MV are calculated and the one which

gives the minimum cost is chosen for the next step which is local refined search. If the two predicted

MVs give the same minimum cost, both of these MV are chosen for the next step so there can be one

or more MV involved in the refined search stage. In the fast ME strategy, SAD will be used as the

cost function because of its simplicity in computation and good matching performance. Assuming a

block V of size I x J with the coordinate of MY in x and y direction as (rn, n), the SAD is defined as

J I

SAD(m,n) = IIIv., (i,j)- v,. (i +m.] +n)1
):1 ;:1

(5.1)

where, ~(i,j) and v;.(i+m,j+n) represent the pixel value in current and reference block,

respectively. An initial stopping criterion is incorporated in all cases, which allows the algorithm to

skip the refined search stage when the minimum SAD at the initial search is less than the number of

coefficients in a block (i.e. initial threshold). Once this initial stopping criterion is met, the

corresponding predicted MV is stored as the best MV for the current block.

The search pattern used in the local refmed search stage is SDSP with search window, w which is

set to I for all cases. At the refined search stage, the chosen predicted MYs are extracted one by one,

set as the centre MV and find the best costs or the minimum cost from among the four surrounding

points according to the SDSP. If the best cost from the surrounding four points is less than the cost

given from the center MV, set the point which gives the best cost as the centre, update the center

MY's cost with the best cost, increase the number of loops by one and search again its surrounding 4

points using SDSP. Where, center MV's cost is the minimum cost from the initial search step if the

loop count is zero. The same procedure continues until the refined stopping criteria is met, which is

either the best cost point is greater than the centre MV's cost or best cost is less than two times the

multiplication of width and height of the block (refmed threshold) or the number of looping is more

than five. Once the refmed stage stopping criteria is met, the corresponding MV is saved to the

best_MY _list[] array. If the refined stopping criteria is met because the cost given from center MV is

less than best cost, center MV is saved in the best_MY _list[ ]. Otherwise, best MY corresponding to

the best cost is saved. The looping continues until there are no more MVs to be set as the centre MY
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in the list to be searched. Finally, by comparing their corresponding cost, the best MV for the current

block is chosen from the best_MY _list[].

5.6 Existing Motion Estimation Algorithm in H.264
Similar to former video standards such as H.261, MPEG-l, MPEG-2, H.263, and MPEG-4, H.264 is

also based on hybrid coding framework, inside which motion estimation is the most important part in

exploiting the high temporal redundancy between successive frames and is also the most time

consuming part in the hybrid coding framework. Specifically multi prediction modes, multi reference

frames, and higher MV resolution are adopted in H.264 to achieve more accurate prediction and

higher compression efficiency. As a result, the complexity and computation load of motion estimation

increase greatly in H.264 and the motion estimation can consume 60% (1 reference frame) to 80% (5

reference frames) of the total encoding time of the H.264 codec. Many fast search algorithms have

been proposed to speed up ME in H.264 over the last decade. In this section, overview of the fast

motion estimation strategies which are already adopted in H.264 reference software [22] will be

discussed. They are (1) Spiral Search [78] (2) Hybrid Unsymmetrical-cross Multi-Hexagon-grid

Search (UMHexagonS) [79] (3) Simplified UMHexagonS [80] and (4) Enhanced Predictive Zonal

Search (EPZS) [81]. After that the implementation of the semi-hierarchical fast ME strategy on H.264

encoder will be discussed in detail.

5.6.1 Spiral Search (SS)
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Fig. 5-10 Spiral Search Scanning Path

Spiral Search (SS) [78] algorithm is similar to the FS algorithm even though it is computationally less

intensive than FS. The search begins at the origin checking point and then moves outwards with a

spiral scanning path, as shown in Fig. 5-10.
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1* Pseudo Code of the Spiral Search Algorithm*1
1* Selecting block of the frame *1
for (x = 0; x < NIB; x++)

forty = 0; y < M/B; y++)
{

1* Spiral Index *1
for (1 = 1; 1 <= MAX_Spiral_index)

I*Block index into the Spiral*1
for (k = 1; k <= MAX_Number_Block_in_Spiral)
{

for (m = 0; m < B; m++)
for (n = 0; n < B; n++) /* For all pixel of the b1ock*1
{

Calculate_SAD();
if (SAD> SAD_previous) break;

step++;
Calculate next k and 1;

The pseudo code of spiral search algorithm consists of a number of nested loops. The first two

external loop indexes divide the frames into BxB blocks size, where N and M are the width and height

of the frame. The loop with index I refers to the spiral index and in Fig. 5-10, maximum spiral index is

7. The k-loop describes the location of the block within the spiral and its maximum value depends

upon the spiral index. For example, maximum number of block in spiral for spiral index 1 is 8. SAD

is computed from all pixels of the BxB block. If the accumulated SAD value for the current block

becomes higher than the previous best SAD, the SAD calculation for this block is stopped because a

better match cannot be found in this block. The algorithm continues to calculate the SAD of block

locations in each spiral until the outermost spiral has been reached and stores the block location which

gives best SAD as the best MY for the current block.

5.6.2 Hybrid Unsymmetrical-Cross Multi-Hexagon-Grid Search (UMHexagonS)

-15 -10 -5 o 5 10 15

l> step2 0 step3-1-o-step3-2 -17-step4-1 -.-step4-2

Fig. 5-11 Search Process of UMHexagonS Algorithm, W = 16

UMHexagonS [79] is called hybrid because it includes four steps with different kinds of search

patterns: (1) initial search point prediction, (2) Unsymmetrical-cross search, (3) Uneven Multi-
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Hexagon-grid search and (4) Extended hexagon based search. Fig. 5-11 demonstrates a typical search

procedure in a search window with search range equals 16. It is assumed that the initial search point is

(0, 0) vector in this figure.

5.6.2.1 Initial Search Point Prediction

16X 16 16x8 sx 16 8X8

DEBw8IB
mode=l mode=2 mode=3 mode=4
8X8 8X4 4X8 4X4

DEBwtHB
mode=4 mode=5 mode=6 mode=7

Fig. 5-12 Seven Prediction Modes in H.264

In initial search point prediction, the median value of the adjacent blocks on the left, top, and top-

right (or top-left) of the current block is used to predict the MV of the current block. As shown in Fig.

5-12, there are seven inter prediction modes defmed in H.264 and a hierarchically search order from

mode I to 7 is used in the motion estimation of the current version of reference software, 1MII [22].

The MV of the up layer block (for example, mode 5 or 6 is the up layer of mode 7, and mode 4 is the

up layer of mode 5 or 6, etc.) is used as one of the prediction candidates for the lower layer. Therefore

for mode 1, the median prediction, the (0, 0) vector and the MVs of adjacent blocks on the left, top,

and top-right are chosen as the prediction candidates; and for other modes, the median prediction, the

(0, 0) vector and the MV of the up layer are chosen as the vector prediction candidates. The prediction

with the minimum cost among these prediction candidates will be chosen as the initial search position

of next search step.

5.6.2.2 Unsymmetrical-Cross Search

Based on a common phenomenon that the movement in the horizontal direction is much heavier than

that in the vertical direction for natural picture sequences, the optimum MY can be predicted more

accurately by an unsymmetrical-cross search. As in Fig. 5-11 step 2 indicates, an unsymmetrical-cross

with horizontal search range equals W and vertical search range equals W/2 is used. The

unsymmetrical-cross search can be seen as a simple but efficient prediction method to give an

accurate staring search point for the next step. The distance between search points is chosen to be 2 in

this strategy. For some special sequences with heavier vertical motion, the vertical search range can

be expanded to W. The MV with the minimum cost will be chosen as search centre, i.e. the starting

search point, of next search step.
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5.6.2.3 Uneven Multi-Hexagon-Grid Search

There are two sub-steps in this step: first, a FS with search range equals 2 is carried out around the

search centre, as shown in Fig. 5-11 step3-1. And then a Multi-Hexagon-grid search strategy is carried

out, as in Fig. 5-11 step3-2 shows. This search strategy is based on the consideration that the

unsymmetrical-cross search will give an accurate starting search point and the uneven Multi-

Hexagon-grid is used to handle the large and irregular motion cases. Considering the fact that

horizontal motion is much heavier than vertical motion for natural video, a Sixteen Points Hexagon

Pattern (l6-HP) is used as the basic search pattern. And then the uneven Multi-Hexagon-grid is

constructed by extend 16-HP with different scale factors (from 1 to W/4) and the search process starts

from the inner hexagon to the outer hexagon. The best MV derived in this step will be chosen as the

search centre, i.e. the starting search point, of the next search step.

5.6.2.4 Extended Hexagon-Based Search (EHS)

The multi-grid search may obtain optimum different accuracy of MVs according to the distance

between the search window centre and the search point. When the optimum MV in the previous step

locates in the outer concentric area, the search result has relatively low accuracy and MV refinement

by some centre biased search method is adopted. And for small prediction mode (such as mode 7), the

search strategy can go directly to this step by skipping over the step 2 and step 3, because the

predicted MV for small prediction mode is accurate enough. EHS which is the centre biased search

algorithm used in this step is derived from Hexagon-Based Search (HEXBS) [6]. The only difference

between EHS and HEXBS is that when switching the search pattern from a larger to a smaller size of

hexagon, the search will continue until the Minimum Block Distortion (MBD) point is the centre of

the newly formed hexagon as shown in Fig. 5-11 step-4. The algorithm stops when the MBD point is

at the centre of the newly formed hexagon and the centre point is stored as the best MV for the current

block.

5.6.3 Simplified UMHexagonS
MV's correlation is rather high in spatial domain because of the consistency of object and also in time

domain because of consistency of motion, on which Simplified UMHexagonS [80] method is based.

Considering multi prediction modes in Fig. 5-12 and multi reference frames, correlations of spatial

and time domain can be described as follow. For spatial correlations, the correlations can be between

neighbouring blocks in the same mode or between neighbouring modes in the same block. And in

time correlations, the correlation can be between neighbouring frames with the same reference frame

or between neighbouring reference frames with the same frame. Based upon the idea of these four

correlations, the corresponding predictions which are Median Prediction (MP), UpLayer Prediction

(ULP), Last Frame Prediction (LFP) and Last Reference Frame Prediction (LRFP) are considered in

Simplified UMHexagonS method.
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The predicted MV in MP is the medium of MVs from left, top and top right blocks. For UpLayer

prediction, the hierarchical search order from mode 1 to 7 as shown in Fig. 5-12 is chosen as the mode

search order and the MV of the up layer block is used as one of the prediction candidates of lower

layer. For mode 2 and 3, their up layer is mode 1; for mode 4, its up layer mode 2; for mode 5 and 6,

their up layer is mode 4; for mode 7, its up layer mode 5 and there is no up layer for mode 1. In LFP,

the MV of the corresponding block in the last frame is used as one of the predicted MV. The predicted

MV in the LRFP is the scale version of the corresponding MV of the last reference frame in the same

mode.

In simplified version of UMHexagonS, all these predicted MVs are added in the step I of

UMHexagonS and then search the surrounding four points of each prediction like step 4-2 in Fig.

5-1t. The early termination strategy is applied in different steps ofUMHexagonS. Fig. 5-13 shows the

whole algorithm's flow chart of Simplified UMHexagonS in which blocks with bigger font size are

the added extra stages to UMHexagonS.
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Fig. 5-13 Flow Chart of the Simplified UMHexagonS

Thresholds of the early termination are defined also with the same idea as in predicted MV

calculation. Similar to MVs, SAD of spatial adjacent or temporal adjacent blocks should also have a

high Correlation. Based upon this idea, predicted SAD threshold using Median Prediction

(SADpred_MP), UPlayer Prediction (SADpred_ULP) and, Last Ref-frame Prediction (SADpred_LRFP) are

defined. Predicted SAD threshold using MP is defined by

(5.2)
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Where, SADvx_medlon is the SAD value contributed from the x coordinate part of the MV which is

median of the MVs of left, top and top right blocks. The same definition applies for the SADVy_medion'

Predicted SAD threshold using ULP is defined by

(5.3)

SADpred_LRFP is the SAD of corresponding block location in the last reference frame.

The early-termination strategy is

if (SADcurr - SADpred < SADpred x PI)
go to step 4-1

else if (SADcurr - SADpred < SADpred x P2)
go to step 4-2

where SADcurr is the SAD of current MV candidate and

if (reference frame number> 0)

SADpred adopts SADpred_LRFP

else if (mode> 1)

SADpred adopts SADpred_ULP

else

SADpred adopts SADpred_MP

Where PI and P2 are modulating factors and detail explanation of their calculation can be found in

[80].

5.6.4 Enhanced Predictive Zonal Search (EPZS)
EPZS [81], similar to other predictive algorithms, mainly comprises 3 steps. Initial predictor selection

selects the best MV predictor from a set of potentially likely predictors. Adaptive early termination

allows the termination of the search at given stages of the estimation if some rules are satisfied, while

the prediction refinement employs a refinement pattern around the best predictor to essentially

improve the fmal prediction.

5.6.4.1 Predictor selection

Predictors are mainly based on the spatial and temporal correlations such as the Median predictor, the

three spatially adjacent MYs (left, top, top-right), and temporal predictors such as the MY of the co-

located and its surrounding blocks and the co-located acceleration predictor. Stationary was also

considered through the consideration of the (0, 0) MY predictor. The previous calculated best MY,

MY 1 for the current block pointing to a reference frame with temporal distance TDt. can he used as a

predictor, MY 2 for a different reference frame with temporal distance TD2 to exploit temporal

correlation that may exist between the two frames even further. MY2 is calculated as

(TD2XMY 1)fI1)1.
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-
- Search
- Center

Fig. 5-14 Additional Fixed Predictors Grid for Search Range ±8

Although the above predictors could be sufficient in most cases, sequences with random or

complex motion at low frame rates and at very low quality might still be insufficient for the prediction

and could lead to poor performance. An additional set of predictors, which is search range dependent

that are equally or logarithmically spaced around a prediction centre (e.g. the median or zero) as

shown in Fig. 5-14 is added.

5.6.4.2 Adaptive Early Termination

Similar to MVs, distortion of adjacent blocks tends to be highly correlated. Considering this fact,

several early termination criteria based on the distortion of adjacent blocks are introduced. After

examining the median predictor, if its distortion is smaller than a threshold TI, the ME process can be

terminated immediately. This threshold is set equal to the number of pixels of the examined block

type. The search can also be terminated if a different reference previously satisfied this threshold.

Otherwise, all other predictors are considered. A second threshold T2 is defmed as:

(5.4)

where a and b can be fixed values (a=1.I, b=1j) and Minl», MinJ2, ••• ,MinJ" correspond to the

minimum distortion values of previously examined blocks. For the calculation of T2, it is sufficient to

use the 3 spatially adjacent blocks (left, top, top-right) and the co-located block in the previous frame.

More specifically, if the reference frame is not 0, the block type is smaller than 8x8, or the distortion

of the median predictor is smaller than T2, the examination of the fixed predictor set is not required.

Furthermore, after calculating the distortion for all predictors, if the distortion of one of these

predictors is smaller than T2, then the search is terminated immediately. To reduce the possibility of

erroneous and inadequate early termination, a limit within the calculation of T2 is introduced by

considering an additional fixed distortion predictor, MinJ/ within the above calculation in equation

(5.4), which is set equal to MinJ/ = 3xTI•
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5.6.4.3 Motion Vector Refinement

If the early termination criteria are not satisfied, ME is refined further by using an iterative search

pattern localized at the best predictor. Unfortunately, the application of SDSP and Square patterns in

the refined stage is easier to be trapped into local minima areas mainly due to the introduction of RDO

concepts within the ME, thus leading to reduced performance. To reduce this problem, a more

aggressive pattern, an extended EPZS (ExtEPZS) pattern, as shown in Fig. 5-15 is introduced. It is

actually the extended diamond pattern and in the figure, the first stage of the pattern is shown with

squares and the next stage with circles. The corresponding minimum distortion point in the first stage

is shown with red colour.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5-15 The Extended EPSZPattern (extEPZS)

Even though this pattern needs to examine a larger number of checking positions, its use helps in

escaping local minima positions and improving encoding performance. Moreover, considering that the

larger patterns require considerably more points, a pattern selection process within the scheme is

introduced. First, if the current minimum distortion is below T,+T2 then the MV of the best predictor is

also examined. If this is equal to (0, 0) then the small diamond is used, otherwise the square pattern is

selected. If distortion is larger than the above threshold, but the block type is smaller than 8x8 then

the square pattern is used. In all other cases, the extended diamond is chosen.

5.6.5 The Semi-Hierarchical Fast ME for H.264

The semi-hierarchical fast motion estimation strategy is implemented in H.264 1M 11 reference

software [22] in order to compare its performance with the existing ME strategies of H.264. The

distribution of the predicted MVs over different levels of hierarchy for P frame motion estimation and

the use of predicted MVs over B frame motion estimation are exactly the same as shown in Fig. 5-8

(a) and (b). The refined process also uses SDSP with the same early termination criteria with two

thresholds.

However, the processes of pixel accuracy motion estimation between the two encoders are

different resulting the implementation of the Fast ME strategy in H264 slightly different from Dirac.

As shown in Fig. 5-12, there are seven inter prediction modes defined in H.264 and a hierarchical

search order from mode 1 to 7 is used in the motion estimation of the current version of reference

software, 1MII [22]. But in Dirac, even though there are different prediction modes and block sizes
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(e.g. block, subMB and MB as shown in Fig. 2-6), pixel accuracy motion estimation is done only in

block level. After going through the subpixel refined stage, motion estimation for subMB and MB

levels are later performed with the subpixel accuracy either 1/4 or 1/8 before the mode decision can be

made. So in Dirac, the Fast ME strategy is required to implement only for smallest block level since it

is intended for pixel accuracy motion estimation only. On the other hand, H.264's pixel accuracy

motion estimation involves multiple block sizes starting hierarchically from mode I to 7 or from

biggest block size (16xI6) to smallest (4x4) requiring the Fast ME strategy for pixel accuracy to go

through all block levels starting from biggest one.

5.7 Partial Cost Function Calculation
All the fast BMAs discussed in section 5.4 more or less achieve their aim by reducing the number of

cost calculation per block significantly compared with FS. While the maximum number of cost

calculation per block is predictable in TSS, NTSS and FourSS, it is not possible to predict the average

number of cost calculation per block for DS, ARPS and AlPS because of their different style stopping

criteria. Since there is no limitation on the number of steps for all of these search methods, the number

of cost calculation in some blocks can be very high especially in the complex and fast motion

sequences even though their search can find the global minimum accurately.

But, it is important to note that these algorithms calculate the cost on a full block basis where cost

calculation is performed for each and every pixel in the block. This means the computational load can

be further reduced by calculating the cost on a partial block basis. Partial cost calculation can be

carried out by following a certain pixel pattern in the cost calculation instead of a whole. So,

implementing the partial cost function calculation idea would be an added advantage to these types of

algorithms since the combined method would achieve the accuracy and lower computational load at

the same time.

Some previous works [82][78][83] on the partial cost calculation has been previously reported in

the literature. Alternating between the sub-sampling patterns [82] for each checking point allows the

algorithm to use all the pixels of the block within different search locations. Its performance is similar

to that of exhaustive search but with computation reduced by a factor of 4 for four sub-sampling

patterns. However, the algorithm reduces only the number of pixels used in the Block Distortion

Matrix (BDM) instead of the number of checking points and was designed for exhaustive search only.

The idea of pattern formation in Normalized Partial Distortion Search (NPDS) algorithm [78] is

basically the same with alternating sub-sampling search algorithm [82] except the use of sixteen sub-

sampling patterns together with halfway-stop technique giving the maximum possible speedup ratios

of up to 16 times in theory. Its mean square error performance is very close to FS with the average

computation reduction of 12-13 times, with respect to the full-search algorithm. InAdjustable Partial

Distortion Search (APDS) [83], each sub-sampling patterns in NPDS [78] is further divided into either

16, 8, 4 etc. smaller patterns giving maximum possible speed up ratio of up to 256 times in theory.
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This means that there is only one pixel per block involved in cost calculation in some case where the

distortion given by a pixel is already higher than current minimum distortion. But in reality, it is very

unlikely to happen and the speed up factor given in APDS [83] will largely depend on the contents of

the test video sequence.

Even though all the related works mentioned above can effectively reduce down the computation

from 4 to 16 times (except APDS where speed up factor depends upon test sequence) compare with

FS, the patterns are designed to work with either exhaustive or spiral search only. Because of their

non-uniform or irregular shape of patterns, it is not possible to apply their proposed patterns on the

fast BMA mentioned in section 5.4, such as TSS, NTSS, FourSS, .. etc.

In this section, a method which is called partial cost function calculation is presented for faster cost

calculation in finding the exact match for any type of BMAs including exhaustive or FS. In this

method, the speed up factor depends only upon the number of pixels used in the pattern and will give

the flat reduction in computation either with FS or any of BMAs. In order to get the pattern with

optimum performance, a number of regular shape partial cost calculation patterns are presented. Their

performance and speed are evaluated using exhaustive search technique and chooses the optimum

one. Finally, the chosen pattern is implemented in some of the above mentioned well known BMAs

for performance comparison against without using partial cost calculation.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5-16 Partial SAD CalculationPatterns for Block Size 4x4. (a) Cross,

(b) Cross Complement (Crosscom) and (c) ZigZag

The idea partial cost calculation is quite simple. For example, in an ideal case, if a block in the

current frame has the exact match to a block pointed by the MV in the reference frame, no matter

which ever point you choose and no matter how many point you choose, either all or a few points in a

certain pattern, the calculation of SAD for each and every point would be zero and hence the total

would be zero. But in real situation, the minimum cost point, which results from full SAD calculation

and partial SAD calculation, mayor may not be the same. That would affect the accuracy of motion

estimation in partial SAD calculation but it is negligible compared to the reduction in computational

load.

Fig. 5-16 (a), (b) and (c) show the possible partial SAD calculation patterns for 4x4 block size.

The pattern are chosen in such a way that the points insides each and every pattern cover as much area

of the block as possible. The cross pattern is considered as the main pattern because of its simplicity

in terms of hardware implementation. The others patterns are chosen in order to evaluate the
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performance of cross. For that reason, the number of points for the patterns in Fig. 5-16 (b) and (c) are

kept the same with cross in order to have the fair comparison. The cross complement pattern in Fig.

5-16 (b) has the points which are not considered in the cross calculation. The algorithm of zigzag

pattern is as follow.
/*pseudo Code for Calculating SAD using ZigZag Pattern, Assume MV ~ 0 */
/* n is block's dimension (assume square block)*/
offset1 ~ 0;
offset2 = n/2;
i = 1;
for j = l:n

sad+=abs ((currentBlk (j, (I+ot f se t L) -refBlk (j, (i+offset1) )));
sad+=abs ((currentBlk (j, (a+off se tZ) -refBlk (j, (i+offset2) )));

offset I ~ offset1+( (n/2) - 1);
offset2 ~ offset2+( (n/2) - 1);

if (offset2 > [rr-rL}
offsetl ~ 0;
offset2 = n/2;

end
end

In Fig. 5-16, the number of points included in each pattern is 8 and so it gives two fold reduction

factor in partial SAD calculation compared with full. The reduction factor depends upon the number

of points in a pattern and the block size as well. For example, the number of points in the cross pattern

is 16 in 8 x 8block size but the total number of pixels in this block is 64 giving four time reduction

factor in partial SAD calculation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5-17 Partial SADCalculation Patterns (a) Cross 8x8, (b) Zig Zag 8x8,

(c) Cross 16x16 and (d) Zig Zag 16x16

Fig. 5-17 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the cross and zigzag patterns for block sizes 8x8 and 16x16,

respectively. The cross complement (Crosscom) was excluded since it requires more points to
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implement than cross pattern. As expected, the block size 16x 16 gives even larger reduction factor

which is 32/256 = 8, with given patterns.

5.8 Results and Discussions
In this part of the chapter, all the results from each section mentioned above (section 5.5 to 5.7) will

be presented and discussed separately. First of all, the fast ME strategy's results with the current

version of Dirac video encoder (Dirac 0.6) [3] will be compared with the existing one of Dirac. The

comparison includes complexity in terms of the required number of SAD calculation per block,

motion estimation accuracy in terms of the weight of the motion compensated residual error frame,

compression efficiency in terms of the generated file size and objective performance in terms of

PSNR. After that the performance of the adopted motion estimation strategies in H.264 JM 11 [22]

will be evaluated and the best motion estimation strategy will be used to compare with the fast ME

strategy which was implemented in H.264. Again, the comparison covers all the aspects mentioned

above. Finally, the result of the partial distortion idea will be discussed. First, the performance of the

presented patterns is compared using FS and then the best pattern chosen is implemented in some of

the well known BMAs in order to evaluate the performance in terms of motion estimation accuracy

and complexity reduction.

5.8.1 Semi-Hierarchical Fast Motion Estimation (Dirac)
In order to evaluate the performance of the fast ME strategy, several test sequences ranges from slow,

medium to high motion in CIF and HO formats were used. As for the test platform, Dirac version 0.6

from [3] has been employed. The GOP length is set to 36 (default value) which means the number of

L1 frames is 11 and L1 frame separations is 3 forming IBBPBBP GOP structure. Rate control function

is disabled and the video sequence is encoded with constant QF which is 7 for all test sequences in

order to monitor only the performance of motion estimation without having any interference from rate

control part. MV precision is set to default value which is 114 (Quarter Pixel) accuracy even though

Dirac supports up to 118pixel accuracy. Overlapped block parameters are set according to the default

values which are 12 and 8 for block size (width and height) and block separation, respectively.

Basically, a motion estimation algorithm can be evaluated by determining the accuracy and

complexity of the algorithm. In this research, the accuracy and complexity are represented in terms of

the residual error frame's weight and the average number of SAD calculation per block, respectively.

In addition to this, the compression efficiency in terms of the generated file size and the objective

performance in terms of average PSNR will be discussed even though these parameters are used to

determine only the overall encoding performance. Table 5-1 shows the motion estimation results of

both Dirac 0.6's ME and the fast ME strategies for different test sequences in CIF format. In Table

5-1, average SAD calculation per block is the average number of SAD calculation required for a block

in a particular frame. It can be calculated by dividing the total number of SAD calculation count in a
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frame with the number of block in this frame. Its value is again taken as average over entire encoded

sequence including I frames so the value in Table 5-1, column 3 is actually the average SAD

calculation per block per frame and can be calculated as follow.

K

LSAD;
Avg. SADlblock =....:...;;-=-1 --

K
(5.5)

Where, K is the number of blocks in a frame and SAD1 is the number of SAD calculations for a

block i. The average SAD calculation per block per frame can be calculated as follow.

LL (Avg.SADlblock)
'-I j

Avg. SADlblockiframe = "",--------
L

(5.6)

Avg. weight refers to the average residual error frame's weight for the whole sequence and the

lower weight reflects the higher accuracy in the corresponding motion estimation algorithm. It is the

division of the combination of absolute value of the coefficients in residual error frame by frame

dimensions and the number of frames in the sequence, and can be calculated as follow.

M N

IIla;.ll
Weight = 1;1 ];1

MxN
(5.7)

Where, aiJ is the pixel value at coordinate (i j) and M, N are frame width and height. It is for one

frame and average weight is its average value over the entire sequence.

L

LWeightk
Avg. Weight =..::.;k;;;:_I _

L
(5.8)

Where, L is the encoded number of frames in a sequence. It is important to note that the average

weight calculation inequation (5.8) also considers the weight of I frame.

As shown in Table 5-1, the fast ME strategy gives the average weight which is slightly lower than

Dirac 0.6 in all sequences except Akiyo. In terms of compression efficiency, again the fast ME

strategy gives approximately equal or smaller file size for all test sequences and it is more significant

especially in the Bus sequence. Reduction in file size is directly related to the average weight

reduction since the weight of I frame inboth strategies are constant. PSNR for Y component is used to

compare the objective quality of the reconstructed frames. As shown in the last column of Table 5-1,

all the test sequences give approximately the same value of PSNR for both strategies.
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Avg.
File Size Avg.

Sequence ME Strategy SADI Avg. Weight (bytes) PSNR-Y
Block (dB)

Dirac 0.6 12.48 4.447486 237959 39.97
Akiyo

Fast ME 3.76 4.448263 238538 39.97

Dirac 0.6 32.46 8.240105 614303 34.63
Foreman

Fast ME 14.78 8.181149 609187 34.67

Dirac 0.6 34.33 9.104126 636695 31.50
Bus

Fast ME 15.04 8.694348 590205 31.68

Dirac 0.6 40.39 9.464432 275735 33.03
Football

Fast ME 23.28 9.430217 274491 32.91

Table 5-1 The Comparison of ME Results for CIF Format, All the Values are Taken as Average Over
Entire Encoding Sequence Except File Size

But there is significant improvement in fast ME strategy as far as the speed of the algorithm is

concerned. There is a huge saving, at least two folds in average number of SAD calculation per block

for all test sequences. Reduction in the number of SAD calculation is much more significant in

relatively static sequence (e.g. Akiyo) where the required number of SAD calculation per block in the

fast ME strategy is more than one third that of Dirac 0.6. It is simply because of the application of

early termination method after the initial search and the use of semi-hierarchical approach in the fast

ME strategy. An initial stopping criterion allows the algorithm to skip the refined search stage when

the minimum SAD at the initial search is less than the number of coefficients in a block (i.e. initial

threshold). In static sequences, the chances of meeting the initial stopping criterion is quite high for

most of the blocks since the displacement of both background and foreground objects are not much

significant between the adjacent frames. On the other hand, dynamic motions sequences (e.g,

Football) require refined search stage since initial search results are not good enough to stop the

algorithm for most of the blocks, requiring more number of SAD calculation compared with the less

dynamic sequences. Limiting the number of SAD calculation in such sequences with refined stopping

criteria gives the noticeable reduction in terms of complexity in the fast ME strategy. Application of

semi-hierarchical motion estimation removes the requirement of hierarchical motion estimation in B

frame coding giving added advantage in reducing the total computational load.

In Dirac, the number of reference frames to be searched for motion estimation is 2 and so the

average number of required SAD calculation for one block per one reference frame is approximately

half of the given values in Table 5-1.
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Fig. 5-21 Comparison of ME results for Dirac 0.6 and the Fast ME, Football in CIF Format

Fig. 5-18 to Fig. 5-21 show the number of SAD calculation per block and PSNR-Y of each frame

for all test sequences shown in Table 5-1. As expected, the average number of SAD calculation per

block in P frames using the fast ME strategy is much higher than that of B because of the application

of semi-hierarchical motion estimation, resulting the wider band of SAD calculation difference

between P and B compared with Driac 0.6 as shown in Fig. 5-18 (a) to Fig. 5-21 (a). But it is

interesting to note that the fast ME strategy has the ability to increase or decrease its search range

depending upon the complexity of the test sequence. For example, in Fig. 5-19 (a), the average

number of SAD calculation in fast ME strategy is lower while the motion is relatively static in

Foreman sequence for the first four GOPs. Then, the algorithm increase its search range once it

detects the dynamic motion giving higher number of SAD calculation per block in the fifth and sixth

GOP in order to maintain the level of accuracy in motion estimation.

Again, the algorithm reduces its search range for the remaining frames which have less dynamic

motions giving lower number of SAD calculation. The application of double thresholds system, one in

the initial search and another one in the refined stage together with refined stopping criteria serves as

the complexity detection mechanism, balancing the accuracy and complexity of overall ME strategy

effectively. Unlike the fast ME strategy, there is no such adaptation in the motion estimation of Dirac

0.6 giving relatively constant number of search in all type of sequences.

Even though the fast ME strategy uses un-equal level of motion estimation between different

frames types, the PSNR level of each frames is approximately the same and sometime even slightly

higher than Driac 0.6 as shown in Fig. 5-18 (b) to Fig. 5-21 (b). PSNR results in these figures confirm

that the fast ME strategy can still maintain the same accuracy even with the non-hierarchical way of

coding for B frames. This result can be further confirmed by comparing the weight of the residual

error frame for both ME strategies in Fig. 5-22. Generally speaking, weight can be represented as the

accuracy of corresponding ME algorithm. So, getting approximately the same weights between the
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two strategies can be translated as having the same or roughly the same accuracy. In Fig. 5-22, most

of the long sequences are truncated (in Fig. 5-22 (a), (b) and (c) in order to show the weight

comparison between the two ME strategies in more details. In these figures, the values which

overshoot the upper boundary of the figure are the weight of I frames. While Fig. 5-22 (a) with Akiyo

sequence gives comparable weight between the two strategies, the other sequences in Fig. 5-22 (b),

(c) and (d) give lower weigh for both P and B frames in most of the time achieving the same or even

better accuracy with the fast ME strategy.
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Fig. 5-22 Comparison of Weights for Dirac 0.6 and the FastME, in CIF format

The above discussion has already proved the importance of P frame coding in the mBP GOP

structure. As discussed in section 5.5, according to the structure of GOP, the reference frames ofP are

very much further away compared with B, requiring wider search window or hierarchical way of

searching in order to maintain the optimum accuracy.

Getting high level of ME accuracy in P frame coding is crucial since the MV from P frame is used

as the temporal predicted MV in adjacent B frame's ME. Because of the application of non-
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hierarchical way, ME in B frame coding have to rely mostly on the temporal predicted MV. A good

reconstructed quality in P frame coding also helps in reducing the weight of the residual error of B

frame. In general, higher accuracy of ME in P frame coding yields better picture quality which in turn

gives lower B frame weight in motion compensation process. Specifically, the weight of the residual

error frame either P or B frame depends upon the motion estimation accuracy and the reconstruction

quality of its reference frame. It is because motion estimation is performed on the original

uncompressed frames and the motion compensation process is carried out over the reconstructed

reference frame.

Table 5-2 shows the motion estimation results from both Dirac 0.6 and the fast ME strategies for

two types of HD formats. While the value of PSNR, compression efficiency (in terms of generated

file size) and accuracy of ME (in terms of residual error frame's weight) are approximately the same,

the fast ME strategy requires very much lower number of SAD calculation per block compared with

existing strategy in Driac 0.6. Similar to the results in CIF format shown in Table 5-1, again, there is

at least two fold reductions in the number of SAD calculation per block for both of the HO formats.

The results in Table 5-2 also show that the reduction in SAD calculation is higher in the relatively

static sequence (Night Shields) while more dynamic motion sequence (Pedestrian Area) gives

approximately two folds reduction. Being HO data encoding, very small reduction in average weight

reflects huge difference in generated compressed file size (around 100 Kbytes in both sequence),

which can easily be seen in Table 5-2.

S~~iOCk Avg. Weight
FUeSIze Avg.

Sequence ME Strategy (bytes) PSNR-Y
~dBl

Night Shields Dirac 0.6 29.80 5.874248 7473176 35.66
729x1280 Fast ME 12.81 5.872379 7346537 35.66

Pedestrian Area Dirac0.6 31.09 10.2165 7424520 38.09
1080x1920 Fast ME 16.98 9.978009 7334674 38.16

Table 5-2 The Comparison of ME Results for HD Formats, All the Values are Taken as Average Over
Entire Encoding Sequence Except File Size

Fig. 5-23 and Fig. 5-24 show the number of SAD calculation per block and PSNR- Y of each frame

for both HO test sequences shown in Table 5-2. Again, the results in these figures are very much

similar to the CIF results shown in Fig. 5-18 to Fig. 5-21. From Fig. 5-23 (a) and Fig. 5-24 (a), it can

also be seen clearly that the difference in the number of SAD calculation pre block between P and B

frames in the fast ME strategy is much higher and changing more dynamically than existing ME

strategy of Dirac 0.6. In these figures, the position of I frame can be seen clearly since the number of

SAD calculation per block for these frames is zero. But, PSNR curves show less noticeable difference

between the two strategies and it is almost identical with static sequence (Night Shield).
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Fig. 5-23 Comparison of ME results for Dirac 0.6 and the FastME, Night Shields, HD 729x1280
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Fig. 5-24 Comparison of ME results for Dirac 0.6 and the Fast ME, Pedestrian Area, HD 1080x 1920

(b) Comparison ofPSNR-Y

5.8.2 Semi-Hierarchical Fast Motion Estimation (H.264)

The semi-hierarchical fast ME strategy presented in this chapter is implemented in H.264 JM 11

reference software [22] in order to evaluate its performance against with the existing ME methods

adopted in JM11. It is because, not like in rate control algorithm, there is no direct method of

comparing the two strategies using the two codecs in a fair way. Available parameters which can be

used to compare the two strategies are the number of SAD calculation per block, residual error

frame's weight, generated number of bits or file size and PSNR.

Unfortunately, the number of SAD calculation per block between the two strategies using two

codecs cannot be compared directly because of the different approach in pixel accuracy ME of the

two codecs. As mentioned in section 5.6.5 H.264's pixel accuracy motion estimation involves

multiple block sizes starting hierarchically from mode 1 to 7 or from biggest (16x 16) to smallest

(4x4) block size while Dirac's pixel accuracy ME searches only the block level which is smallest and
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goes up to subMB and MB levels in the mode decision stage with subpixel accuracy MVs. So, pixel

accuracy stage of H.264 ME normally requires higher number of SAD calculation per block for the

same ME strategy compared with Dirac. Moreover, because of the application of OBMC, the block

sizes used in Dirac are somewhat different compared with H.264. In Dirac encoding, the default block

parameters were used, where the block separation is set to 8 and the block length is 12 giving the 4

pixels offset or overlapped amount between the adjacent blocks. The block sizes for subMB and MB

are based upon these values and are multiple of 2. Detail explanation of the overlapped block structure

can be found in section 2.4.

As far as the accuracy of a ME strategy is concerned, residual error frame's weight can be used as

an indicator to monitor how well the implemented ME strategy is performing. But it is not the ideal

indicator in representing the MV's accuracy because residual error frame's weight also depends upon

the reconstructed quality of the reference frame as discussed in section 5.8.1. However, there is a way

to represent the accuracy of the MV by residual error frame's weight only by adjusting the encoding

parameters in order to have the same quality reconstructed reference frames between the two codecs.

Being in the two different codecs, there are several factors involved in determining the quality of the

reconstructed frame. For example, method of transformed coding (either OCT or DWT), the choice of

the QP and the technique of VLC affect largely on the quality of an encoded frame. So, it is

practically impossible to have the same quality reconstructed reference frame between the two codecs

unless the motion compensation process is performed on the original uncompressed reference frame

instead of reconstructed one. Unfortunately, motion estimation on the original uncompressed frames

and motion compensation again on the uncompressed reference frames is practically impossible since

only reconstructed reference frames are available at the decoder.

Parameter Descrlpdon

Main

Set Value

Profile
Intra Period
Number ofB frames
Inter Search Block Sizes
Search Range
Number of References
BListOReferences
BList IReferences
MV Precision
Rate Control

Use of Fast ME

12

2

16x 16, 8x8, 4x4

16

2

o (default) sets number to be equal to NumberReferenceFrames
I

114 Pixel
Disabled

0= Spiral. I=UMHexagonS. 2=Simplified UMHexagonS,
3=EPZS 4= Fast ME

Table 5-3 H.264 Configuration File Parameters

Another two parameters which are the generated number of bits and PSNR determine the

compression efficiency and objective quality of a codec and they are useful only in a case where the

performances of the two encoders are to be determined. So, there is no other way but implementing
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the exactly the same strategy in the reference software of H0264 in order to evaluate its performance

against with the existing adopted ME strategies of H0264. Table 5-3 shows the configuration file

parameters of H.264 JM 11 [22] used in encoding of the test sequences in this section.

The parameters in Table 5-3 are carefully chosen in order to keep the encoding environment of the

two codecs as similar as possible even though there is no direct comparison on the results of the two

codecs. Intra period is set to 12 and the number of B frames is 2 forming 36 GOP structure with main

profile. Inter search block sizes are limited to only three levels removing the rectangular block

structure in order to keep the block shape and their levels as close as that of Dirac. As in Dirac

encoding, the number of reference frames is set to 2 with quarter pixel accuracy MV. But there are

two lists of reference frame where each list can have up to N number of reference frames. N is the

number of reference frames to be used and it was set to 2. ListOReferences is set to zero (default

value) which means overriding the List 0 reference is disable and so the number of reference frames

in list 0 is equal to the number of reference frames which is 2. ListlReferences is set to 1 since 1

reference is usually recommended for normal GOP structures. So, even though the number of

reference was set to 2, the total number of reference frames for B is 3; i.e. 2 from list 0 and 1 from list

1 while the number of reference for P frame is still 2. Rate control is disabled and the required ME

strategy is chosen from among five possible strategies including the fast ME.

Table 5-4 show results of five different ME strategies where four of them are existing adopted ME

strategies of H.264 and the last one is the fast ME using semi-hierarchical approach. Unlike Dirac, the

number of SAD calculation per block in H.264 is the total value which is averaged over the result of

three block levels and can be calculated as:

(5.9)

where, SAD 16, SAD8 and SAD4 are the number of SAD calculations for a particular block i,j and k

of block sizes 16x 16, 8x8 and 4x4, respectively. I, J and K are the total number of blocks for the

corresponding block sizes in a frame. So the result in equation (5.9) is actually the average number of

SAD calculation per level 7 block (i.e. 4x4) over a frame. The result, average SAD calculation per

block in Table 5-4, column 3 is the average value of equation (5.9) over the entire sequence including

I frame.

From Table 5-4, it is interesting to find that EPZS offers the lowest number of SAD calculation per

block from among the four ME strategies already adopted in H.264 while all the other data including

residual error frame's weight, generated number of bits and PSNR are approximately remain the

same. As expected, Spiral search gives flat number of SAD calculation regardless of the content of the

encoding sequence. It is important to note that the average number of SAD calculation per block for

all test sequence in spiral search should be the same in Table 5-4 if the test sequence lengths are
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equal. Apart from complexity issue, spiral search gives the best performance in terms of error weight,

file size and PSNR from among the four adopted ME strategies. But in overall, EPZS is the best

followed by Simplified UMHexagon, UMHexagon and Spiral search. Being the best from among

adopted ME strategies, only EPSZ will be used to compare with the fast ME strategy in the later part

of the discussions.

Avg. Avg. File Size Avg.
Sequence ME Strategy SADlBlock Weight (bytes) PSNR-Y

(dB)

H.264 Spiral 2058.977 4.556877 126388 39.86989
H.264 UMHexagonS 142.1074 4.561025 125955 39.86047

Akiyo H.264 SimplifiedUMHexagonS 64.20805 4.567424 125842 39.83498
H.264 EPZS 59.35906 4.562085 126863 39.86134
H.264 Fast ME 32.58389 4.560703 126478 39.86305

H.264 Spiral 2058.977 8.048367 559580 36.02452
H.264 UMHexagonS 358.4698 8.145874 568721 35.99397

Foreman H.264 SimplifiedUMHexagonS 242.3154 8.2119 568605 35.96817
H.264 EPZS 147.4899 8.136794 569589 36.00326
H.264 Fast ME 58.30872 7.904992 563270 36.01913

H.264 Spiral 2050.588 7.647301 725027 34.06482
H.264 UMHexagonS 472.7297 8.016668 751377 33.99407

Bus H.264 SimplifiedUMHexagonS 342.6689 8.135844 755646 33.96008
H.264 EPZS 182.5473 7.880499 735894 34.03321
H.264 Fast ME 60.5 7.57017 693342 34.10883

H.264 Spiral 2045.489 8.854028 392249 36.34858
H.264 UMHexagonS 448.0909 9.257794 401030 36.31117

Football H.264 SimplifiedUMHexagonS 322.8977 9.448333 397754 36.29262
H.264 EPZS 200.0682 9.103859 395099 36.31627
H.264 Fast ME 84 8.541634 389285 36.35373

Table 5-4 The Comparison of ME Strategies in H.264 with the Fast ME using CIF Format, All the Values
are Taken as Average Over Entire Encoding Sequence Except File Size

As shown in Table 5-4, the Fast ME strategy is even better than EPZS especially in the reduction

of computational load. The complexity reduction is up to three folds for Bus sequence and for all test

sequences, it offers at least two folds reduction compared with EPZS. But, in terms of compression

efficiency, generated number of bits or file size is even smaller than that of EPZS in all test sequences

while maintaining the same PSNR level. From Table 5-4, it can be seen clearly that this compression

efficiency actually comes from the smaller residual error frame's weight which is mainly because of

having better ME accuracy of the fast ME strategy compared with EPZS. Moreover, the performance

of the fast ME strategy in terms of error weight, file size and PSNR is even better than spiral search in

Bus and Football sequences. It is because spiral search is limited in the fixed size window resulting

less accurate MV s for the encoding sequences which have faster motion or larger displacement
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objects (e.g. Bus and Football) even though it is based upon FS. For this reason, apart from

complexity issue, spiral search gives the best performance from among all listed strategies in Table

5-4 when the encoding test sequence is relatively static (e.g. Akiyo and Foreman).
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Fig. 5-25 Comparison of Number of SADCalculationper Block in Each Frame for Five DifferentME
Strategies Including the Fast ME UsingH.264, Bus Sequence in CIF Format

Fig. 5-25 (a) shows the comparison of number of SAD calculation per block in each frame for five

different ME strategies including the fast ME using H.264 encoder with Bus sequence in CIF format.

It shows the step by step improvement of the adopted ME strategies together with the fast ME in

reducing the complexity of the pixel accuracy search. Even though Bus sequence is used here, all

other sequences show more or less similar trend which can be seen clearly in Table 5-4 as the average

value. As discussed, spiral gives constant number of SAD calculation for P and B frames and being

based upon FS, it is the highest among the different strategies listed in the figure. There is a huge gap

between spiral and UMHexagonS followed very closely by Simplified UMHexagonS, EPZS and the

the fast ME. Spiral Data is removed in Fig. 5-25 (b) in order to be able to monitor the behavior of

each strategy more closely. From Fig. 5-25 (a) and (b), it is interesting to see that the difference

between the number of SAD calculation between P and B frame is much higher giving wider variation

in spiral search and this variation becomes gradually narrow down as the overall complexity becomes

lower in the other strategies. The fast ME strategy which gives the lowest complexity has the

narrowest variation as shown in Fig. 5-25 (b).

It is because H.264's B frame ME involves three reference frames (i.e. 2 from list 0 and I from list

1) while P frame ME has only two, resulting the higher number of SAD calculation per block in B

frame ME. The variation is widest in spiral because of the application of fixed window size ME. But

in adaptive based ME (Le. UMHexagonS, Simplified UMHexagonS and EPZS), the variation

becomes gradually narrow down as the algorithm inside each ME strategy try to fmd the global

minimum as accurately as possible. As discussed in section 5.5, finding the global minimum in P

frame normally requires wider window size because of the structure of GOP requiring more number
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of SAD calculations per block while B frame ME requires relatively narrower window since the

location of their reference frames are closer to the coding frame. But in the fast ME strategy, because

of the application of un-equal level of ME (i.e. semi-hierarchical approach), the algorithm inside the

fast ME strategy spends more time in searching the best match in P frame by using fully hierarchical

ME procedure reducing down the variation gap even further.

Frame Number
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Fig. 5-26 Comparison of ME Results for H.264's EPZS and the Fast ME, Akiyo in CIF Format
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Fig. 5-27 Comparison of ME Results for H.264's EPZS and the Fast ME, Foreman in CIF Format
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Fig. 5-29 Comparison of ME Results for H.264's EPZS and the Fast ME, Football in CIF Format

Fig. 5-26 to Fig. 5-29 show the number of SAD calculation per block and PSNR-Y of each frame

for all test sequences shown in Table 5-4. As discussed before, because of consequence of the un-

equal number of reference frames between P and B, unlike Dirac ME, the number of SAD calculation

per block in B frames is higher than that of P in EPZS of H.264. However, because of the application

of semi-hierarchical motion estimation in the fast ME, the required number of SAD calculation

difference between P and B becomes narrower compared with EPZS, which can be seen clearly in

Fig. 5-26 (a) to Fig. 5-29 (a). Reduction in the number of SAD calculation actually comes from the

application of adaptive search algorithm and semi-hierarchical motion estimation. Even though EPZS

uses similar adaptive search algorithm as in the fast ME strategy, addition of fixed predictors grid as

shown in Fig. 5-14 causes the algorithm to search more prediction points. In the refined stage as well,

EPZS uses square shape and more aggressive pattern called extended EPSZ pattern as shown in Fig.

5-15 in addition to the SDSP giving dramatic increments in the number of SAD calculation per block
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compared with the fast ME strategy, where only SDSP is used in the refined stage. In the fast ME

strategy, the application of the hierarchical ME eliminates the requirement of fixed predictors grid in

the initial search and the aggressive refined patterns (either square or extended EPSZ pattern) in the

refined search stage, It is because hierarchical ME has already located the most probable global

minimum point and so only SDSP is enough in doing refined search. Neither additional fixed

predictors grid nor aggressive patterns are required. Furthermore, with the help of the temporal

predictors, hierarchical ME can be eliminated in B frame coding giving additional complexity

reduction, without affecting the accuracy of the motion estimation in B frame coding seriously. In

terms of PSNR, all the test sequences with the fast ME give the PSNR level which is almost the same

as that of EPZS as shown in Fig. 5-26 (b) to Fig. 5-29 (b) while giving at least two fold reduction in

computational load.
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Fig. 5-30 Comparison ofWeights for H.264'S EPZS and the FastME, in CIF format

Fig. 5-30 shows the comparison of residual error frame's weight between H.264's EPZS and the

fast ME for all test sequences in CIF format. As in Fig. 5-22, most of the long sequences are truncated

(in Fig. 5-30 (a), (b) and (c) in order to show the weight comparison between the two ME strategies
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in more details. Because of the application of un-equal level of ME, P frame's weight with the fast

ME strategy is lower than that of EPZS in most of the test sequences. Weight reduction in P frame can

be seen more clearly in dynamic motion sequences as shown in Fig. 5-30 (b), (c) and (d). It is because

for a static sequence like in Akiyo, it is not required to increase the search window size for P frame

ME because of the static nature of sequence. For static sequence, the algorithm in any type of ME

strategy can easily find the best match in the vicinity or exactly the same location of the current block

resulting exactly the same or approximately the same level of accuracy for most of the ME strategies.

5.8.3 Partial Cost Function Calculation
In this section, the performance of the partial cost function calculation patterns presented in section

5.7 will be evaluated and their results will be discussed in details. In order to investigate their

performance, the patterns shown in Fig. 5-16 were implemented using FS method and tested with

different test sequences which involve all type of motions ranging from slow, medium to fast motions

in CIF format. The results are shown in the form of the average residual error frame's weight as

defined in equation (5.8). All the experiments were implemented using Matlab with IPPPP .... GOP

structure.

Size Pattern Aldyo Foreman Bus FootbaO

Cross 0.5523 3.154 5.525 4.631
Crosscom 0.5536 3.16 5.518 4.636

4x4
ZigZag 0.5414 3.083 5.303 4.529
Full 0.5114 2.815 4.988 4.371

Table 5-5 Average Residual Error Frame's Weight Comparison for Block Size 4x4, Using FS

Size Pattern Aldyo Foreman Bus Football

Cross 0.5862 3.709 6.585 6.507
8x8 ZigZag 0.5817 3.681 6.699 6.382

Full 0.5604 3.44 6.167 6.116
Cross 0.598 4.214 7.834 8.423

16x16 ZigZag 0.5988 4.227 8.176 8.732
Full 0.5872 4.014 7.471 7.909

Table 5-6 Average Residual Error Frame's Weight Comparison for Block Sizes 8x8 and 16xl6,

Using FS

Size Aldyo Foreman Bus FootbaO

4x4 0.03 0.268 0.315 0.158
8x8 0.0213 0.241 0.418 0.266
16x16 0.0108 0.2 0.363 0.514

Table 5-7Weight Deviation of the Partial SADCalculation from Full SAD for All Block Sizes
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Table 5-5 shows the average residual error frame's weight comparison of partial SAD calculation

patterns with full SAD for block size 4 x 4. In most of the test sequences, cross pattern performs

slightly better than cross complement but zigzag pattern gives the lowest weight compared with the

other two. In the residual error frame's weight versus frame number curve, zigzag curve is just above

the FS for4x4 block size as shown in Fig. 5-31. Apparently, the results from Table 5-5 show the

crucial requirement of the distribution of SAD calculation points over the block. The coverage area of

cross complement pattern is only at the margin giving higher weight compared with cross in most of

the test sequences. The performance comparison of cross and zigzag patterns is extended to the larger

block sizes which are 8x8 and 16x 16 as shown in Fig. 5-17 (a) to (d).

Table 5-6 shows the average residual error frame's weight comparison of partial SAD calculation

patterns with full SAD for block size 8x8 and l6x16. As the block size becomes larger, the

performance of zigzag becomes comparable with cross and in some case, even lower than cross, e.g.

in bus sequence for 8x8 block size. But in block size l6x16, all the results are in the reverse condition

and the cross pattern outperforms zigzag in all test sequences. It can also be seen in Fig. 5-32 (a) to

(d) where partial SAD curve using cross pattern is just above full SAD for all test sequence. It is

because in the zigzag pattern, it is increasingly difficult to locate the calculation points to cover the

most area of the block as the block size increase, which results in lower performance compared with

cross. But in cross, having specific and more concentrated points at the centre of the block, gives

more chance to yield the optimum performance for all sizes of blocks.

Table 5-7 shows the deviation of best error weight from the full SAD calculation for all block sizes

and for all test sequences. The best error weight is the minimum weight of a particular calculation

pattern and can be either cross, cross complement or zigzag in 4x4 block size and cross or zigzag in

other block sizes.

It is interesting to note that the deviation from the full SAD calculation result becomes smaller as

the block size increases for Akiyo and Foreman test sequences. It is because as the block size reduces;

it is increasingly difficult to get a unique SAD value even with the full SAD calculation because there

is less number of pixels involved in the absolute difference summation. So, in the case of partial SAD

calculation, it is more likely to miss interpret a minimum SAD point giving higher deviation in

smaller block size especially for the relatively static motion sequences. It can be seen clearly on Fig.

5-31 (a), (b) and Fig. 5-32 (a), (b) where partial SAD calculation curves are very much closer to the

full SAD curves as the block size larger. This effect is not much significant in complex and faster

motion because bigger block size likely to have the higher number of complex motion objects giving

more deviation error in the partial SAD calculation. So, generally speaking, accuracy of the partial

SAD calculation is more sensitive to the smaller block size and it is especially obvious in static

motion sequences.
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Fig. 5-31 Residual Error Frame's Weight Comparison for Different Partial SAD Calculation Patterns and
Full SAD Using FS, CIF Format with Block Size 4x4
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Fig. 5-32 Residual Error Frame's Weight Comparison for Different Partial SAD Calculation Patterns and
Full SAD Using FS, CIF Format with Block Size 16xl6

In this research, the cross pattern is chosen to find the performance of partial SAD calculation with

some of the fast BMAs mentioned in section 5.4 because of its simplicity and giving optimum

performance for all block sizes. But, the modification of zigzag pattern by locating the points

systematically in order to maximize the coverage over the block area can still achieve the better

performance than cross for all block sizes with the expense of simplicity.

In order to evaluate the performance of the chosen partial cost function calculation pattern over

fast BMAs, it is required to select some of the best BMAs mentioned in section 5.4. The selection is

based upon their performance in terms of the required number of cost calculation per block and the

accuracy which is measured by comparing the residual error frame's weight.
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Fig. 5-33 Residual Error Frame's Weight Comparison of Different Fast BMAs and FS using Bus Sequence
in CIF Format, Block Size 4x4
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Fig. 5-34 Comparison of the Number of SAD Computation per Block of Different Fast BMAs using Bus
Sequence in CIF Format, Block Size 4x4

Fig. 5-33 shows the residual error frame's weight comparison of six different fast BMAs and FS

using bus sequence in Clf format, The block size used was 4x4. The figure shows highest weights for
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DS and FourSS followed by ISS, NISS, ARPS and AIPS. It is interesting to note that AlPS gives

lowest weight and its curve is just above the FS one.

Fig. 5-34 shows the number of SAD computation of all the BMAs shown in Fig. 5-33 for the same

test sequence. NTSS requires highest number of SAD computation followed by TSS, FourSS, DS,

ARPS and AlPS. Again, AIPS gives the lowest number of SAD computation and considered as the

best among the tested BMAs. In order to find the performance of the chosen partial SAD calculation

pattern over fast BMAs, DS, FourSS, ARPS and AlPS were chosen from among the six BMAs shown

in Fig. 5-33 and Fig. 5-34 because of their lower number of SAD computation and the optimum

weight.
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Fig, 5-35 Performance Comparison of Partial and Full SADCalculation using AlPS

Chosen partial cost calculation pattern (cross) is again implemented in four selected fast BMAs in

order to investigate the effects of partial SAD calculation over the performance of BMA. It is

implemented and tested only for the 4x4 block size since the objective is to find the accuracy and

complexity of the BMA using partial SAD calculation. The accuracy and complexity of a BMA can
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be represented in terms of residual error frame's weight and average number of operation (Le. a pair

of subtraction and addition) per block, respectively.

Fig. 5-35 shows the performance comparison in terms of the error weight and the number of SAD

calculation for partial and full SAD calculation using AlPS. The result of full SAD calculation using

FS is also mentioned in both sequences in order to have the better comparison idea relative to FS. As

expected, the error weight of the partial SAD calculation is slightly higher than full in both sequences;

Akiyo and Bus as shown in Fig. 5-35 (a) and (c). The amount of weight increment depends upon

speed of the motion and complexity of the test sequence. The partial SAD calculation of the complex

motion sequence tends to give higher weight increment than the less complex one. As the results, the

error weight curve for partial SAD calculation in Fig. 5-35 (c) for Bus sequence is slightly higher than

full while the corresponding curves in Fig. 5-35 (a) for Akiyo sequence remain comparable. It can

also be seen clearly in Table 5-8 as well.

It is interesting to note that the average numbers of SAD calculation points for each block in

partial and full SAD calculation are not exactly the same. It is because most of the fast BMA use

stopping criteria which allows the algorithm to stop in the half way in order to reduce the number of

search points. Introducing the partial SAD calculation idea causes the algorithm to stop before or after

the point where the algorithm normally would stop. It causes the average number of SAD points with

partial calculation to be higher or lower than the full calculation. But, this amount is negligible and

usually not more than one SAD point in average. However, there are reduced numbers of pixel (half

in 4x4 block size) in each SAD calculation with the presented patterns giving lower computational

load to the processing unit on the hardware. The increment or decrement of the number of SAD

calculation per block for each frames can be seen clearly in the Fig. 5-35 (b) and (d) for Akiyo and

Bus sequences using AlPS.

Avg. Weight Avg. SADlBock
Avg.Num.of

BMA
Test Operation

Sequence
FuD Partial FuU Partial FuD Partial

Akiyo 0.54 0.57 16.91 16.99 270.56 135.92
FourSS

Bus 8.51 9.32 21.55 21.45 344.8 171.6

Akiyo 0.53 0.56 13.1 13.21 209.6 105.68
OS

Bus 8.5 9.48 19.93 19.47 318.88 155.76

Akiyo 0.53 0.55 5.38 5.47 86.08 43.76
ARPS

Bus 6.4 7.34 10.51 10.49 168.16 83.92

Akiyo 0.53 0.55 7.09 7.14 113.44 57.12
AlPS

Bus 5.78 6.2 7.98 8.03 127.68 64.24

Table 5-8 Performance Comparison of Partial and Full SAD Calculation for Different Types ofBMAs,
Block Size 4x4

Table 5-8 shows the average error weight and SAD calculation for the whole sequence using

different types of fast BMAs for Akiyo and Bus. The average SAD calculation per block is the

number of SAD computation per block defmed in equation (5.7) which is averaged over entire
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encoding sequence. The number of operation is the number of subtraction and addition pairs in a SAD

calculation and hence the average number of operation in the last column of Table 5-8 is the

multiplication of average SAD calculation per block with 16 for full SAD and 8 for partial SAD for

4x4 block size.

The average weight using partial SAD calculation is slightly higher than full calculation in both

sequences for all types of algorithms. Even though the weight increment in partial SAD calculation

compared with full in Bus sequence is more than that of Akiyo, it is not more than one unit in all

search algorithms. As discussed before, the average number of SAD calculation points for the whole

sequence using partial calculation is slightly higher or lower than that of full calculation in all cases.

But, the increment or decrement is not more than one SAD point in average and the numbers of SAD

calculation points are comparable in all cases using different sequences and different algorithms.

Nevertheless, the reduced numbers of pixel (half in 4x4 block size) in every SAD calculation with the

presented pattern, is giving lower computational load to the processing unit on the hardware. The

computational load reduction can be seen clearly in the last column of Table 5-8 in terms of the

average number of operation per SAD calculation.

As an overall, introducing the idea of partial SAD calculation reduces the computational load

significantly and the load reduction factor is 2, 4 or 8 times of full SAD calculation for block sizes

4x4, 8x8 and 16x 16, respectively. But, in order to achieve this, there is a little trade off in the form of

motion estimation accuracy which is slightly less than full SAD calculation result and usually it is

negligible in static motion sequences. Even though there are reduced number of the sum of the

absolute different pixels in each block during the partial SAD calculation, the average number of SAD

calculation per block for the whole sequence are remain almost the same as shown in Table 5-8.
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5.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a fast ME strategy which is the combination of modified adaptive search plus semi-

hierarchical way of motion estimation is presented. The strategy gives approximately the same motion

estimation accuracy, compression efficiency and PSNR performance compared with existing ME

strategy of Dirac 0.6. But there is a significant improvement as far as the speed of the algorithm is

concerned. There is a huge saving, at least two folds in average number of SAD calculation per block

for all test sequences in CIF format and up to three folds in relatively static sequences. Reduction in

the number of SAD calculation is much more significant in static sequence than dynamic one. Similar

to the result in CIF format, there is also at least two folds reduction in the number of SAD calculation

per block for both of the HO formats. The results with HO sequence encoding also confirm that the

reduction in SAD calculation is higher in the relatively static sequence (Night Shields) while more

dynamic motion sequence (Pedestrian Area) gives approximately two folds reduction.

Exactly the same ME strategy (i.e. fast ME) was implemented in H.264 JM 11 reference software

in order to evaluate its performance against with the existing ME methods adopted in JM11. It was

found that in overall, EPZS is the best followed by Simplified UMHexagon, UMHexagon and Spiral

search. But, it is interesting to find that the fast ME strategy is even better than EPZS especially in the

reduction of computational load. The complexity reduction is up to three folds for Bus sequence and

for all test sequences, it offers at least two folds reduction compared with EPZS.

As far as the compression efficiency is concerned, it was found that the generated number of bits

or file size is even smaller than that of EPZS in all test sequences while maintaining the same PSNR

level. The achieved compression efficiency actually comes from the smaller residual error frame's

weight which is mainly because of having better ME accuracy of the fast ME strategy compared with

EPZS. Moreover, it was interesting to find that the performance of the fast ME strategy in terms of

error weight, file size and PSNR is even better than spiral search in dynamic motion sequences (e.g.

Bus and Football).

Finally, performance of the partial cost function calculation patterns is evaluated using FS method

with different block sizes and test sequences. Itwas interesting to fmd that the deviation from the full

SAD calculation result becomes smaller as the block size increases for relatively static sequences (e.g.

Akiyo and Foreman). So, generally speaking, accuracy of the partial SAD calculation is more

sensitive to the smaller block size and it is especially obvious in static motion sequences.

The cross pattern was chosen to fmd the performance of partial SAD calculation with some of the

fast BMAs in the later stages because of its simplicity and giving optimum performance for all block

sizes. In order to implement the chosen partial SAD calculation pattern on the fast BMAs, OS,

FourSS, ARPS and AlPS were chosen from among the others BMAs. The selection is based upon

their complexity and the accuracy. As expected, it was found that the average weight using partial

SAD calculation is slightly higher than full calculation in both tested sequences for all types of

algorithms. It was also found that the amount of weight increment depends upon speed of the motion
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and complexity of the test sequence. The partial SAD calculation of the complex motion sequence

tends to give higher weight increment than the less complex one.

Because of the application of stopping criteria in most of the BMAs, it was interesting to find that

the average numbers of SAD calculation points for each block in partial and full SAD calculation are

not exactly the same but, the increment or decrement is not more than one SAD point in average.

Mostly, the numbers of SAD calculation points are comparable in all cases using different sequences

and different algorithms. But, the reduced numbers of pixel (half in 4x4 block size) in every SAD

calculation of the proposed method is giving lower computational load to the processing unit on the

hardware.

Finally, it is obvious to see that the partial cost function calculation method is very promising idea

in achieving the fast motion estimation by further reducing the computational load in cost function

calculation. Moreover, it can be incorporated in any type of search strategies and in any type of fast

motion estimation algorithms.
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Chapter 6

6 Conclusion and Further Recommendation
In this part of the chapter, all the research works presented in the previous chapters will be

summarized and concluded along with their overall achievement to the aim and objective of the

research. After that, all the possible modification which could improve the performance of the

presented research methodologies will be discussed in details as the future work.

6.1 Overall Achievement

6.1.1 Error-Resilient Coding Scheme
In this part of the research, a combined source and channel coding scheme which provides the error-

resilient transmission of the compressed video bitstream of Dirac video encoder over the packet

erasure wired network, is presented. As discussed before, in the current alpha releases of Dirac, the

encoder has only been optimized for storage purposes and still there is no error-resilient encoding

mechanism in order to be able to use in real time transmission. The main objective of this research is

to propose a simple, low complexity and patent free error-resilient coding scheme since one of the

design criteria of the Driac video codec is to be simple and the developers do not want to include any

patented algorithm in their codec architecture.

According to the experimental results, for the same type of channel coding which is RCPC, the

maximum source coding gains are found to be 10 dB, 8 dB and 4 dB in 99P, 33P and 6-3P partitioned

formats at 8 % packet loss rate. On the other hand, the channel coding gains for the rate 1/2, 113and

114using RCPC are around 4 dB, 17 dB and 20 dB, respectively at the 10% packet loss. From the

results, it can be concluded that for the combined source and RCPC type of channel coding, encoder

rates 113and 114are able to be used to protect the header plus MY or layer 1 for less than 6% packet

loss and rate 112 is optimum for the protection of data or layer 2.

But the simulation results also highlighted that with the use of less powerful FEC e.g. RCPC,

Dirac can only operate in a less congested network with the packet loss not more than 10%. Instead,

using a more powerful FEC e.g. Turbo codes, Dirac could operate in a congested network up to 30%

packet loss. In terms of the subjective quality, it was found that the application of the error

concealment becomes easier with the presented scheme. Even the simple error concealment method,

in which the corrupted coefficients are replaced with the average values of the coefficients of the

previous and next partitions, is proved to be very effective in concealing the error since the errors

become localized in one partition. The data loss can be estimated either from the adjacent partitions

(spatially) or the adjacent frames (temporally) or using more sophisticated error concealment

algorithms available in the literature.
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Finally, it was found that because of the arrangement of wavelet transformed data, source coding

(data partitioning) only in Dirac is not enough for the error-resilient transmission of wavelet

compressed bitstream and hence the requirement of channel coding becomes mandatory in order to

protect the sensitive part of the coefficients in the wavelet transform subbands.

From the description of the presented scheme and the results, it can be seen clearly that the

coefficient partitioning process itself does not introduce much complexity to the encoder, and the use

of low complex channel coding (Le. RCPC) as a whole offer a simple and effective error-resilient

scheme for Dirac video encoder. On the other hand, with the use of more complex channel coding (i.e.

Turbo), the combined scheme can be a powerful mechanism to combat the harsh packet-erasure

channeVnetwork. So, the scheme is found to be not only simple and efficient but also offering flexible

solution on the different level of network congestion, achieving the main objective of the research.

6.1.2 Rate Control Algorithm

As the second phase of the research, a rate control algorithm which is efficient, simple and easy to

integrate to the Dirac encoder was presented in chapter 4. The algorithm is based upon the R-QF

model since QF which is an integral parameter of Dirac encoder plays an important role in controlling

the quality of the encoded video sequence or the number of bit generated. The current Dirac

architecture is controlling constant quality rather than bitrate by using a single QF as quality indicator

to maintain the desired quality. The algorithm presented in this research exploits this idea by

considering QF as a varying parameter in order to achieve average bitrate which is constant over each

GOP.

As mentioned in chapter 4, the main objective of this research is to implement a simple and

efficient rate control algorithm for the Dirac video encoder in order to be able to be used in real-time

video broadcasting together with the presented error-resilient coding scheme discussed in chapter 3.

According to the experimental results, it was found that the presented algorithm performs very

well both in intra frame-only and inter frame coding mode. But, the algorithm works more accurately

in intra frame-only coding giving the deviation error which is well within 1% of the target bitrate. For

inter frame coding, the precision is around 1% of target bitrates.

In comparison with H.264, it was found that the maximum deviation error of the rate control

technique [41] in JMll reference software of H.264 is higher than that of the R-QF model based

algorithm with Dirac in most of the time especially in the larger frame size (e.g. CIF and HO) and

smaller frame size with higher target bit rate (e.g. QCIF with 128 Kbps). But in the measure of

average deviation error, PSNR-Y and SSIM-Y, encoded video sequences with Dirac show lower

performance especially with the lower target bitrate (32, 64 Kbps) in QCIF frame coding. But the

average deviation error and SSIM performance becomes comparable with that of H.264 as the target

bitrate increases (512, 1024 Kbps) in CIF and HO format video sequences while PSNR performance

of Dirac is lower in all cases.
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In general, it was found that the performance of the Dirac encoder with the presented rate control

algorithm increases both with the video frame size and the target bitrate showing better bitrate

regulation and comparable SSIM index with H.264 especially in CIF with higher target bitrate and

HD encoding.

Being able to regulate the bitrate according to the target bitrate is crucial in real-time multimedia

data streaming in preventing buffer overflow or underflow. Moreover, unlike rate control in H.264,

the algorithm is based only on the GOP level and frame level rate control reducing the complexity

dramatically since it does not require MB or basic unit level bit allocation. In addition to this, it is a

complete one pass process and does not require iterating the calculation for finding the optimum QF

value. The calculation of QF is based upon the simple mathematical equation and it does not even

need to calculate the QF for each frame in inter frame coding mode. The algorithm is also capable of

controlling the large range of bitrates from a few to several thousand Kbps and so it is practically

applicable for all types of video frame sizes (QCIF to HO) supported from Dirac. It is also applicable

to the different coding modes supported from Dirac, which are intra frame-only and inter frame

coding. So, it can be concluded that the presented R-QF model based rate control algorithm achieves

both accuracy and simplicity at the same time with the ability to support all type of coding modes

supported from Dirac while capable of controlling the larger range of bitrates.

6.1.3 Motion Estimation Strategy
As for the final phase of the research, a fast ME strategy which is the combination of modified

adaptive search plus semi-hierarchical way of motion estimation was presented in chapter 5. The same

strategy is again implemented in H.264 to evaluate its performance against with the existing ME

strategies currently adopted by H.264. Finally, the new idea of partial SAD operation in order to

reduce the computational load in the cost function calculation was presented as the last part of the

chapter. It can be used with any type of ME strategy and BMAs currently available in the literature.

The main objective of this research is to propose the fast and efficient motion estimation strategy

since the current release of the Dirac encoder [1] employs fully hierarchical motion estimation for all

types of inter frames consuming almost 80% of the total encoding time in motion estimation stage

only.

According to the experimental results, the fast ME strategy gives approximately the same motion

estimation accuracy, compression efficiency and PSNR performance compared with existing ME

strategy of both Dirac 0.6 and H.264 JM 11. But there is a significant improvement as far as the speed

of the algorithm is concemed. There is a huge saving, at least two folds in average number of SAD

calculation per block for all test sequences and up to three folds in relatively static sequences.

Reduction in the number of SAD calculation is much more significant in static sequence than dynamic

one. The complexity of the fast ME strategy can be further reduced down by implementing the partial

SAD calculation. The additional computational load reduction can be at least two folds using only
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with 4x4 block size by just trading with a small portion of the motion estimation accuracy. The

reduction in the computational load can be up to 8 times compared with full SAD calculation when

using 16x 16 block size calculation. It was not implemented in the fast ME algorithm and left for the

future work since the main objective of the research is to reduce down the real number of SAD

calculation. As an overall, the presented fast ME strategy achieves the main objective by giving at

least two fold reduction in the complexity of ME and found that it is even much better than the best

ME strategy currently employed in H.264 which is considered to be the state-of-the-art video encoder.

6.2 Future Recommendation
In this section of future recommendation, all possible techniques which could improve the

performance of the presented methods mentioned in chapter 3, 4 and 5 will be discussed in detail. The

ideas given here are for guideline only and hence further adjustments or modifications might be

required in order to achieve the required performance.

6.2.1 Error-Resilient Scheme

6.2.1.1 Un-Equal Error Protection

In the presented scheme, according to the existing bitstream syntax, the bitstream of Dirac is divided

into two layers; namely layer 1 and layer 2 for header plus MV and data. Currently, in the presented

method, the same level of protection (i.e. protection using channel coding) is applied to the

coefficients data of each subband. But, the wavelet transformed coefficient data from subband 13 to

10 (i.e. four lowest resolution subbands for four levels transform as shown in Fig. 6-1) are relatively

quite important for the good reconstruction of the video frame. So, it would be interesting to find the

performance of existing scheme by giving better protection to these subband coefficient data. The new

idea can be implemented by introducing another layer, layer 3 with the different levels of protection

using different encoding rate as shown in Fig. 6-2.
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Fig. 6-1 SubbandNumbers for Four LevelWavelet TransformedFrame
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Layer 1
RCPCHeader. MV Header and f----+ Rate = 1/4MV Data

Layer 2
RCPCCoefficient Data from --.

Rate = 1/3Subband 13 to 10

Layer 3
RCPCCoefficient Data from

Rate = 1/2Subband 9 to 1

Fig. 6-2 The idea of Three Layers Protection

6.2.1.2 Variable Length Packetization

Another enhancement is concerning with the packetization. Currently, fixed length packetization is

applied in which the packet length is fixed to a certain value and extra bits were chopped off

regardless of the location of the information bits in the subband. Even though the existing approach is

quite simple to implement, there are some factors which could affect the quality of the reconstructed

video. For example, if the data inside a packet falls between the two subbands, the loss of this packet

means the loss of two subband data i.e. later part of the first subband and the entire part of the

successive subband data.

Packet 1 I Packet 2 I ~~~~~ ~ _I Packet 4 I Packet 5 I Packet 6

Fig. 6-3 The Problemwith Fixed Length Packetization

The problem with fixed length packetization can be easily seen in Fig. 6-3. When the packet 3 has

an error and can not correct this error at the channel decoder, both data from later part of the subband

12 and entire part of the subband 11 will be lost. This problem can be solved by mapping all the data

from each subband to one or more packets so that the encoder will have the series of packets with

each of their lengths (or the combined Length) correspond to that of a subband and the length of the

packet may vary from one to another. So that, if one packet is lost, this means losing only a portion of

a subband or at most an entire corresponding subband data.

6.2.1.3 Periodic Intra Macroblock

J. Zheng and L. P. Chau in [84] proposed a new scheme to alleviate the effect of error propagation for

the H.264 encoded video. By adding some periodic MBs in every fifth inter-frames, the average

PSNR of a video sequence can be improved about 3 dB with 5% increase in bit rate when the MB loss

rate is 15%. The selection of periodic MB is based on the distortion expectation of each MB and the
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number of periodic MBs in every frame can be adjusted according to the available transmission

bandwidth. The same idea can be used together with the presented error-resilient scheme (as a further

enhancement) in order to stop the error propagation because of the packet error in the reference frame.

6.2.2 Rate Control Algorithm

6.2.2.1 Estimation of Initial QF

In the R-QF model based rate control algorithm with intra frame-only coding, either PSNR deep

fading or fluctuation can be occurred especially in the low bitrate coding (Le. 256 kbps target bit rate)

because of the result of the initial QF setting which is too high for that particular target bitrate. In the

result and discussion section of chapter 4, it was suggested that this problem can be solved either by

inserting a certain number of frames (about 30 to 40 frames) at the beginning as a training sequence in

order to achieve stability while encoding training sequence or setting the proper initial QF. In the

former suggestion, the frames for the training sequence can be the exact replica of the first 30 frames

of the video sequence being encoded. Even though it is a simple solution, addition of training

sequence could generate unnecessary delay time in encoding and it will not work very well with the

sequence where scene change is taking place at the beginning of the sequence. In the latter solution, a

proper initial QF can be approximated from the coding mode whether using Intra frame-only or inter

frame coding, target bitrate and frame rate. Building a simple mathematical model which can

approximate the optimum initial QF from the available encoding parameters is required and can be

considered as the further work for this research.

6.2.2.2 Requirement of Buffer Model

Even though most of the rate control algorithms can control the bitrate with a certain level of

accuracy, the bitrate of the compressed bitstream can vary significantly because of the random nature

of the contents of the video sequences (e.g. more textured regions or faster motion). Since the

compressed digital video is often transmitted through the bandwidth limited channels, the bitrate

variations need to be smoothed using buffering mechanisms at the encoder and decoder.

In video coding standards, a compliant bit stream must be decoded by a hypothetical decoder that

is conceptually connected to the output of an encoder and consists of a decoder buffer, a decoder, and

a display unit. This virtual decoder is known as the Hypothetical Reference Decoder (HRO). The

encoder must create a bit stream so that the hypothetical decoder buffer does not overflow or

underflow. This requirement can be strictly satisfied by the rate control algorithm implemented in the

encoder.

Unfortunately, current Dirac's standard does not specify any HRD requirement. But, it is still

worth to consider the implementation of buffer model in order to work together with the presented

rate control algorithm so that the decoder buffer does not suffer under flow or over flow.
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6.2.2.3 Recovery from the Bitrate Explosion Because of Scene Change

In the current version of Dirac, the encoder detects the number of intra MBs after motion

estimation stage and inserts intra frame if the number of intra MBs is beyond the certain threshold.

This is called scene change detection and insertion of intra frame normally takes place only when

there is an abrupt scene change in the encoding video sequence. But, in the presented rate control

algorithm, scene change scenario is not considered and so when the intra frame is inserted because of

scene change, resulting bitrate may overshoot well beyond the target bitrate called bitrate explosion.

In order to avoid this, the algorithm can be modified by resetting all its parameters once the scene

change is occurred and recalculate parameters from the point of intra frame insertion.

_------New lMGOP----- .....1--- 'Z"'GOP

I
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Fig. 6-4 Modification to the Presented Algorithm for Intra Frame Insertion because of Abrupt Scene
Change

Fig. 6-4 shows modification to the presented rate control algorithm for the abrupt scene change

condition. In figure, inserted I frame is shown with gray color. Once the I frame is inserted by the

encoder because of abrupt scene change, the rate control algorithm needs to update the complexities

of each frame type, replace the allocated number of bits left for the current GOP with total number of

bits allocated for a GOP, reset the number of frames for each frame type used in a GOP and calculate

Rn and QF4 (refers Fig. 6-4). After that the same procedure as mentioned in chapter 4 continues until

the end of the sequence. It is important to note that new GOP starts from the inserted I frame, not

from the end of the previous I frame.

6.2.2.4 Implementation of the Presented Rate Control Algorithm in H.264

Even though the algorithm is designed mainly for Dirac, it can also be used in other types of video

codec, e.g. H.264 by incorporating a parameter which controls the quality of the encoded video

sequence. Like in Dirac, H.264 also employs RDO principle and hence building a mathematical

model which relates between a quality control parameter, QF and the Lagrangian multiplier, A. could
lead to a simple and effective rate control mechanism for H.264.
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6.2.3 Motion Estimation Strategy

6.2.3.1 Implementation of Partial SAD Calculation

As for the future work, presented partial cost function calculation can be implemented in the fast ME

strategy to further reduce down the computational load. Without modifying to the algorithm, the cross

partial cost function calculation pattern can be swapped directly with the existing full SAD calculation

function. But, unfortunately, because of the application of overlapped block structure, there would be

difficulty in implementing the cross pattern on irregular block shapes especially when the block is

located at the margins.
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Fig. 6-5 Cross ShapePartial SADCalculation Pattern for Dirac

Fig. 6-5 shows possible implementation of cross patterns on 12x 12 block size with the

overlapping block parameters; xb/en = 12, yb/en = 12, xbsep = 8 and ybsep = 8 which can be set

independently by user. The detail overlapping block structure of Dirac for a MB is shown in Fig. 2-7

where the areas shown with stronger solid outline boundary are the inner blocks, which are believed

to be non overlapping area if the offset or overlapping amount is reduced down to zero. The inner

block has the dimension equal to x and y block separation and it is 8 for a particular block parameters
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used in Fig. 6-5. Generally speaking, cross pattern in Fig. 6-5 requires only 24 points out of

12 x 12 = 144 and the reduction factor in term of the number of point to calculate SAD is

144/ 24 = 6. The cross pattern is mainly based upon the inner block and so there are some

irregularities upon the pattern especially for the marginal blocks.

But, further research may still be required in order to find the best pattern in partial SAD

calculation for the overlapping block structure. But, it is important to note that there is no such

problem with H.264 because of the non-overlapping nature of block.

6.2.3.2 Application of Perceptual Quality Based Cost Function in the ME of Dirac

The only correct way of quantifying either the visual image or video quality is through subjective

evaluation. In, practice, however, subjective evaluation is usually too inconvenient, time-consuming

and expensive. For this reason, the objective quality assessment distortion/quality metrics were

developed. Among them, most commonly used metrics are MSE and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

(PSNR). However, they have been widely criticized as well for not correlating well with perceived

quality measurement. There has been an increasing need recently to develop objective quality

measurement techniques that can predict perceived image/video quality based upon the HVS

characteristics. The majority of the perceptual quality assessment metrics have followed a strategy of

modifying the MSE measure so that errors are penalized in accordance with their visibility. Generally

speaking, these methods can be employed in three ways: monitoring image/video quality for quality

control system, benchmarking image/video processing systems and algorithms, and embedding into

image/video processing systems to optimize algorithms and parameters settings.

In most of the current video encoder, motion estimation process typically find the best match in

Sum of the Absolute Difference (SAD) sense, which is generally not a good indication of the

distortion as perceived by HVS. In [85], it was recognized that minimization of the pixel wise metric

does not translate into minimal perceptual distortion. So, it would be interesting if the metric which is

based upon HVS characteristics can be used in cost function calculation of ME in order to fmd the

best match instead of using pixel wise metrics (i.e. SAD, MAO). Unfortunately, most of the metrics

based upon HVS model available in the literature (e.g. SSIM, Video Quality Metrics (vQM)) are not

suitable to be used as the cost function in ME because of the sophisticated mathematical calculation

involved. So, finding a simple and effective cost function (distortion metrics) which is based upon

HVS model could lead to the new era of ME. There will be a great deal of challenging involved in this

research since it is creating a new dimension in ME area and nobody has ever thought about this

before.
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Appendix A

Dirac's Bitstream Syntax
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Appendix B

Contexts Used in Dirac

Ilused for residual
SIGNO_CTX,
SIGN_POS_CTX,
SIGN_NEG_CTX,

coding
II -sign, previous symbol is °
II -sign, previous symbol is +ve
II -sign, previous symbol is -ve

II Follow bit contexts
Z FBINlz _CTX, II -bin 1, parent is zero, neighbours zero_
Z FBINlnz CTX, II -bin 1, parent is zero, neighbours non-zero_ _
Z FBIN2 _CTX, II -bin 2, parent is zero_
Z FBIN3 CTX, II -bin 3, parent is zero_ _
Z FBIN4 CTX, II -bin 4, parent is zero_
Z FBIN5 CTX, II -bin 5, parent is zero_

FBIN6plus_CTX, II -bins 6 plus, parent isZ zero

NZ FBINlz CTX, II -bin 1, parent is non-zero, neighbours zero_ _
NZ FBINlnz CTX, II -bin 1, parent is non-zero, neighbours non-zero_ _
NZ FBIN2 CTX, II -bin 2, parent is non-zero_ _
NZ FBIN3 CTX, II -bin 3, parent is non-zero_ _
NZ FBIN4 CTX, II -bin 4, parent is non-zero_ _
NZ FBIN5 CTX, II -bin 5, parent is non-zero
NZ=FBIN6plus_CTX, II -bins 6 plus, parent is non-zero

II Information bit contexts
INFO_CTX,
BLOCK_SKIP_CTX, II - blocks are skipped
Q OFFSET_FOLLOW_CTX, II - code block quantiser offset magnitude
Q-OFFSET_INFO_CTX, II - code block quantiser offset info context
Q-OFFSET_SIGN_CTX, II - code block quantiser offset sign
TOTAL_COEFF_CTXS II The total number of coefficient contexts

II! Contexts used for MV data coding

II DC value contexts II
DC FBINI CTX,
DC=FBIN2plus_CTX,
DC_INFO_CTX,
DC_SIGN_CTX,

II MV contexts II
MV FBINI CTX,
MV-FBIN2-CTX,
MV-FBIN3-CTX,
MV-FBIN4-CTX,
MV=FBIN5plus_CTX,

MV INFO CTX,
MV=SIGN=CTX,

II Prediction mode contexts
PMODE_BITO_CTX, II -bit 0, prediction mode value
PMODE_BITl_CTX, II -bin 1, prediction mode value

II Macroblock contexts
MB SPLIT BINI CTX, II bin 1, MB split mode vals
MB=SPLIT=BIN2=CTX, II bin 2, MB split mode vals. Bin 3 not required

MB SPLIT INFO CTX,
TOTAL_MV=CTXS-

II info context for MB split mode
II The total number of MV contexts
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Appendix C

Dirac's Bitstream Syntax after Source Coding
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Fig. Cl The block diagram of the Bitstream Syntax' of Dirac with Error Resilient Coding
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AppendixD

Different Frame Partitioning Formats
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Fig. Dl Sub-frame numbers and their location (CIF, 99 partitions)
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Fig. D2 Sub-frame numbers and their location (CIF, 33 partitions)
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Fig. D3 Sub-frame numbers and their location (CIF, 6_3 partitions)
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Fig. D4 Sub-frame numbers and their location (CIF, 22_9 partitions)
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Fig. D5 Sub-frame numbers and their location (CIF, 22_3 partitions)
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